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Abstract
Final-state recoil proton polarization observables were measured using the 
newly commissioned Proton Focal-Plane-Polarimeter at the MTT-Bates 
Linear Accelerator Center. This device permits access to a new class of 
electromagnetic spin observables. Measurements were made at two values 
of Q1, 0.38 and 0.50 (GeV/c)2, in the quasi-elastic region using the 
d(g,e'p)n reaction in parallel kinematics with zero recoil momentum. 
Simultaneous measurements were also made using the p(e,e'p) reaction 
at the same kinematics allowing a precise comparison between the 
hydrogen and deuterium spin-dependent observables, Du  and DLT as well 
as the induced polarization P„. In the elastic scattering limit the spin 
observables can be used to directly extract the ratio o f Gpe/G pm . 
Therefore, in the impulse approximation the results have direct bearing on 
the validity of approximations used to extract G \lG nu  for the neutron in 
analogous d(e,e'n)p  experiments. This comparison is also nearly free of 
systematic errors and is independent of both the beam polarization and the 
analyzing power of the nC(pp') reaction. The results for deuterium are in 
good agreement with the hydrogen data and with the Plane-Wave- 
Impulse-Approximation theories of Arenhovel and Van Orden.
xix
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the commissioning of the Bates Focal Plane Polarimeter the Bates Linear 
Accelerator Center became capable of measuring the polarization of recoiling protons and 
thus gained access to important spin dependent reaction mechanisms.111 These 
mechanisms are sensitive to the electromagnetic properties of the free nucleon, of the 
nucleon within complex nuclei, and of reaction processes that take place within the 
nucleon and complex nuclei (i.e. Meson Exchange currents (MEC), Isobar Configurations 
(IC) and Final State Interactions (FSI) which are explained in chapter 2). This thesis 
describes the first in a series of recoil polarization experiments which used the Bates 
Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP). It specifically discusses the electromagnetic Sachs form
factors, <j£ and Gj^, of the proton as determined from the Plane Wave Impulse 
Approximation. It further investigates the effect of additional reaction process which arise 
within the weakly bound deuteron system at quasi-free kinematics. It also describes the
polarization techniques used to extract the ratio of G§ to GPM.
The experiment was a measurement o f the polarization observables Du , DLT and 
the induced normal polarization, P„, for the d(S,e'p)n reaction at two values of four- 
momentum-transfer-squared (g2 = 0.38 and 0.50 (GeV/c)2) at quasi-free kinematics.1*1 
Simultaneous measurements of the three polarization observables were taken using elastic
9
Chapter 4 has a list of the kinematics for this thesis
2
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivation 3
coincidence electron scattering on hydrogen, and this data formed the Ph.D. thesis of B.
D. Milbrath.121 The elastic hydrogen data allowed a precise comparison between the free 
proton and deuterium data and was instrumental in reducing systematic errors and 
measuring systematic uncertainties. This thesis concerns itself with only one aspect of an 
extensive set of measurements which utilized the Bates FPP during the winter and spring 
of 1995. A broad range of kinematics and processes were examined, the description of 
which can be found in the numerous thesis generated by this project12,3> *•5- *■7-81
This thesis is separated into five chapters and several associated appendices. The 
first chapter will give a general overview of the importance of nucleon form factors, the 
difficulties that have been encountered in their determination, and the recoil polarization 
methodology used in this thesis to measure them. It introduces the basic formalism of 
electron scattering in determining fundamental quantities at the subatomic level. It also 
discusses the principles and techniques of Quantum-Electro-Dynamics (QED) which is 
used to describe the reactions under investigation.191 Chapter 2 continues the discussion of 
QED by presenting the polarization spin-transfer formalism as it has been derived to date 
and which is necessary to interpret the results of the electro-nuclear response data in this 
thesis. Chapter 2 also discusses the principles of polarimetry and the issues involved in 
using a polarimeter mounted at the focal plane of a magnetic spectrometer.
Chapter 3 describes the details of the equipment used to extract the relevant 
physics quantities. The details of the data analysis are contained in chapter 4 where 
various physics quantities are calculated and from these the individual polarization 
observables are extracted. The final results and interpretations are explained in chapter 5. 
The appendices discuss in order: the calibration of the Focal Plane Polarimeter at the 
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, the internal and external alignment of the device at 
Bates, the equipment settings while running the experiment, the operation of the LeCroy 
Programmable Logic Units and Mean-Timing modules used in the trigger electronics, 
and the input files to the Monte-Carlo programs used to model the spectrometers. The 
last appendix is a list of the collaborators.
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1.1 Introductory Motivation
Electron scattering has been used to probe the static and dynamic properties of the 
electric and magnetic components of the nucleon and nuclei for many years.*101 Because 
of the unique properties of electron scattering, it provides an ideal methodology to 
measure the individual electric and magnetic properties of the nucleon and has thus 
provided a great deal of insight into the fundamental structure of the proton and neutron 
as well as complex nuclei.111,121
It was discovered early on that the proton and neutron are much more complicated 
than simple point-like structures or “elementary particles” and it became necessary to use 
form factors to quantify the experimental data.*131 The initial interpretations o f  the results 
were later found to be incorrect and new theories were developed to account for the 
measured response. This early work motivated theoretical analysis done by Feynman who 
showed that the nucleon was best described as a system of partons.*141 Later these partons 
were identified as the quarks of Gell-Mann’s theory, which is based upon the SU(3) 
Symmetry group. Gell-Mann’s quark theory was able to account for the observed meson 
and baryon properties and had great success in predicting the Q" particle.*151 It remained 
to be seen whether Gell-Mann’s quarks were real entities or merely a convention for 
arranging experimentally observed particles. Experiments, during the late 1960’s, using 
deep-inelastic electron scattering were able to determine the quark substructure for both 
the neutron and proton and as such yielded great success in verifying the constituent 
quark model.*16,171
Today, the strong interaction is thought to arise from the quark-gluon interaction 
as described in Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics (QCD). Electromagnetic and weak 
properties are due to different flavor contributions o f quarks which are arranged in three 
families or generations in the Standard Model.*181 Electron scattering has also been used to 
study the internal electromagnetic structure and momentum distributions o f complex 
nuclei.*191 Such studies are important if we are to understand the underlying effective 
degrees of freedom and the reaction mechanisms required for a complete description of 
nucleons and nuclei. The interaction mechanism is described by QED which has proved
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to be the most accurate and 
successful theory to date (QED is 
described in more detail in section 
1.8).[91 The next six sections 
review the investigation of the 
electromagnetic form factors from 
the early years and our present- 
day understanding of them.
1.2 The Form Factors
Discussion of the elastic 
form factors for the proton and 
neutron begins with early electron 
scattering work done in the 
1940’s and 1950’s. In 1955 
Hofstadter et al. showed that the 
description of the proton as a 
point-like object was inadequate 
to account for the data.1131 Hofstadter showed that the proton has a finite charge radius 
with an rms value of 0.80 fin p01 This finite extent implies that the proton has internal 
degrees of freedom and can not be a fundamental particle like the electron. Furthermore, 
excitations of the quark-degrees of freedom within the proton lead to the observed baryon 
resonance spectrum (A(1232) and Roper resonance, etc.). The existence of these 
resonances led to attempts to treat the structure in terms of more basic constituent 
particles and hence gave rise to the constituent quark model, the parton model and to
QCD [«4.16]
Figure 1.1 shows the differential cross-section of elastically scattered electrons 
from hydrogen vs. the electron scattering angle in the lab.p11 As can be seen in the plot, at 
large electron scattering angles the experimental points lie below the theoretical curve 
given for scattering from a point charge with the proton magnetic moment The data also
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deviate from theoretical calculations of a Mott-type nucleon, i.e. setting the magnetic 
moment to 0, and from theoretical calculations of a Dirac-type nucleon, i.e. setting the 
magnetic moment to l.O.1221 To account for these deviations from the measured data 
Hofstadter stated “that form factors must be assigned to the proton”.1211
1.2.1 The Dirac and Pauli Form Factors
The cross section for elastically scattered electrons from a proton was shown to 
consist of an electric component and a magnetic component This decomposition takes 
into account the electric and the magnetic moment of the proton. Hofstadter determined 
that the relative strength of the electric and magnetic distributions within the nucleon had 
a dependence on the momentum transfer and hence form factors were introduced to take 
this dependence into account. The cross section is written in the following form, where, 
for the sake of clarity the proton differential cross-section is cast in the prescription of L.
Here F{ is the Dirac form factor andF2 is the Pauli form factor for the proton. Note that 
the anomalous magnetic moment of the proton (kp) has been included into theF2 term. 
The mass of the proton is denoted by mp , 0e is the angle of the scattered electron in the 
lab frame and Q1 is the four-momentum transfer:
where k  (Id) is the four-vector of the incident (scattered), k (k0 is the incident (scattered) 
electron momentum and e (s') is the energy of the incident (scattered) electron. The Mott 
cross section,
LSchiff:1231
do 1.1
q = k  -  k'
Q2 = ~ q l= (  k - k ’)2- ( e - s ' ) 2 > 0 , 1.2
1.3
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describes the scattering of an electron from a heavy point-like spin 54 particle and does 
not take into account the internal structure of “real” nucleons. The a  (= 1/137) term is the 
fine structure constant and is a measure of the strength of the electromagnetic coupling. 
In general, the cross-section must include a multiplicative recoil factor, which 
accounts for the recoil of the proton,
In the original formulation this factor was not necessary because the scattering was done 
from heavy nuclei and hence the recoil factor was very close to unity {i.e. »  s).[221
The strength of the Dirac and Pauli form factors as @ -> 0 are
Here Kp and k„ are the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton and neutron 
respectively. The simplest way to interpret these results is to note that as Q2 -» 0 the 
wavelength of the probing photon becomes much larger than the physical dimensions of 
the nucleon and hence the photon sees the entire charge and magnetization current of the 
nucleon. Therefore, in the long wavelength limit, the form factors should be the total 
charge and total magnetic moment of the nucleon.
These form factors were first used as an empirical correction to the theoretical 
models in order to reproduce the measured results. As such, they were felt to be a 
measure of the charge and current components arising from intrinsic charge and magnetic 
moments of a point-like proton or neutron and a predicted meson cloud which surrounds 
them.p41 Another possible explanation was the breakdown of Maxwell’s equation at small 
distances (<10'u cm). Both these theories were found to be inadequate with the discovery 
of the quark-gluon substructure of the nucleon. The form factors were then related to the 
charge and magnetic moments associated with the electric and magnetic moments of the 
quarks and their movement within the nucleon.1171 With increased understanding of QCD, 
it should be possible to reproduce the behavior of the form factors from first principles.1251
1 + 2e/ mp sin
1.4
Fxp -> 1, F{ -> Kp, F" 0, and -> k„. 1.5
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1.2.2 The Sachs Form Factors
The formalism which was originally suggested for Fx and F2 is not the best 
possible one, and later a better formulation was derived which allowed two important 
aspects to be resolved. From Eq. 1.1 it is clear that there is a cross term between Fx and F2 
which implies that a clean separation between the two form factors is not possible. Fx and 
F2 also suffer from a lack of physical interpretation. The best formulation would be a 
separation of the charge and magnetic nature of the nucleon. It was later determined that 
the measurable charge and magnetic moment distributions were linear combinations of 
the Dirac and Pauli form factors.1261 To remedy this problem two new form factors were 
defined which have been labeled the Sachs form factors and are linearly related to the 
Pauli and Dirac form factors:1271
Unlike the Dirac and Pauli formalism the Sachs formalism leads to the desired values for 
the individual forms factors when Q1 —> 0,
Note that \ip = 2.79 and = -1.91 and are the total magnetic moment of the proton and 
neutron respectively. By rewriting Eq 1.1 in terms of the Sach’s form factors the cross 
term is eliminated and the differential cross section becomes
This formalism now allows for the extraction of G§, Gpu , GnE, and G"u  using a simple 
technique which is discussed in the next section.
13  Rosenbluth Separation Technique
The nucleon form factors have been traditionally extracted using the Rosenbluth 
separation technique.1281 This technique was developed by M. N. Rosenbluth in 1950 and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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G,„(Ql ) = F'(.Q2) + F'(.Q2) G 'JQ ‘) = FC(Q‘) + F;(Q 1)
, and ntp and m„ are the masses of the proton and neutron respectively.where t
”.p
G§ -»1, Gpu  - » \y.p, Ge -> 0, and Gnu ->\in. 1.7
1.8
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paved the way for a large number o f experiments which focused on the electric and 
magnetic components of nucleons and nuclei. The two form factors can be separated out 
by keeping g 2 fixed and varying the beam energy and electron scattering angle. This is 
readily seen when Eq. 1.8 is cast in the following form:
The e(0) term is the longitudinal polarization associated with the virtual photon and can
e(0) and keeping Q1 the same, both form factors can be extracted. The slope is G2E and 
the zero intercept is G2U. This type of measurement is called a longitudinal-transverse 
(L/T) Rosenbluth separation and has become the standard technique for measurements of 
the form factors. The Rosenbluth separation technique was used by Bosted et al. to 
extract G§ and GE and the data used are shown in figure I.2.1291 Plotted is the cross- 
section vs. the photon polarization e  for a  number of Q1 values.
This technique has allowed the determination of the nucleon magnetic form 
factors to ~5%. However, it is unable to do the same for the electric form factors for a 
number of reasons. Systematic uncertainties in the electron scattering angle and in the 
initial and final electron energy are the leading problems with Rosenbluth type 
separations. For very forward electron scattering angles (where the cross-section is 
highest and hence running times are shortest) the cross section is extremely sensitive to 
small changes in the angle. This problem is further exacerbated by the need for large 
counting rates and thus large spectrometer acceptances.
| p  = 4 t G ;,+ <1(9)01] 1.9
where
1.10
1.11
be varied between 0 and 1 by an appropriate choice of t  and 0e. By plotting — —— vs.
A dLl„
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To control these problems it is 
necessary to model the full acceptance of 
the spectrometer and have very accurate 10 
models for the cross-sections at these 
forward angles. For the magnetic form 
factor, which has a large contribution to
M  *or
the cross-section, these uncertainties are *** O
small. This is especially true for high
8
momentum transfer experiments where 
the contribution from the magnetic form 
factor dominates the cross-section. The
7
electric form factors are very sensitive to
these experimental uncertainties as their
Figure 1.2 An example of the
contribution is decreased as the Rosenbluth separation technique for the data
of ref 29momentum transfer is increased {i.e. the 
factor of x for the magnetic form factor
becomes large). These aspects o f the Rosenbluth separation technique are shown in more 
detail in the next two sections where its use to measure all four of the nucleon’s elastic
form factors ( G |, GPM, Gnu , and GnE) is described.
1.4 The Proton Form Factors
The electric form factor, G£, of the proton is identically equal to the charge of the 
proton at Q2 = 0 (the electric charge of a free proton is known to better than 1 part in
lO-21 ).p01 Gpe is also well known at low ^  as it is the dominant factor that enters into the
elastic cross section on hydrogen.1291 As shown in Eq. 1.8, GPE enters the elastic scattering 
cross-section in quadrature along with t  Gpu . For x « 0 {i.e. = 0) the cross sections is
due entirely to the electric form factor. As the momentum transfer is increased though, 
the strength of the magnetic form factor Gpu begins to dominate the elastic scattering 
cross section due to the multiplicative factor t. At Q2 above 1.0 (GeV/c)2 the
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experimentally derived values for G§ 
have relative errors to the dipole fit of ~5- 
50% as seen in the recent results of P. E. 
Bosted (see figure 1.3b; Bosted results 
are shown in solid circles).1291 The open 
circles are from Walker et al.,pi] the x’s 
are from Bartel et al.,m  the small open 
diamonds are from Berger et a/.,p31 and 
the h ’s are from Litt et al.[34]
The curves in the graph represent 
a number of theoretical calculations. The 
solid line at 1.0 is the dipole model which 
has been divided out of the data. This 
model is empirical in nature and written 
in the following way:
'  ^2 \  ”2
1.2
•  Bosted 
x Bartel 
■> Berger 
h Litt 
O Walker
1.0
0.9
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
Figure 1.3 Plot of G§/Gd and
Gpm/\xpGd, vs. Q1 from Bosted et al. (solid
< W )  = 1+ - Y 12 diamond).1291 The Dipole fit is the solid line at 1.0. See text for description of other data 
points and theoretical curves.
0.71(GeV/c)
It also has the additional benefit that three 
of the four form factors can be approximated using it:
G§ =Gd(Q2 ),G pu  = \i.G d(Q2), andG'u s n mGD(Q2). 1.13
The dipole model gives reasonably good results for each o f these three form factors as 
&->0. Unfortunately it lacks physical motivation and it is not an adequate description of 
the electric form factor of the neutron.
The other curves are from a number of different authors, three of whom use 
Vector Meson Dominance models (VMD). The long dashed curve is by Hohler,1351 the 
dotted curve is from Iachello, Jackson and Lande,p6] and the solid curve is from Gari and 
KrQmpelmann (GK).p71 These models allow the photon to interact with the various vector 
mesons, (p, <a, <|>). The other curves use various quark models; the dash-dot curve is from
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Radyushkin,p8] the short-dash curve uses a quark-diquark model for the proton and is 
from Kroll, Schurmann, and Schweiger,1391 and the last curve is a relativistic constituent- 
quark calculation by Chung and Coester.[401 From the data it is clear that for the electric 
form factor of the proton, there are no measurements of sufficient precision to distinguish 
between the various models; though it does appear that for the Bosted et al. data the 
dipole fit is an adequate description for the electric form factor at low Q2 to 6 (GeV/c)2. 
Another problem with the G§ data is the disagreement between the different data sets 
which have comparable error bars. This would indicate problems with systematic 
uncertainties which, as mentioned earlier, figure prominently for the measurements of
Gp.
Shown in figure 1.3a is the measured value for GPM at the same Q1 values. It is 
clear that these measurements have much smaller errors associated with them. The most 
recent measurements of P. E. Bosted et al., indicate that the data are well described by the 
GK fit across the entire Q1 range probed by the experiment. It also shows that the dipole 
fit at high Q1, which had been an adequate description of GPM, is no longer valid. The data 
also show that good measurements (i.e. low statistical uncertainty and good control of 
systematic effects) can be made which utilize the Rosenbluth separation technique but 
only for cross sections dominated by one form factor.
1.5 Neutron Form Factors
To accurately determine the electromagnetic response of complex nuclei the 
neutron form factors are needed as well as the proton form factors. The magnetic and 
electric moments of free neutrons at thermal energies have been measured and this is 
discussed first, before the electron scattering technique used to deduce these quantities at 
high momentum transfers is addressed.
The magnetic moment of the free neutron has been measured to considerable 
accuracy, using polarized neutrons and protons by determining the ratio p,/pp.[411 The 
experiment utilized NMR techniques to measure the spin flip frequency of polarized 
neutrons and protons. The ratio of the measured frequencies (coJ(op) is proportional to the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ratio of the anomalous magnetic moments of the neutron and proton (p /p , = -0.6850). As 
an aside, the ratio predicted by the constituent quark model and assuming the usual 
charges for the up and down quarks, gives a value for this ratio of -2/3 .[421 The large value 
of the neutron magnetic moment is a direct indicator of structure and this structure was 
felt to arise from a charged meson cloud which surrounded a bare neutron with no 
internal degrees-of-freedom. More recent investigations allow the neutron to have internal 
degrees-of-freedom as prescribed by quark-gluon configurations (i.e. QCD). Such 
treatment is required for fundamental theoretical understanding of the neutron magnetic 
moment
The net electric charge for a free neutron has also been measured with good 
accuracy and has been found to be less than 10'20 of the charge of the electron. 
Furthermore it is believed to be identically zero.p01 The momentum dependence of the 
neutron’s electric form factor is a measure of the ground state wave function of the quark 
distribution of the neutron.[43] Any deviations from a zero value are indications of rf-state 
and higher admixtures to the quark wave (z.e. ground state) wave function. The initial 
studies of the charge properties of the neutron were done in the 1940’s by bombarding 
thermal neutrons into the atomic electrons of heavy nuclei and measuring the cross- 
section/441 The initial justification for these experiments was to test the then current 
theory that the neutron was a point-like object surrounded by a charged meson cloud.1451 
These initial studies showed that the electron-neutron interaction is slightly attractive and 
thus indicated that the neutron has a small charge component. More recent work done by
L. Koester et al. in 1976 measured the slope of the Dirac form factor F" at g 2 < 10.0 eV
dFn(0'\
for the neutron and found a value of — = (0I3±0.03)x 10"3fm, which clearly
indicates that there is an electric component to the neutron.[4S1
Electron scattering has been used to deduce both GnM and GE in higher energy 
regimes. Unfortunately, the form factors of the neutron have not been easy to extract in 
this region. The cause of this situation is twofold. First, nature does not provide free 
neutron targets. And, although the half-life of neutrons is ~15 minutes (long compared to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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other more exotic particles) sufficient quantities can not as of yet be generated to provide 
sufficient free neutron target densities. Neutrons are also extremely difficult to work with 
as they have no charge and hence can not be easily confined.
To counter this problem two nuclei have been used to approximate a free neutron. 
The first is the deuteron which is weakly bound (2.2 MeV binding energy) and the 
simplest of the nuclei. The small binding energy insures that the problems due to mass 
differences for the bound neutron in deuterium versus a free neutron {i.e. off-mass-shell 
effects) are minimal and should be negligible if neutrons are knocked out in the quasi­
elastic peak region.1471 The other nucleus of choice is 3He which, to a good approximation, 
consists of two protons coupled to a spin = 0 state, and a neutron which carries the spin 
of the spin Vz 3He nuclei. For quasi-elastic electron scattering this approximation is a valid 
description only to the 70% level.[481
The Q1 dependence of G"M has been measured over a large range of momentum 
transfers and, as with the proton, the contributions from Gnu  overwhelm any contribution 
from G"e at high Q2 {i.e. > 1 GeV/c).[491 In this region the Rosenbluth separation technique 
is an adequate methodology to extract the magnetic moment of the neutron. For low Q2, 
the value of G"u becomes difficult to measure and good quality data rely on corrections 
from the electric component to the cross section.1501
Measurements of GE encounter the same problem as measurements of GE, 
namely, the increased kinematical strength of the magnetic vs. the electric form factor. 
The situation is exacerbated for GnE because the neutron charge starts at zero rather than
1. For higher momentum transfers, for both Gnu  and GE, the contributions from Meson 
Exchange Currents (MEC),[*] Isobar Configurations (IC),[*] and Final State Interactions 
(FSI)1*1 necessitate theoretical analysis to account for these contributions.
As stated earlier the dipole model is not able to reproduce the electric form factor 
of the neutron. By setting F" = 0 it can be extended to the neutron and thus, allows the
These contributions are explained in chapter 2.
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Figure 1.4 Plot of GEvs. low Q2. Plot (a) are the results of Platchkov et al., 
and used elastic scattering from the deuteron to deduce the value of. Plot (b) is a 
compilation of experiments which used polarized electron scattering and either 
polarized targets or recoil polarization techniques for the outgoing neutron. See 
text for a description of the data points and theory curves.
Sachs electric form factor of the neutron to be written as GnE =-T(inGD(ig2)  
Unfortunately this approximation does not have the Q4 behavior at high Q1 values as 
predicted by the quark counting rules.[S11 This problem has been overcome by using a 
particularly successful empirically derived model which does have the correct behavior at 
high Q1 called the Galster fit which predates QCD:[521
1 1 4
The particular value of 5.6 was determined by Budnitz et al., and there is, as of yet, no 
physical interpretation for it.[531
Figure 1.4 shows the status of the low-Q2 data for GnE, obtained with several 
experimental techniques.1541 The plot on the left is from Platchkov et al., who used 
inclusive d(e,e') elastic scattering and the Paris potential (solid line) to deduce GE .[5S1 
This reaction requires that the deuterium nucleus be well-understood in order to subtract 
out the contributions from the proton. Note that the extraction of GE from single-arm
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scattering requires the subtraction of the contributions from G"E of the proton. As such 
single arm scattering depends on the FSI used in the various models for the deuteron 
wave function. This in turn yields different values for GnE, and thus single arm scattering 
from the deuteron is model dependent
The plot on the right is a compilation of data that used polarized electron 
scattering; C. E. Jones-Woodward et a/.1561 (filled triangle), Thompson et al.[57] (filled
square) used the He (e,e'p) reaction, Meyerhoff et a/.1581 (solid diamond) used the
He (e,e'n) reaction, and T. Eden et a/.1541 (solid circle) used the d(e, e, h) reaction. This 
last experiment measured the polarization of the outgoing neutron to arrive at a value for 
Ge and, because it is closely correlated with this thesis, is discussed in more detail in 
section 1.7. The four lines are parameterizations which use a modified version of the 
Galster fit,1521
GE = ~ T ^r~ GDiQ2)' 1-151 + OT
where the a and b terms are determined from the form of N-N potential used. The long 
dashed curve is the Nijmegen potential, the short dash curve is the Argonne-V14 
potential, the solid curve is the Paris potential, and the dot-dashed curve is the Reid-Soft- 
Core potential
1.6 Recoil Polarization Technique.
A new technique for measuring the neutron and proton electric form factors which 
is less sensitive to systematic uncertainties is necessary before either quantity can be 
extracted with any level of confidence. One such technique was described by Arnold, 
Carlson and Gross.1591 The authors suggest the use of polarization transfer techniques, 
which “require a 2 to 4 GeV high-intensity, high-duty factor, longitudinally polarized 
electron beam” (this anticipated the construction of the Jefferson Laboratory in New Port 
News, Virginia).1593 The authors then go on to say “that the polarization of the recoiling 
hadron be measured in a second, analyzing, scattering.”1591 This of course, refers to
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polarimetry measurements which are the central issue of this thesis.
As the authors demonstrate (see discussion in chapter 2), polarization observables 
are important because the electric and magnetic form factors for either the neutron or 
proton enter in linear fashion rather than quadratically as in Rosenbluth separations. The 
three observables, Dw, Du , and DLT (see section 2.2) are written as follows:
Rosenbluth separation technique and mN is the mass of the detected nucleon. This 
formalism utilizes the Plane-Wave-Impulse-Approximation (PWIA), and hence the 
normal polarization transfer coefficient, Dm, is identically equal to zero. The 
determination GE from DLT gives a direct measure of the electric form factors assuming 
the magnetic form factors are well known. A better way to measure GE can be done by 
taking the ratio of Du  and DLT to yield the ratio of \lnGe/G m = gN:
Eq 1.17 has the advantage that the unpolarized cross-section, Z0, cancels and all the 
kinematic factors are easily measured. As an aside, recoil polarization measurements are 
also sensitive to the reaction mechanisms within complex nuclei (see reference 8 for more 
details).
As with the Rosenbluth separation technique, the determination of the form 
factors for the neutron utilizing recoil polarization techniques does require adequate 
theoretical predictions for MEC, IC, and FSI reaction mechanisms because of the bound 
state of the neutron in the deuteron. Theoretical analysis indicates, however, that the
y[z(l+x) t a n ^ j  GeGu 1.16
where I0 = Gl + G2ux{\+2(1+t  )) tan is the unpolarized cross-section of the
1.17
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PWIA is an adequate description for the proton or neutron at the top o f the quasi-elastic 
peak and it is reasonable to treat the residual proton as a spectator in the (e,e'n) reaction. 
For this reason the study of the deuteron is important as it is one of two systems which 
are used as a ‘free’ neutron sources as already mentioned. It is also important as it is the 
simplest bound nucleus. To extract GnE it is necessary that contributions from other 
reaction mechanisms (MEC, IC, and FSI) be kept small (indeed zero contributions from 
these effects would be ideal). This can be achieved by restricting the measurement to 
small proton recoil momentum. In order to extract the small value of GnE it is also critical 
that the deuteron wave function be understood theoretically. For deuterium very good 
model predictions exist for the wave function.1471
1.7 The Analogous Experiment on the Neutron
A direct measurement of GE was performed by Eden et al. at the MTT-Bates 
Laboratory during the winter and spring of 1991 (Bates 85-05). This first “proof-of- 
principle” experiment utilized a neutron polarimeter which measured the transverse 
component of the neutron’s polarization in the d(e,e'n)p reaction. This was the first 
experiment to measure the recoil polarization of the ejected neutron to determine the 
electric form factor of the neutron. The results from this experiment are shown in figure 
1.4. The error bars are very large due primarily to low statistics which can be attributed to 
the low-duty factor then available at Bates.1601
In order to make this measurement it was necessary to build and calibrate a 
neutron polarimeter1611 and then operate it in the high-background environment of an 
electron machine.1621 This experiment set out to make three measurements which probed 
the dynamic structure of deuterium. The first measurement, as mentioned, was a 
polarization experiment which measured GE at the top of the quasi-elastic peak where 
PWIA is an adequate description of the (e,e'n) reaction.1471 It was this experiment which 
prompted the present, analogous measurement of the d(e,e'pyt reaction to measure the 
electric form factor of the proton in similar kinematics.111 This should provide a test of the 
adequacy of the PWIA as a description of the loosely bound proton-neutron pair which
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make up the deuteron, and help verify that contributions from the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) 
potential are negligible .[4?1
The other two experimental aspects of the Bates experiment 85-05 formed the 
Ph.D. theses of Markowitz1501 and Rutt.1631 The Markowitz experiment measured the cross 
section for the d(e, e'n)p reaction and from this determined Gnu  for three Q1 points ( =
0.109, 0.176, and 0.255 (GeV/c)2). It relied on the dominance of Gnu  with respect to GE 
which contributes little (1.5-3.5%) to the cross-section for the choice of kinematics that 
was used. The Rutt experiment measured the momentum distribution of the neutron 
within the deuteron from -43.6 to 165.2 MeV/c.
The Bates G"E measurement had a number of difficulties that were a challenge to 
overcome. The most obvious was the low detection efficiencies of the neutron detectors 
which were mineral oil scintillators. Typical efficiency values are ~4-7% for a single 
neutron detector and the experiment required two detectors to fire in order to determine 
an up-down asymmetry.1601 This gave a figure-of-merit for the device of ~10^.[64] The 
experiment was also run using the 1% duty factor of Bates. This low duty factor coupled 
with the large acceptance of the neutron polarimeter gave a signal to noise ratio of ~1 
where the background noise in this case was caused predominately by accidental events. 
Future experiments plan to overcome these limitations by use of higher electron beam 
polarizations at high-duty factor facilities, such as TJNAF.
1.8 Electron Scattering
This section serves as an introduction to the basics of electron scattering. It 
specifically covers the formalism for single-arm elastic electron scattering from the 
nucleon. It utilizes the formalism as developed and described in several of the references 
(see references 11, 65, 66, and 67). As such it presents the details required to understand 
later calculations done in chapter 2 which, discusses the polarization observables for the 
d(e, e'p) and p(e, e'p) reactions.
1.8.1 Overview of Electron Scattering
There are in general two types of electron scattering experiments, single-arm (e,e')
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Giant
Elastic Peak Resonances The Elastic Peak
lies on the line ' 
Qt = 2m1a) Quasi- 
Elastic Peak
The Quasi-Elastic 
Peak lies on the 
line Q2 = 2 m.co
N-A, N* and 
Deep Inelastic 
Region
Figure 1.5 A plot o f the inclusive X(e,e") cross-section vs. the energy (©) and 
4-momentum (Q2) transfer, of the electron for a general target nucleus. Note mT is 
the mass of the target nucleus.1681
and coincidence (e,e'X). Single-arm electron scattering typically measures the out-going 
electron and is written as A(e,e'). This type of experiment measures the outgoing 
momentum and angle o f a scattered electron e' without regard to the remainder of the 
final state. Here the A stands for some target nucleus, the e and e' represent the incident 
and scattered electrons with some energy, momentum, spin and direction associated with 
them. The more restrictive coincidence scattering, A(e,e'X), measures one or more 
outgoing particles as well as the scattered electron (here the outgoing reaction products 
are represented by X). I f  X  is a nucleon, i.e. a neutron (n) or proton (p), then the energy, 
momentum, spin and direction associated with it can be measured. Strictly speaking, 
coincidence electron scattering can involve the detection of more than the outgoing 
electron and a single nucleon, but for the purpose of this thesis it is sufficient to ignore 
higher multiplicities o f ejected particles as they are not relevant to the discussion.
A general spectrum for the single-arm A(e,e') reaction obtained for a complex 
nucleus (A > 12) with respect to © and Q1 is plotted in Figure 1.5. This plot shows a rich
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and varied structure. At small energy transfer values (0-10 MeV) one can see peaks 
associated with the elastic scattering peak and discrete excited states of the target nucleus. 
For energy transfers in the 10 - 20 MeV energy region one finds the giant resonance 
peaks which are coherent excited states of the nucleus (i.e. a  state where some or all of 
the nucleons are involved in collective excitations). Beyond this region one encounters 
the quasi-elastic peak, the A-excitation peak, and finally a broad continuum called the 
deep inelastic region.
The A-resonance involves a single nucleon which has been excited within the 
nucleus. The deep inelastic region is where scattering is from individual quarks in the 
nucleon. The quasi-elastic peak is the region in which the data for this thesis were taken, 
and can be described as the quasi-free knockout of a single nucleon from the target 
nucleus. This peak is in a region of electron energy transfer which is high enough to eject 
a single nucleon from a nucleus and allows the residual A-1 nucleus to be treated as a 
non-interacting spectator (Le. the ‘Spectator Model’). The simplest of such models is the 
Fermi gas model which treats complex nuclei as infinite nuclear matter and the knockout 
of the nucleon as the creation of a particle-hole pair.
1.8.2 Elastic Electron Scattering Formalism
Having described single-arm electron scattering in general we are now in a 
position to delve into the formalism explicitly. As mentioned earlier, single-arm elastic 
electron scattering can be described as an incoming electron with energy s and 
momentum k scattering to some new energy s' and momentum k' after emitting a single 
real or virtual photon (this is called the One-Photon-Exchange-Approximation (OPE)). 
This photon has energy co = (e - e') and momentum q = (k - k') and is considered real if q2 
= to2 and virtual if q2> co2. Note that q2< co2 is not allowed by the definition of q :l’]
1.18
This is just another way to write Eq. 1.2.
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To obtain this relationship the extreme- 
relativistic-limit (ERL) has been used 
(i.e. s »  me). Furthermore, real photons 
have no mass but virtual photons, since 
they can have a non-zero four- 
momentum, have a finite non-physical 
mass. So long as Eq. 1.18 is satisfied, the 
energy transfer or momentum transfer 
can be varied independently. This 
freedom allows experimenters to probe 
reactions which depend upon either of 
these two quantities, as in the Rosenbluth
separations discussed earlier. Figure 1.6 A Feynman Diagram of
elastic electron scattering using the One- 
The reaction diagram for the Photon-Exchange Approximation.
elastically scattered electron, mediated by
a real or virtual photon, and target nucleus is shown in figure 1.6. The incident electron 
and outgoing electron 4-momenta are labeled k and hf respectively. The initial nucleus 
has 4-momentum p, and the scattered nucleus has 4-momentum p '. The strength of the 
coupling between the electron and the photon and between the photon and target nucleus 
is given as a . In this diagram a single photon is exchanged. Higher order photon 
exchanges are possible but for each additional photon exchanged the cross-section of the 
processes is reduced by a factor of a 2. This aspect of QED allows the theory to be treated 
perturbatively, (/.e. higher order contributions fall off asymptotically). The photon 
couples to the 4-vector current of the electron (y^) and the nucleon ( J "  ).
All probes which are used in nuclear physics, be they hadronic (tc, k, p, ri) or 
leptonic (e, p, x, v^J, have advantages and disadvantages, and electrons are no exception. 
Among the advantages of the electron as a probe arer
1. Electrons are truly point-like Dirac particles. They have no internal structure 
which would obscure the results the measured reactions. Hadronic probes on the
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other hand are known to have internal structure and hence it is difficult to 
untangle the response of the nucleus from the response of the hadronic probe.
2. Of the four known forces, electrons couple to hadrons through three of them: the 
weak, the electromagnetic, and the gravitational. At the scale o f« 0.1 to 1 fin the 
gravitational and weak forces have small coupling constants (gravity «  10'37 and 
weak «  10 s where the strong coupling constant w 1) and thus have very low cross- 
sections. The electromagnetic force is the strongest of the three, «  1/137, and is 
strong enough to provide reasonable cross sections but weak enough that it can be 
treated with perturbative QED.
3. Because the coupling (a) is small electron scattering probes the entire volume of 
the nucleus and leaves the residual nucleus largely undisturbed. Hadrons, which 
interact primarily through the strong force, react predominately with the surface of 
the nucleus and are subject to rescattering, thus making it difficult to determine 
the internal structure of the target.
The disadvantages include:
1. The need for higher luminosity because of the low cross sections and hence low 
counting rates. Such is not the case with hadron scattering.
2. The small mass of the electron make it necessary to incorporate radiative 
corrections due to the radiation of ‘soft’ photons when the electron experiences 
small accelerations. Again hadron probes are much more massive (~300 - 2000 
time heavier) and thus these corrections are negligible until much higher energies.
The next section discusses the formalism for single-arm elastic scattering from the 
free nucleon using unpolarized electrons. The section that follows builds on elastic 
unpolarized electron scattering from a free nucleon by including electron spin. 
Throughout this thesis the convention of c = 1 and h -  1 is used.
1.8.3 Unpolarized Single-Arm Electron Scattering from the Proton
The complete Hamiltonian for the interaction of an incident electron with some 
target nucleus includes terms for the free electron (fife), the target nucleus (Hr), the 
interaction of the electron with the electromagnetic fields of the bulk material (H ^) and 
the electromagnetic interaction of the electron with the target nucleus (//*>,,). Since is 
much stronger at the high incident electron energies encountered in electron scattering 
than any of the other terms, it is sufficient to calculate the contributions from this term
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alone. With this assumption the interaction Hamiltonian allows for a complete 
specification of the general time-dependent interaction Hamiltonian for single-arm 
electron scattering. It is composed of the total four-vector current for the electron, y*, and 
the electromagnetic potential, ^(.x^of the target nucleon and is written in the following 
way:
H jx)= -ej? (x )A “(x), 1.19
where j ‘v is the electron four vector current density and A* is the electromagnetic 
potential of the target nucleon.
From it is now possible to construct the transition amplitude whose 
absolute square is the probability of the electron going from some initial state i to some 
final state/ after interacting with some potential:
Tfi = -* J  ^int ( * X x = ~ie\  A" (XV? (XK *  • 1 20
A simplification is made in the electromagnetic potential of the nucleon using the Lorentz 
gauge (z.e. where = 0):
q2A ^(x) = -J ? (x )  => A${q) = - e \ j ^ q )  1.21
where q1 was defined in equation 1.18. The transition amplitude now becomes:
T, = - ie 2J  1.22
Before integrating equation 1.22 it is useful to define the electron and nucleon currents.
The electron 4-current is written as j* The term represents the
four y matrices and e is the charge of the electron. The plane-wave electron wave 
functions y  f  and v|/, are composed of normalized Dirac spinors u,(k,s) and uf {k' ,s' ):
\{Tf =sxp{ik, -x)uf (k,id), and vjr, = exp(-ik■ x)u,(k,s) . 1.23
The k’s are the momentum 4-vectors of the incoming and outgoing electron and, in the 
rest frame of the electron, k* = (me,0) and k2 = k ’2 = m]. The 4-vector s (s’) is the 
spin of the initial (final) electron which is covered in detail in chapter 2.
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Combining all terms then gives the following for the total 4-vector current of the 
electron:
= uf (k',s)Y 1.24
It is also important to note that the current for the electron is conserved, {i.e. = 0 in
the momentum space representation).
The 4-current of the nucleon is not as easy to define because the nucleon is not a 
point-like object. It is, therefore, inappropriate to treat the nucleon’s 4-current in the same 
way as the electron’s 4-current. The internal structure of the nucleon is taken into account
by defining a vertex function so that the 4-current for the nucleon becomes
j ;  = i.25
where, as with the electron, u,(p) and uf (p’) are Dirac spinors, p  is the initial and p' the 
final momentum of the nucleon, and the spin indices (s, s') have been dropped. The r„ 
term is written as
r ,i ={YM^t +(P, +P)tlK2+(P'-P)vK) +i<*»v(P'+PYK4+i° >lv(P'-pYK5}  1-26 
The form of 1^ is the most general form which can be obtained from the kinematic 
variables which are available on the target side o f figure 1.6 (i.e. p, p', and q). Here the 
K ’s are functions of q2 and cr^ is the total anti-symmetric tensor composed of the y 
matrices:
CTnv = “ (Y,iYv “ Y vY ,.) -  1 -27
The five K ’s terms are not all independent, however, and a useful formula known as the 
Gordon decomposition relates the two terms of the form {p ± p')v :
U f I ^ i = ^ — ^ A P  + P \  +i° l*,(P-P'Y)Ur  1-282 mN
This reduces Eq. 1.25 to:
1.29
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As with the electron, the 4-cuirent is conserved, (i.e. = 0) and so by multiplying
the LHS and RHS of Eq. 1.29 by q* reduces Eq. 1.25 further.
q*j£  = e U f i p ' ^ y  + ^ — F2qltc llvqv +q'lqvF ^u i(p)ei{p~p'> = 0 . 1.30
The first term on the RHS (q^y ^  = qv'Fl) is zero if the initial and final state spinors are
on the mass shell and the second term ( ——qilF1o  q'') must be zero as well because it is
2M
the product of a symmetric and anti-symmetric tensor. Since q*1 contracted on q is a 
nonzero number the only way that the third term of Eq 1.29 can be zero is if F3 = 0. 
Therefore the vertex function r„ becomes:
^ - F 'P»+P»
1.31
2m■N
It is now possible to integrate Eq. 1.21 to yield the following for the transition 
amplitude
_ te ^ u Y
T  = __Lfi r2 -5 Ck + p - k ' - p ' ) M fi, 1.32
where V is a normalization volume, the 4-dimensional 8-function arises from the 
integration of the exponential terms and Mfiis
= “ f j u : - 1.33
The transition rate per unit volume is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule:
=  7 F  =  ^  +  p  -  * ' -  P ' ^ M -f t
1.34
where t is the interval of time over which the interaction takes place and the following 
substitution has been made for one of the 8-functions terms:
(2 T tf§ * (k + p -k '-p '}= tV .  1.35
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To obtain a cross-section (da) Wfi may be multiplied by the density of final states, 
Vd3k' Vd3p’
(27t)32s' (2Ttf2E' ’
and divided by a flux factor ^ (k  - p j -  (mems l b  . In the lab frame da  becomes 
|\Mf i f  d 3k' d 3p' 1
1.36
da = -8 4( k + p - k ' - p ' ) 1.37
2s' 2E’ (2*)
This cross-section can be simplified by noting that the flux term becomes, in the
ERL,
J(k  ■ p f  -  (mem„J =; mNe. 1.38
Furthermore the terms d3k ’ and d 3p' can be rewritten as
d3k' = k ^d k ’dQ.', and d 3p' = p f2dp'd£lv , 1.39
where the d£le (d£lN) term is the solid angle over which the electrons (nucleons) are 
being detected. Furthermore, using the ERL for the electron side allows the following 
transformation:
s '2 = k '2 => k '2dk'dne = e^ds'dCl'. 1.40
Since this is a single-arm scattering we need to integrate over all possible final nucleon 
momenta, p ' , and the nucleon solid angle dClN,
r p ^ l 8 *fe+ p - p ' ) = — sJ 2E '  v 2 m,
.2  \
£0 + -
■N V 2m
1.41
N'
which leads to
2m,
0)  + -
lN  V 2 mNJ
=  ^ ~  f r e c o i l ^ '+ f r e c o i f i ) -2m
1.42
N
The recoil factor (fncoii) for the nucleon was used earlier and is
s ' 1
•frecall i 2e .1 + — sin
1.43
2/e,
mAT
The single-arm differential cross section is now
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da
dQ 1.44
after substitutions and integrating Eq. 1.36 over all possible scattered electron energies. 
To go further it is necessary to evaluate the invariant matrix element Mfi squared. This is
done by evaluating the electron tensor, , and the nucleon tensor, W '" ,  which make up
The electron tensor is written is as
1.45
= j ‘j l  = m*T ZtW /Y^P/YvK,]*» 1.46
where the ^  symbol implies summing over the initial electron spin, s, and averaging
i=s,s'
over the final electron spin, s’. This tensor can be simplified by using the trace theorems 
as derived by Bjorken and Drell, to yield:C65]
1
= g Tr(y „ (*' + me )Y v (* + me))
= J + k\  K  ~ (* • k'~m) )) 1.47
where the ml  term in the second line has been ignored using ERL, and the following 
substitution has been made in the third line of equation 1.46:
~ k + k ’ ~
k  = £ Z /L }a n d q -it= 0 .
Furthermore, gj,v is the metric and is defined to be
0 0 0"l
0 - 1 0 0
1.48
0 0 - 1 0  
.0 0 0 - I )
1.49
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If the proton were a structureless spin-0 particle, the last line of eq 1.46 would be a 
summation over p = v = 0 and thus yield
With the further assumption that the nucleon is treated as a heavy point charge of Z = 1, 
and hence f ncoil —> 1, the resulting cross-section is called the Mott cross section and was 
used earlier (see equation 1.3).1221
Continuing with the evaluation of the invariant matrix element, Mfi, the nucleon 
tensor is written as
where the T terms were defined in Eq. 1.30. After calculating the trace one obtains
The lepton and nucleon tensors can now be contracted and the resulting
1.50
1.51
which leads to
|  ZKT,, (p  + mN )TV (/>' + ms )) , 1.52
W 1.53
where
1.54
and Wx and W2 are defined as
1.55
m  q 2) = t  g u g 2)-
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unpolarized cross section for elastic scattering from a proton is then written as a function 
of the two response functions Wx and W2:
~ = <**.(»; + 2W, . 1.56
A simple substitution for the Wt and W2 terms then yields eq 1.8. This completes chapter
1. Chapter 2 continues the discussion of electron scattering in which the (e, e'p) reaction 
is used to measure the polarization observables o f the free proton and the recoil proton 
from the d(e,e'p)n reaction.
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Polarization Response Functions
As stated in chapter 1, single-arm elastic scattering has been used to measure the 
form factors of the nucleon using standard Rosenbluth separation techniques. There are, 
however, many other observables which can not be resolved because either they are very 
small and are added in quadrature to much larger quantities, as in the Rosenbluth 
formalism, or are not directly observable using standard single-arm electron scattering. 
These observables have dependence’s which arise from the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
and underlying nucleonic degrees of freedom. They are sensitive to a variety of reaction 
mechanisms which become appreciable away from the quasi-elastic peak and for complex 
nuclei. These dependence’s were studied during subsequent measurements of this 
experiment and are not discussed here.
The investigation of the spin-dependent response functions of both hydrogen and 
deuterium at quasi-free kinematics tests our fundamental understanding of how these 
individual response functions contribute to the measured electro-nuclear response in the 
absence of such reaction mechanisms as meson exchange currents, final state interactions, 
and isobar configurations. Indeed, such measurements are required for a complete 
determination of all the electromagnetic nuclear response functions.[69, 701 Further, such 
investigations provide essential constraints for understanding more complex nuclei which 
require the aforementioned reaction mechanisms.18,71,721 In addition, it is clear that the 
measurement of polarization observables using the (e.e'p) reaction will play an 
increasingly important role especially when high duty-factor, high-polarization electron
machines become available, such as TJNAF and the South Hall Stretcher Ring at Bates.
31
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For this experiment polarized electrons were scattered from either a hydrogen or 
deuterium target. The scattered electrons were detected using a spectrometer; the 
outgoing protons were also detected in a spectrometer which had a focal plane 
polarimeter (located at the focal plane of the proton spectrometer) to measure the 
polarization of the proton. The kinematics, discussed in chapter 4, were chosen to allow 
for a direct comparison between the recoil polarization of protons from the hydrogen 
target and the deuterium target. The same two Q2 points (q2 = 0.38 (GeV/c)2 and q2 = 0.50 
(GeV/c)2) were measured for elastic scattering from the hydrogen target and quasi-elastic 
scattering from the deuterium target (i.e. no recoil momentum for the deuterium data).
This chapter derives the Da , DLT and Pn spin for both the free proton and the 
bound proton in deuterium at the top of the quasi-elastic peak. It then continues the 
discussion of the full formalism involving 18 independent response functions as derived 
by Picklesimer and Van Orden.1691 The specific theoretical calculations of Arenhovel are 
then discussed and the results for the three polarization observables are shown. As part of 
the theoretical discussion several of the possible reaction mechanisms are covered. This 
chapter concludes with a section on the principles of polarimetry measurements.
2.1 The Polarization Reaction Plane
Coincidence electron (e,e'p) scattering differs from single-arm electron scattering 
in that an outgoing proton is detected in coincidence with the electron. Figure 2.1 shows 
the reaction diagram in detail for (e,e'p) reactions.1*1 The electron scattering plane is 
defined by the incoming electron with four-momentum k  and the outgoing electron with 
four-momentum kf. As in chapter 1, OPE has been assumed as well ERL for the incoming 
and scattered electron. There is now a hadronic scattering plane which is defined by p , the 
four-momentum of the ejected nucleon, and pR, the four-momentum of the residual N-l 
nuclei. Here 0X is the angle of the ejected nucleon with respect to the momentum transfer. 
For parallel kinematics, 0X is defined to be 0 or k (i.e. parallel or anti-parallel with respect 
to the momentum transfer q). The angle between the electron plane and the hadron plane
Note that this reaction diagram is equally applicable to neutrons as well as protons.
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Hadron Plane
Electron Plane
Figure 2.1 The general reaction diagram for coincidence electron scattering 
with final state proton polarizations (see text for further description).
(<j>x) is known as the out-of-plane angle. Both of these angles are important in 
experimental analysis, as the finite acceptance of the spectrometers define the range over 
which the theory must be averaged.
Also shown in figure 2.1 are three proton polarizations associated with the proton. 
These are the longitudinal component, t , which is along the direction of motion of the 
proton, the transverse component, t , which is perpendicular to f  and in the hadronic 
plane, and the normal component, h , which is normal to the hadron plane and, therefore
perpendicular to both / and i  (i.e. h = l x t ) .
2.1.1 Electron Polarization
In the rest frame o f the electron, the spin four-vector of the electron is defined to
be s'* =(0,s) and s is normalized to be 1 (i.e. s • s = l).1731 This leads to the frame 
invariant scalar for the spin of the electron = -1; which, when coupled with the
electron momentum, yields s^k^ = 0 in any frame. Figure 2.2 shows the three types of 
polarizations for the electron. For a general frame the spin four-vector is1731
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s'1 = (s°, s), where 2.1
s° = Apcos^ and s = /zs(u;cos£ +uxsin^). 2.2
The angle E, is defined by the manner in which the electron beam is prepared, h indicates 
a spin flip (i.e. ± 1), o; and ux are unit vectors that point in the longitudinal and 
transverse directions respectively and P is the dimensionless scalar velocity of the 
electron. The longitudinal component, t , is along the direction of ic as shown in figure 
2.2. Furthermore, the transverse term is actually a linear combination of the t and h type 
polarizations;
6 X = u fcosrj + o„sinrj, 2.3
where the angle ri is also defined by the preparation o f the electron beam. The 
normalization (s) of s is done to ensure that the conditions on s11 are maintained:
Ys = s = 2.4
•y/cos2 E, +y 2 sin2 E,
where y is the Lorentz factor (y = s/me). This result, along with the definition 
tan p = y tan E, , yield the following for mesn:
1 -mes* — he\ P cos p ,o£cosp H— uxsinpj —> hk*. 2.5
Equation 2.5 clearly shows that the
transverse component of the electron’s
polarization is suppressed by a factor of
1/y with respect to its longitudinal
component (for this experiment y ~
1200). Therefore when using high energy
electrons one can effectively ignore the
contributions from the transverse
polarization of the electron. Furthermore
the identification of the spin four-vector Figure 2.2 The spin diagram for
polarized electrons (see text for further 
with the momentum four-vector of the description)
WWlAAMlu 
©)
Electron Plane
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initial electron implies that as &»me the electron spin becomes a pure helicity state which 
is labeled h.
2.2 Polarized Coincidence Electron Scattering from the Proton
The derivation of the polarization observables from the elastic p(e, e' p )  reaction 
has many of the same features as the derivation for the unpolarized p{e,e') reaction. The 
differences are contained within the summation of the electron’s final spin state and the 
measurement of the proton’s final recoil polarization. In this case the incoming electrons 
are polarized and the polarization of the outgoing proton is measured in a Focal Plane 
Polarimeter. It is therefore necessary to included helicity-dependent terms in both the 
lepton tensor and the nucleon tensor.
The lepton tensor now contains a helicity-dependent piece as well as the previous 
helicity-independent piece shown in Eq. 1.47:
_2. 1= -  Tr(Y -  Y s*))
= \{k'»K + KK + g „ v  Y + * K v a f }
. r i f
k  , a k * 2.6
2K K  - ^ r2 \  q~ J
where the term ( l+ y 5^ ) accounts for the initial preparation of the spin of the electron
(the final spin is undetected in this formulation) and euvap is the Levi-Civita symbol,
which has the following properties:
1 for even permutations of pvap, 
eiivap = “ I f°r °dd permutations of pvap, 2.7.
0 if any of the two indices are equal.
Eq. 2.6 can now be decomposed into symmetric (q*v) and antisymmetric ("n“v) parts;
r - , and 2.8
= ~ hz k aa?l » v a p  V  •
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The symmetric tensor is exactly the same as before (see Eq. 1.47) and the antisymmetric 
part is helicity dependent.
The nucleon current tensor, after summing over the initial spin states which are 
undetected, is defined as
m)Wy* = j  TracetX^ip' + mp)( 1 +ys$)Tv(p ' +  mp)) . 2.9
As with the unpolarized case the vertex function (T^v) can be written in terms of two 
effective form factors, F, and F2. By again using Gordon decomposition (described in 
chapter 1) the nucleon current is written as
2.10
Furthermore the current is conserved ( = 0). As with the electron tensor the
nucleon tensor is broken into symmetric and antisymmetric components. Calculating the 
trace yields
K  = W .  -  - ^ r )  md 2.11
~  ~ ~ jzrt
K  = ‘'T J - K P » s „ f t - p .£ „ „ ) ? V p '] + i - L[cl. ^ ,« V ] ,  2.12
lm p mp
where Wx and W2 were defined in chapter 1 and the W x and W 2 terms are
and 2.13
1+ t
The cross section for the elastic p(e, e' p) reaction, before contracting the lepton 
on the nucleon tensor, is
/ — ■ 2.14de'dCledQ.p q U .
The recoil factor here transforms the six-fold differential cross-section to a five-fold 
differential cross-section given that the integration is done over a discrete state (the 
elastic peak in this case) and was given in Eq. 1.4.
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Using the above expressions for the symmetric and anti-symmetric components of 
the lepton and nucleon tensors leads to the following:
I K f  + > i; ,* r  = |t f ,p a + M > n ( » '|s ) ) > 2.15
(note that the cross terms r\*vffrJlv and r|£VWJXV vanish because they are products of a
symmetric and antisymmetric tensor). The^y' js^  term represents the three components
o f  the proton’s spin S  with respect to the basis s ‘ = (h ,t ,l) . The basis here can refer to 
either the instantaneous reaction frame, the lab frame or the spectrometer frame. Here
\\MQf  = I0 is the unpolarized cross-section without the oMott or the f ncoil factors which was 
derived in chapter 1 (Eq. 1.56)
I M f  = r n l^ W r
w .
2.16
= ee'cos
The polarization transfer coefficients (Dm  Du , and DLT) arise from the spin dependent 
trace calculations. These polarization transfer coefficients are helicity-dependent and can 
be written in terms of the Sachs form factors
Du  )(P * )+ G £GM[(s '* )(P -p )-(i'P )(p -f)]} . 2.17
2mp(l+T)
To evaluate Eq. 2.17 it is necessary to define the spin basis with respect to known 
kinematic quantities. The initial and final proton four momenta in the lab frame are given 
by
P. = (m 0) andp' =(m +co,£), 2.18
which lead to the following definition for the proton spin components in the lab frame
s =
SyafisP
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, and 2.19
s L =—  +<n)p’) .
Furthennore,
sL-p = \q\, and s T -k = s T • k  = -esin0p 2.20
These definitions are then used to form the helicity dependent coefficients from Eq. 2.19,
The Dw  term is identically zero because, for co-linear kinematics there is no helicity-
approximation. Taking the ratio of Du  and DLT (as was done in chapter 1) the value of 
is obtained
where the substitution of gp = G | j  Gpu  has been made. As will be shown later, this 
ratio is measured directly by the FPP and is independent of the absolute value of the
(the analyzing power is discussed in section 2.5).
The three individual polarizations at the target are a combination of all possible 
polarizations (i.e. those coming from the polarization transfer coefficients, the induced 
polarizations and the scattering asymmetry). The importance of elastic electron scattering 
from hydrogen is the lack of contributions from all components except the two 
polarization transfer coefficients Da  and DLT. This allows a measure of the ratio of the 
two proton form factors without the inclusion of other reaction mechanisms. By flipping
2.21
dependent normal component of polarization when using the one-photon-exchange
- 2  mp
2.22
helicity and the analyzing power of the nC(pp') reaction used for the second scattering
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the helicity of the electron beam it
then possible to form the helicity
dependent differences of the
polarizations and thus determine Da
and Dlt in a way which reduces the
systematic errors associated with the
FPP. If there are only helicity-
dependent polarization components
for the recoil proton, the sum of the
Figure 2.3 A log10 scale plot of the square of 
two helicity states gives a measure h^e spectral density function for deuterium vs.
r  . • ,« D  [75.76.77.78]of systematic errors, as is the case r nxou-
for the free proton from elastic 
scattering.
As an aside, there are also contributions from parity violating terms due to the 
weak interaction but these terms are suppressed by several orders o f magnitude and hence 
are negligible.1741 The next section describes the formulation of the polarizations when 
using the Plane-Wave-Impulse-Approximation (PWIA) and a Spectral density function. 
This formalism is appropriate for the d(e,e'p) reaction at the top of the quasi-elastic 
peak.
2.3 The d(e ,e 'p )  Reaction
The Plane-Wave-Impulse-Approximation makes three important assumptions 
which allow for simple calculations. These three assumptions are:
(A) A single photon is exchanged between scattered electron and one of the 
nucleons within the target nucleus.
(B) The nucleon exist the nucleus without further interactions with the 
remaining nucleons. As such the nucleon is represent by a plane-wave.
(C) The ejected nucleon is detected in the experiment This implies that 
exchange terms can be ignored.
By utilizing the PWIA, the cross-section for proton knockout can be written in terms of
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the electron-proton cross-section times the single particle occupation density;
, m. 4 a 2 , >iv. m dk m dp' .
da ^ - r K w  ) - p  ’j r S  '0>, ) 2.23
wherep* = p '- q  = PA-  PA-i andSA~l(^p*) is the spectral distribution for the probability 
of finding a proton in nucleus A with an initial 4-momentum p .  The PA and PAA terms are 
the initial 4-momentum of the target nucleus and the residual nucleus, respectively. If the 
final state of the residual nucleus is a discrete state the spectral distribution can be 
replaced with
S A- \ p l )  = (2mA_l8(PA-l 2.24
where O ^fp*) is the momentum occupation density and mAA is the mass o f the residual 
nucleus (a neutron in this case). The square of the spectral density function vs. the recoil 
momentum of the residual neutron for deuterium is shown in figure 2.3 for a number of 
different fits175, 76, 771 and one set of experimental data.1781 For the range of recoil 
momentum of this experiment (< 0-60 MeV/c) the momentum distribution is well known.
The six-fold-differential cross-section is now written as:
= ^ ( 7 ) ^ m O r n M  - < ) • “ » • ) .  2.25
where the following relation has been used:
(Pp = p2dpdClp = E'yjE'2 -  m2dE'dClp = E'\v\dE'dClp, 2.26
and Eq. 1.35 from chapter 1. Integration over all possible final proton energies using the 
8-fimction obtained from the discrete state or resonance above yields th e /^ ,, factor:
— 5- .  2.27
dmA_i
This step converts the six-fold differential cross-section above to a five-fold differential 
cross-section;
da 4a2mn
freco il — J 2 m <_18 { P AA m A- l ) d E '  — 2m
dE'clQedClp
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Evaluation of the invariant matrix element is exactly the same as it was in the previous 
section with the exception that the cross-section is now weighted by the momentum 
distribution factor. The complete cross-section can now be written in the following way:
|A /f = 1 M ,f  • (1 + hA + P  • S  + hDuS,) 2.29
The A term is a scattering asymmetry which is accessible via out-of-plane scattering and 
is helicity dependent1791 The P, terms are induced polarizations from the scattering 
reaction and are helicity independent and the Du terms, also helicity dependent, were 
described earlier. The next section discusses the complete description of the 
electromagnetic current in terms of response functions as derived by Picklesimer and Van 
Orden, and Arenhovel.
2.3.1 Off-Mass-Shell Form Factors
In the previous section there were no allowances made for off-mass-shell effects. 
These effects arise from the difference in mass between a free nucleon and one which is 
bound within a nucleus. This mass difference is dependent on the momentum o f the 
struck nucleon within the nucleus and can be appreciable for large recoil momentum. For 
deuterium, and for the range of momentum recoil over which this experiment was done, 
off-mass-shell effects should be small and hence the foregoing calculations should be 
correct.
To determine how small these effects will be, one must choose a prescription for 
the current operator. This choice will effect the relationship of the Wia terms to the 
terms. Since the current need only be conserved when all diagrams are included, the 
strong assumption that the operator be explicitly conserved is not necessary. In general 
the Fia terms deviate from their on-mass-shell limits by some small amount which can be 
written as follows:
2.30
k'2 - k z , 2 m l - t f + k ’1)where A. = ------=—, and A, = —  ------5---------as A, ,-*0.
4 nip 4m;
If the initial state is on the mass-shell then A, = -A 2 and if the final state is on the mass-
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shell then A, = A2. The kinematic corrections are small (AI2 «10 3) for the low recoil
momentum of the present analysis (< 60.0 MeV/c) and were incorporated into the models 
of Van Orden and Arenhovel (see section 2.4.1).
2.4 The Eighteen Independent Response Functions
The complete spin structure of the electromagnetic current for nucleons has been 
developed by several people during the 1980’s.t47,69’70,80’81,K1 Van Orden has developed a 
theoretical framework for understanding polarization experiments including electron 
beam helicity, target and recoil polarization, and photon angular correlation 
measurements.1821 This section introduces this theoretical formalism and the comparable 
formalism of Arenhovel. Both Van Orden’s and Arenhovel’s results were compared with 
the experimental results; this aspect is discussed in chapter 5.
2.4.1 Van Orden’s Model
According to Van Orden, the complete cross-section for scattering electrons from 
nuclear targets is:[691
d&'dQ.ed£lp 2(2tc)
^ tt )cos2<{>x+ (/?rr5/+ Rjj Ss )sin2<{>x ] 2 31
V& R-lt ^n )cos<()x+ (RltS,+ Rlt St )sin<j)JC ]
+ hVLT,[(RLT,+ RLrSn )sin<|)x+(i?tr.iSj+ RLT,Sl )cos(j)x ]
The response functions, Ri}, are functions of q , <o, p  and 0X (the proton angle with 
respect to q). The T and L subscripts refer to transverse and longitudinal components of 
the cross-section with TT and LT  being interference terms. The P"s are known kinematic 
factors weighting the various virtual photon polarization states and are written by Van 
Orden as:
VL =X2 VT = -X  + tan2 —
VLT = ——X^X + tan2 — ^7T = - - ^  2.32
lt 2 V 2 77 2
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VLr = — \=Xtan2 — VTr =
ir  V2 2 ^
.2 0, L _2 0.A. + tan — I tan —
where X = 1 -^ —j  .
The four terms of equation 2.29 are related to the individual terms of equation 
2.32. The scattering asymmetry is written as1791
A = I~x\yLrRLr sinOU] 2.33
where
h  = W 0\t = [VlRl + VtRt + Vn Rn cos2$x + ^ r/?ircos<j>x ] 2.34
is the unpolarized cross -section. The three induced polarizations are written as:
Pn =IoWLRl +vTRnT +V7TR^cos2bx +VLTRlTcos$x]Sn
Pl = /- I[F7T^ sin2(i)x + ^ r ^ r s in ^ ] ^  2.35
P' = /0-I[Fn.^sin2<t»x + F£r^ rsin(i.;t]5,.
Both the P1 and P  terms go identically to zero for in-plane measurements due to the
sinOj)*) and sin(2<{>x) dependence while the induced normal component can be appreciable
for complex nuclei.® The polarization transfer coefficients have the following
relationships:
Dln = Io U^Lr^ir l^ n
Dlt = / o ' t ^ ^ + ^ ^ c o s ^ ] ^  2.36
Dll = Io WttP-tt "*■ cos<|>x]<5{
where the Dm  term is no longer zero as it was in the elastic scattering case. Clarifying the 
notation, it should be noted that the first subscript L in the Dw, DLT and Du  terms refer to 
the longitudinal polarization o f the electron where as the second subscript refers to the 
polarization direction of the observable. This second subscript is associated with the 
raised lower-case subscript on the individual response functions and should not be 
confused with the intermediate transverse and longitudinal photon polarizations.
As mentioned in the end of the last section, nucleons bound in nuclei are no 
longer on their mass-shell and corrections need to be made. Each of the response 
functions above can be written in terms of the form factors F„ F2 and GM using the de
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Forrest1831 prescription (current conservation type #1 (CC1)) and are as folio ws:[69!
*L
Rr
R
[F2+xF2 
IFi2 +tF2
I e ’ + e '
\  2mP ,
t { % )
~p  s  ‘" ’p  y
' - , 2^
.2/0 \ , o.T//t/> \2sin2(0w)+ 2t  ( G ') z
Rl = *i 
a II O
f  ( 5 2 > 1
\
Rjt = p f + a d - H j - sin2(0w)
I  \ m p )
D »  _ JT _ Rn- = R ^  == o,
I T
Rlr
r l t .
K r
R -LT'
R‘lT'
RtT'
Rn-
=  - 2 [F2 +xF2
V v  p
= Rlt = Rlt — 0,
= 0,
f  r 
Fl+ F2
I e '+ e W \
\  2m J m.
Ip'Isin(9w)
E '(D —|q||p'|cos(9w)y i |q| 
2m2 ) ) m p
f  ( n z r
F{ cosCQ^) + F2
E'(o cos(0„ ) - |q | |p fPR -
2 m2
J2L/7P
J ) m„
F; cos(0 ) + F2 J L - ]  A  (?£. sin(0 ), 
Lm„ J m„p '  p
f |p ' |q |- 5 E 'l F,__2\  mp ) 2mp)\  V
F' - +F^ >  nip 2 mp )
g m cos(0w),
g m sin(0M)
2.37
This prescription, which utilizes the PWIA and contains Relativistic Corrections (RC), 
has the following definitions:
4m
_ _ - a 2
co = E ’- E ,  q = (<»,q), and x = 2.38
The energy transfer is now associated with the initial and final energy of the struck proton 
rather than the energy of the incident and scattered electron (see Eq. 1.18 ). This has the 
effect of incorporating the initial momentum of the proton into the nucleon vertex 
function.
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2.4.2 Arenhovel’s Model
Arenhovel uses a different notation from Van Orden as well as different 
normalization factors. He maintains the eighteen response functions and direct 
comparison can be made between both models. Arenhovel’s formulation is written as:1701
The C term corresponds to the Mott cross-section combined with the f rtcoU factor and is 
written as
and md in this case is the mass of the deuteron. The angle is the out-of-plane angle of 
the relative final-state n-p momentum in the center-of-mass frame. The individual/terms 
are the response functions obtainable without measuring the final state polarization of the 
ejected nucleon. The g  terms require a polarimeter to measure and are helicity dependent. 
The p terms are as follows:
= C x {pL( f L +g£)  + Pr( /r  + S t )
+ Plt (C/ir +  &lt ) cos §nP + f e + ^ r ) sin i p )
+ Ptt ((/tt + g£r) cos 2<\>np + (g tT + g :7T)sin 2<t>np )  
+  h p  ' r ( ( / £V + ^ r ) s in i p  + ( S l t  +  S 'lt ) c o s  §np )  
"*■ h P rr t& T T 't 'S jt) }  *  J '
2.40
where
1 1 2.41recoil l + (e' -ECOsSj0*) ((olab +md) ’
Pi =q
q2 g g + q ) 2.42
where
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Figure 2.4 Arenhovel theory curves for Q1 = 0.38 (a, b, c) and 0.50 (GeV/c)2 
(d, e, f). The three polarizations shown are directly related to the three polarization 
observables DLTi P„, and Du  (i.e. P’ = DLT, Py =PB, and P'z = Du ).
£ = , and
q  tab
Tl = tan2^ )  . 2.43
The Jacobian (J) converts the differential cross-section from a cross section in the center- 
of-mass frame with respect to the individual response functions to a cross section in the 
lab frame. It is written as1701
r a y  *  f puY 
snf £ “  U '  J
a^W V‘1+ q— , . cos9°" .l? lab  np I
P com '
2.44
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where W is invariant mass of the n-p final state, W = Jm l + 2mdcobb -  q2 ,
and Eu  = yjw2 +{qtabf  .
The calculations for individual response functions for the kinematics of this 
experiment were performed by Arenhovel. He used the Paris potential for the deuteron as 
well as the Dipole Fit for the electromagnetic forms factors GPE and GPM. The two 
helicity dependent target polarizations F #  and P'z are shown in figure 2.4 as well as the 
induced normal polarization Py. These quantities are plotted with respect to the center-of- 
mass angle 0W and the upper plot is the response for the kinematics o f the q2 data point 
and the lower plot is for the q3 data point. These three polarizations observables are 
related to the quantities of equation 2.36 in the following way:
K  = Dlt* py = pn. and PJ = Du  • 2.45
The three curves represent different reaction mechanisms included and are as follows:
PWIA + RC (Arenhovel 1) = PWIA with Relativistic Corrections.
Normal + RC (Arenhovel 2) = PWIA, Relativistic Corrections and Final
State Interactions.
Normal+RC+MEC+IC (Arenhovel 3) = PWIA, Relativistic Corrections, Final State
Interactions, Meson Exchange Currents and 
Isobar Configurations.
These reactions mechanisms are discussed briefly in the next section. As seen in 
figure 2.4 as 0OT becomes large (thus indicating deviation from parallel kinematics) the 
different reaction mechanisms lead to deviations from the simple PWIA. This can be seen 
most clearly in the center graph for both Q1 points. The P„ type polarization is identically 
zero for the PWIA for both diagrams lines. With the inclusion of FSI the P„ type 
polarization deviates substantially from zero. In an actual experiment, a finite acceptance 
is used and in order to make meaningful comparisons between theory and experiment the 
theory must be weighted according to the sampling of this finite acceptance. In chapter 5 
the acceptance averaging of both Van Orden’s and Arenhovel’s model is discussed. The 
next section gives a brief overview of three types of reaction mechanisms which occur 
within nuclei.
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2.4.3 Additional Reaction Mechanisms
The kinematics for the experiment were chosen so that the contributions from 
other reaction mechanisms would be negligible. Some typical diagrams are shown in 
figure 2.5. Final State Interactions (FSI), are interactions which occur after the nucleon 
has been struck by the photon and before it leaves the vicinity of the nucleus. These 
interactions might include the exchange of a meson or the rescattering of the knockout 
nucleon from the residual A-l nucleus.
A small subset of these types of 
reactions can be seen in figure 2.5a-b 
for a typical nucleus (the three lines are 
representative of individual nucleons).
Meson exchange currents can be 
associated with the photon coupling to a 
meson (n, p, <n) which has been 
exchanged between two nucleons within 
the nucleus. Shown in figure 2.5c-d are 
two of these types of reactions. Isobars 
are nucleons which have the same 
baryon number but different mass (i.e. a 
A or N* vs. a p  or n). Figures 2.5e-d 
show the incoming photon interacting 
with a nucleon which has been excited 
to one of these resonances which are 
typically excited by an appropriate 
choice of kinematics (see refs. 5 ,6,7).
2.5
>
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.5 Diagrams for MEC, FSI and 
IC. See text for details.
Principles of Polarimetry
This section discusses the principles of polarimetry and deals with aspects of 
proton polarization measurements using a Focal Plane Polarimeter. At the heart o f the 
polarization measurements is the analyzing power of the p-12C reaction which is
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discussed first. This is followed by a 
simple discussion of the extraction of 
the polarization components; the spin 
precession of the three polarization 375 MeV
200 MeVO
spectrometer concludes this chapter.
2.5.1 The p -nC Reaction
The nucleon-nucleon potential
has strong spin dependence due to spin- Figure 2.6 A plot of the p-'2C elastic cross
orbit coupling. This aspect makes thep- section scatterinS ^  for three proton
energies. This plot shows that most of the 
11C reaction an ideal reaction with protons, ~95%, scatter through small angles.
which to measure the polarization of the
impinging proton. Figure 2.6 shows the cross section for the p-l2C reaction vs. the polar
scattering angle 0. The dominant feature of this reaction is the large cross section for
small scattering angles (< 3°), which account for ~ 95% of the cross section.
The ability of the p-nC reaction
to measure polarizations is defined by
its analyzing power (Ay). This analyzing
power is a function of scattering angle
and proton kinetic energy (Tp) and has
been empirically determined for a large
range of angles and kinetic
energies.185,861 Figure 2.7 is a plot of Ay
vs. 0 for four values of Tp. As stated
earlier, small scattering angles (< 3.0°)
0 (deg)
have very small analyzing power. This _ _ „  . . . . 12_ ,3 e * Figure 2.7 Empirical fit to the p - C  data
aspect, along with the high cross section for the proton analyzing power vs. Tp and 0
for such events and the 1% duty factor ta c^en ^rom re ‘^
of the Bates accelerator, was the primary reason an electronic small angle rejection
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.0,
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system was implemented in hardware (see section 
3.5). The Bates-FPP was taken to IUCF and 
calibrated in a beam of polarized protons to insure 
that it measured similar analyzing powers to the 
worlds data for a given scattering angle, proton 
energy, and carbon block thickness. The results 
from this run agreed well with previous data sets 
taken at other labs using similar devices. The 
calibration of the device is discussed in appendix A.
2.5.2 Extraction of Polarization 
Components
The p-I2C reaction has an azimuthaly 
asymmetric response,
/(®  »<l>) = / ( 0  )P + Ay (0 )(/>, sin<j> + p n cos<j>)], 2.46
which is dependent on the unpolarized cross section/(9), 0, the azimuthal angle (<j>) o f the 
scattering, and the analyzing power Ay (for more detail see figure 2.9). The two transverse 
polarizations of the proton, p„ and pt are the coefficients of interest. It is important to note 
that due to rotational invariance the longitudinal component (pD gives an azimuthally 
symmetric response and thus cannot be measured in a detector such as the FPP. The 
polarizations measured by the polarimetry are extracted by means of Fourier analysis of 
the azimuthal response spectra (the generation of these spectra is covered in chapter 4).
By way of example figure 2.9a shows an idealized unpolarized distribution in the 
0-<j) plane. The function to generate the unpolarized distribution is a simple constant, J(Q) 
= B. The sum is found by integrating 0 from 0° to 360°. To find the left-right asymmetry 
the integration is carried out from 90° to 270° for the left side and -90° to 90° for the 
right. The top-bottom asymmetry is found by integrating from 0° to 180° for the top and 
180° to 360° for the bottom. This yields the following for the left-right and top-bottom 
asymmetry,
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Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram 
of the azimuthal, <f>, and polar, 0, 
angles measured by the FPP.
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m<t>)
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Figure 2.9 Plot (a) is an idealized distribution of the p-nC  reaction for an 
unpolarized beam. Plot (b) is the distribution for a normal, pm polarized beam of 
protons.
7 1 — 71 7C — 7 t
=  0 . 2.47
2 k  2 k
When a normally-polarized beam of protons is used the scattering spectrum looks like 
figure 2.9b. In this case the function is J(Q) = 1 + a cos(0), where a is the normal 
polarization of the proton beam. The left-right and top-bottom asymmetry is done as it 
was in the unpolarized case and yields the following:
( k  -  2 d )  -  ( k  +  2a) — 2 a  , k - k  . = ------  and — ---- = (J. 2.48
2 k  k  2 k
This simplistic example demonstrates the basic concepts of polarization measurements. 
Chapter 4 covers the actual extraction process from the FPP wire chamber data in detail.
2.5.3 Spin Precession
The three components of the nucleon's polarization at the target precess while 
traveling through the quadrupole and dipole magnets of OHIPS (in this section the three 
polarizations p„ pn) and p t, are labeled s^ s*, and s*, to avoid confusion with the proton’s 
momentum). Thomas’s equation gives the general form of the spin precession of a 
charged particle while traveling through an electromagnetic field,
ds
dt
e _ s x
mpc
, 2.49
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where c is the speed of light, E is a static electric field and B is a static magnetic field, y 
is the Lorentz factor (y = E/m), s is the spin of the proton, g  is the proton gyromagnetic
ratio (= 5.586), and P is the velocity o f the proton in dimensionless units.1871 When there 
is no electric field, equation 2.50 reduces to
ds e _—    s x
dt mpc
2.50
.2 )  \ 2  J y +1
Assuming that the proton is traveling at constant velocity Eq. 2.50 can be recast in terms 
o f the first derivative of the distance in the z  direction, which is defined to be along the 
direction of motion of the proton. A simple change of variables leads to
ds e _ 
—  =  — s x  
dz pc 2.512 v 2
Note that the magnetic field has been broken up into longitudinal (L) and transverse (7) 
components. For this calculation it is necessary to define a right handed coordinate 
system with z  along the direction of motion of the proton as it enters the quadrupole, x is 
perpendicular to z, and y  is perpendicular to both x  and z. BL is then defined to be along 
the z-direction and BT is perpendicular to it.
From equation 2.52 it is possible to quantify the precession o f the proton’s three 
spin constituents. Since the spectrometer dipole, to first order, has only a single
transverse magnetic field {i.e. p • BD!pole = 0, and fiJ-BDipole) it is discussed first, followed
by the precession caused by the two quadrupole magnets.
2.5.3.1 Spin Precession, Dipole
In a vertically bending dipole magnet the normal and longitudinal components, sy 
and s„ of the proton precess about the dipole’s magnetic field direction while the 
transverse polarization component, s„ does not (to first order, this formalism neglects 
fringe fields at the entrance and exit of the dipole magnet). Figure 2.10 shows a schematic 
diagram of the precession of the p„ and p, type polarizations through the dipole. This 
precession is characterized by an angle x which can be written as
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2.52
where Qfl is the total bend angle in OHIPS for 
the central ray (= 90°). The angle % is the 
difference of the spin and momentum rotation 
angles. A full derivation, using Eq. 2.50 is 
provided in chapter 3 where the precession of 
the electron spin through the bending magnets 
of the accelerator is derived in detail. The
X-180Dipole
Magnet
k
I
actual extraction of % from the raw data relies Figure 2.10 Schematic of
longitudinal and normal component
precession through the OHEPS dipole.on the bend angle which each proton has gone 
through. For more information on this aspect 
as well as the extraction o f x see chapter 4.
The precession of the polarization observables from the target back to the focal 
plane, if only a dipole field were encountered, is
P t m  + P t i h )P = P*D = —-
LT h2cos(x)
where hL and hR are the two different states 
of the incident electron beam helicity and 
the % dependence comes in as an explicit 
cos(x) and sin(x) term. In this way all 
three polarization observables are 
measured. Figure 2.11 shows the 
dependence of cos(x) and sin(x) with 
respect to the kinetic energy of the proton. 
From this figure it can be seen that a
andDu  = 2.53
U 2h sin(x)
\
500 1000 1500
Proton Kinetic Energy (MeV)
2000
favorable value of x is necessary to do the Figure 2.11 Sin(x) and Cos(x) vs. Proton 
extraction of the longitudinal and normal Kin^ 0 Energy.
components.
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2.5.3.2 Spin Precession, Quadrupole
The precession o f the three polarization observables within the quadrupole is a 
more difficult problem than the dipole. This section covers the analytic aspects involved 
in the process.1881
Equation 2.50 can be reduced to a matrix equation:
and the individual components are defined by the individual x, y, and z  components of 
Eq. 2.54. The general solution of equation 2.55 is done by casting the equation as a 
system of second order inhomogenous Volettera equations which are by definition 
coupled linear equations, and then utilizing successive approximations to arrive at an 
answer for a particular case:
two quadrupoles which focus and defocus in opposite directions. Equation 2.56 can now 
be solved for each of the polarization directions of the proton
where A is an antisymmetric tensor
2.55
2.54
2.56
where i =  x, y, z.
The specific example of a quadrupole has the following components:
Bl = 0 andi?r  = G(yx+ xy) 2.57
where G is the strength of the magnetic field gradient. This gives a specific form for the 
Aik terms which are found by solving the equations of motion for a quadrupole:
x”± K 2x = 0, and y" + K 2y  =  0 . 2.58
Here K 2 = (eGfpc), and the ± and + signs indicate the change in the solutions for the
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s ,(z )-s ,(0 )-l£ * < & ),G H
S.(z) = s,(0)+xJo> ( 5 > , ( ^ .  2.59
s,(z)= s,(0)+  >-£ [z(5>,(5)- K ?> .(5))^ .
where A. = 1^ + ^  -  y j^ 2 and z(^)andy(%) are the two solutions to Eq. 2.58. The
individual values for the s, terms are now determined iteratively. For this experiment both 
this method and a differential algebra method were used in the data analysis. Both 
techniques gave the same result to better than 2%.
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Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition
As discussed in chapter 1, this experiment determined the polarization 
observables Du , DLT and P„ by the interaction of polarized virtual photons with protons in 
liquid hydrogen and deuterium targets. These polarized virtual photons were produced by 
accelerating longitudinally-polarized electrons to 579.4 MeV and scattering them quasi- 
elastically from the protons in the deuterium. The scattered electron and proton were 
detected in coincidence and the polarization of the proton was determined using a focal 
plane polarimeter. This chapter describes the experimental setup and data acquisition 
system used. It contains sections on the accelerator, the “Basel Loop” targets, the two 
South Hall spectrometers, the FPP and its associated electronics, the Mailer polarimeter, 
and the data acquisition system.
3.1 The Experimental Facility
This experiment was performed at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center in 
Middleton, Massachusetts from January 1995 to July 1995 and, as mentioned in chapter 
1, provided data for eight thesis students. The data which is discussed in this thesis was 
collected during the months of January and February. Prior to actual data taking two 
calibration runs, one in December 1993 and the other in March 1994, were done to insure 
proper operation of the many components of the experiment Figure 3.1 shows the layout 
of the Bates Accelerator, the Beam Recirculator, the South Hall Ring, and the three 
experimental areas which are described below.
56
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Figure 3.1 Bates Facility Layout Diagram.1891
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The Bates laboratory is a 65.0 to 930.0 MeV linear accelerator (linac) which can 
produce high intensity (~50 mA peak current) polarized and unpolarized electron beams. 
A single pass through the linac produces beam energies from 65.0 to 490.0 MeV and a 
second pass using a beam recirculator is required for beam energies above 490 MeV. 
Since the linac is o f a non superconducting-cavity design it is limited to a 1% duty cycle, 
(600 pulses per second with a 12-17 psec duration). The effective duty cycle was 
increased to 85% with the commissioning of the South Hall Stretcher Ring (SHSR) in 
October 1993 but extracted polarized beam was not yet available at the time of this 
experiment.
After acceleration the beam is magnetically steered into one of three experimental 
locations, the 14° area, the North Hall or the South Hall. The 14° area is used mainly for 
simple experiments (i.e. irradiating target materials). The North Hall was the first 
experimental hall built at the Laboratory and at the time of this experiment was being 
used for the SAMPLE parity violation experiments.1901 The South Hall is the largest of 
the three experimental areas and contains three large momentum-selecting 
spectrometers,1*1 and four Out-of-Plane-Spectrometers.1911 It will also be the site for the 
new internal target facility, BLAST, on the SHSR.
3.1.1 Beam Line B
This experiment was done in the South Hall using beam line ‘B’ which has 
several components for beam diagnostics and quality assurance that are necessary to both 
the linac operators and experimenters. This section describes the relevant devices and 
figure 3.2 shows the overall layout of several of the beam lines which lead up to beam 
line ‘B \
To measure the total charge delivered to the target, three beam line toroids labeled 
BT1, BT2, BT3 were used. The first two, BT1 and BT2, were used to measure the charge 
on a pulse by pulse basis as a function of beam helicity. Both toroids measure the charge
*
The three spectrometers are the One-Hundred-Inch-Proton-Spectrometer, the Medium-Energy-P ion-Spectrometer, 
and the Big-Bite-Spectrometer
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Figure 3.2 Beam Line Device Layout, (not drawn to scale)
for beam helicity right and left, (corresponding to electron spin longitudinally aligned or 
anti-aligned with its momentum) and as such provide redundant read outs. Because of 
dead times associated with the data acquisition computer it was not always possible to 
read out the charge for every beam pulse. Read-out times for a real event lasted up to 4.6 
msec and the pulse structure of Bates is one pulse per 1.6 msec. For this reason it was 
necessary to inhibit BT1 and BT2 for those pulses which occurred when the data 
acquisition computer was busy. To provide information for normalization calculations a 
third beam toroid, BT3, was used as an uninhibited measure of the total charge delivered 
to the target.
The output signal from BT1 and BT2, which were linearly proportional to the 
amount of charge, was measured by amplifying the signal and sending them to Yale 16 
bit Quad Analog-to-Digital-Converters (ADC’s). The ADC’s were read out at the end of 
each beam pulse by Event 10 which is discussed in section 3.1.5. The output from BT3
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was also amplified but subsequently coupled to a Brookhaven Instrument Co. current 
integrator. The output of the current integrator was variable by a selectable scale and was 
proportional to the charge passing through BT3. This output was sent to a scaler module 
and, as stated earlier, provided an uninhibited measure of the total charge.
Before and during the experiment the beam toroids were calibrated using a gated 
current source manufactured at the laboratory. The gated current source calibrated by the 
Brookhaven Instrument integrators to an accuracy of 0.1%. The output of the current 
source was feed into a one turn primary, called a Q-loop, in the toroid. The response of 
the toroid was then measured and calibrated accordingly. Long term accuracy for this 
system did not deviate by more then 0.1%. In tandem with the toroids were two beam 
position monitors used for beam steering adjustments by the linac operators and 
experimenters. These monitors were readout on a pulse-by-pulse basis.
Two moderate-resolution spectrometers, the Medium-Energy-Pion-Spectrometer 
(MEPS), and the One-Hundred-Inch-Proton-Spectrometer (OHIPS) pivoted around an 
experimental target chamber. This chamber housed the target assemblies. For accurate 
visual beam positioning at the target, a beryllium-oxide flip target was located 1 m 
upstream from the target chamber. Also at that location there was a photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) to monitor the beam halo, i.e. beam spraying. Located 20 meters upstream from 
the experimental target chamber was a Mailer polarimeter which measured the 
polarization of the incident electrons (see section 3.7 for a discussion of this device). The 
water cooled beam dump, which was downstream of the target, was the last component of 
beam line *B\
3.1.2 The Polarized Source
A polarized electron beam of ~30% polarization and up to 21 mA average current 
was generated using a thick GaAs crystal irradiated with a circularly polarized infrared 
(752 nm) 9 watt COHERENT® Ti-Sapphire laser. This laser is optically driven by a 30 
watt CW Argon laser which operates in the 450-550 nm range. To achieve the maximum 
output of the Ti-Sapphire laser the driving argon laser light is pulsed using a slotted 
wheel which is rotated by a synchronous AC motor. The polarization of the incident laser
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light is randomly flipped to either a
left or right helicity by an
electronically controlled Pockels cell
and the polarization of the light in
turn determines the polarization of
electron beam. To insure that there
are an equal number of left and right
helicity beam pulses a computer
generates a given random sequence
of ten left and right helicity bits.
These bits are then used to control
the Pockels cell. The computer then
takes the complement of these ten
bits and uses them as the next ten bit
Figure 3.3 Diagram of the Polarized Source
sequence. After every twenty beam and Injector, 
pulses the computer begins the
process again. By flipping the helicity in this random fashion systematic errors are 
reduced. Originally, this helicity flipping scheme was built for the first Bates parity 
violation experiment of Souder et al. where helicity-correlated systematic errors were 
controlled to 10'2 parts per million.1921 This far exceeded the demands required for this 
experiment.
The process by which the electrons were polarized is covered in detail in ref. 93, 
but a simplified description is provided here. Within the crystal the S\n state acts as a 
conduction band and the -^ 3/2 state acts as the valence band with a band gap of 1.52 eV. 
Once a polarized photon strikes an electron in the crystal it is excited to the P3/2 state and 
polarized to either a +1/2 or - 1/2 spin state depending upon the polarization of the light. 
For positive helicity photons three times as many electrons go to the -1/2 spin state as the 
+1/2 spin state and conversely for negative helicity photons. This gives a total bulk 
polarization of the electrons of 50% for one spin state vs. the other. Actual polarizations
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with thick GaAs crystals depend on the manner of preparation and typically range 
between 20-40%.
In order to extract the polarized electrons the GaAs crystal is coated with a thin 
film (less than one atomic layer on average) of Cs and NF3 to reduce the surface work 
function. Typical quantum efficiencies (i.e. number of electrons per photon incident on 
the crystal surface) range from 0.5-6.5 % for crystals prepared in this manner and are very 
sensitive to surface contamination. It was necessary to ‘activate’ the crystal every few 
days because the quantum efficiency would drop below a usable level. The activation 
involved heating the crystal while still in vacuum to remove contaminants and then 
alternately spraying the surface with Cs and then NF3 until the quantum efficiency was 
again restored to its original value.
The crystal and gun assembly, as shown in figure 3.3, are maintained at ultra high 
vacuum (~10-12 torr) to reduce any surface contamination effects. After the electrons 
migrate to the crystal surface they are accelerated to 60 keV in the gun assembly and then 
to 320 keV in an electrostatic accelerating column. From the column their spin can be 
rotated by a Wien filter before being steered into the linac by two vertical 45° bending 
magnets and a series of toroids.1941
The figure of merit for measurements using polarized beams is P2!  where P is the 
percent polarization and I  is the current. It is therefore highly advantageous to use as high 
a polarization as possible to reduce experimental running time. There were plans to use a 
thin strained GaAs crystal from Japan which had achieved polarizations of ~80% but the 
quantum efficiency obtained in test runs during August 1994 were too low to be effective. 
For more detailed information on the polarized source see reference 95.
3.1.3 Electron Spin Precession in the Linac
The final longitudinal polarization of the electrons at the target is dependent on 
the number of turns required for acceleration and beam delivery because of magnetic 
precession of the polarization in the dipole bending magnets. For this experiment the 
Wein filter was not used and instead a 'magic' energy was used (i.e. angle of rotation
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equal to nri). The accelerator has three such energies which produce the same polarization 
(up to a sign) at the target as at the source.
As described in chapter 2 both the momentum and spin of charged particles 
precess when traveling through a magnetic field. Equation 3.1, the Lorentz force 
equation, can be solved to give the change of the electron’s momentum; p :
^ a = e [ E + ^ x S ) " p ><s p 3 1
where e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light, v is the velocity of the electron, E  
is the electric field, B is the magnetic field and the frequency term, ©p, is defined to be
©p = eB/mc. Equation 3.2 shows the spin precession of the electron in a magnetic and 
electric field (note this is Eq. 2.50 from chapter 2):
ds e _ 
—  =  — s  x 
dt me
3.2
y J / y + l  \Z  y
where m is the electron mass, y is the Lorentz factor, s is the electron’s spin, g  is the
electron’s gyromagnetic ratio (= 2.002319), and (3 is the velocity of the electron in 
dimensionless units (see reference 88). In the present case equation 3.2 reduces to:
—  = — J x f —- l + y -1>) j  = Jxo) 3.3
dt me ^2 /
because to first order (3-5 = 0 (i.e. (3-LB) and E = 0 for bending (dipole) and focusing 
(quadrupole) magnets. With this simplification, equations 3.1 and 3.3 can be solved to 
give the following time-dependent functions for p  and J :
p(t) = p0el<0pt and s(t) = soe,03lt. 3.4
The total precession, (Acd), for a beam energy requiring the recirculator is then:
A© t = (bst-<apt = © ^ 1 - l ) Yl +©p2< ( |- i ) y 2 3.5
where t is time, <op,t = 2k is the total bend angle for recirculation, (op2t = k/2 is the bend 
angle into the South Hall, y, = [Ef  +20MeV]/[2mec2] is the first pass energy Lorentz
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factor, and y2 = Ej-jmec2 is the final energy Lorentz factor. Setting Ago t = n% and 
solving equation 3.4 for Ef  gives three discrete ‘magic energies’ 280.0 MeV, 574.0 MeV 
and 868.0 MeV which preserve the longitudinal polarization of the electrons. Due to the 
difficulty o f tuning the accelerator and recirculator this experiment was run at ~579.0 
MeV which had a Iess-than 1% effect on the electron polarization at the target.
3.1.4 The Electron Beam Energy
With the addition of the Energy Compression System Chicane (ECS), (see figure 
3.2), a very reliable technique to measure the beam energy was possible. This system 
allowed the spread in beam energy to be
Energy Compression System Chicane
EB3 EB2
ECWG EQ4
i
1 EBI
reduced by a factor of 10-15 and also 
allowed for a much more accurate 
measurement of the electron beam 
energy. 1961 By using the average magnetic 
fields o f the four dipole magnets, which 
have been systematically mapped it was 
possible to determine the incident energy [U =-- -^ : ■ =. ■
to within 0.25%.1971 Periodic beam tuning Fig*u*e3.4 Schematic of the Energy
Compression System Chicane
readjustments to correct beam dispersion
can cause the beam energy to drift by up to 2.0 MeV. The ECS allowed for an accurate 
determination of these changes in beam energy throughout the duration of the 
experiment.
ET2 EQ3 EB4 ZQ0
3.2 Basel Loop Targets
In order to obtain a usable target 
density for the deuterium and hydrogen, 
two cryogenic targets had to be 
constructed which would operate at 
liquid 4He temperatures. This was 
accomplished by constructing two Basel
Parameter l h 2 l d 2
Target cell diameter (cm) 5.0 3.0
Havar thickness (pm) 10.16 25.40
Havar Density (g/cm2) (x 2) 0.042 0.017
Pressure (atm) 1.0 1.0
Temperature (K) 20.3° 23.7°
Target Density (g/cm2) 0.36 0.48
Table 3.1 Basel loop target parameters.
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Loop targets which are illustrated 
in figure 3.5. Table 3.1 lists some
DTSl o /
of the operating parameters for Deuterium ^ ------'
In/Out •'
these two devices during the 
experimental runs.
These Basel loops 
circulated cold 4He gas through a 
heat exchanger to remove excess 
heat and then through a thin- 
walled target cell. A 34.51 
mg/cm2 Beryllium-Oxide (BeO) 
target, 254.00 mg/cm2 carbon 
target and a blank were mounted 
below the first cryogenic cell as 
well. These were used to monitor 
the beam position, to calibrate the 
spectrometers and provide a 
measure of background rates.
Target selection was done 
remotely using the target selection 
computer located in the South 
Hall Counting Bay. Many of the 
fill and vent valves for the Basel 
loops were also operated remotely 
from the South Hall Counting Bay.
Refrigerant 
in, .out
iO  DTSl
DTS - Diode Temp. Sensor 
RTS - Resistive Temp. Sensor 
LL - Liquid Level Sensor
R TS10
SOW heater I
D T S 4n
R.TS3 O
RTSS O
3cm Target cell
Hydrogen In/Out
5 cm Target cell
Figure 3.5 Diagram of the Basel Loop Target 
by Joe Dzengelski.[981
The Basel loops were operational down to ~18° K, and designed to operate at 
pressures slightly above 1 atm. They could hold ~1.5 liters o f liquid. The Loops could 
accept target cell diameters of 1-5 cm. These target cells were manufactured from thin 
(0.4-1 mil) Havar metal. Havar is a Cobalt based alloy with extremely high tensile
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strength, (approximately 300,000 psi).1*1
An internal fan in each loop continually cycled the liquid to decrease local boiling 
effects and ensured uniform target density. To ensure uniform operation when the beam 
was switched on and off, an internal SO watt variable heater was used to maintain the 
temperature of the liquid target.
The temperature of the liquid was monitored in two places using carbon glass 
resistors and the pressure was monitored at the gas fill line using pressure transducers. A 
dedicated microcomputer located in the South Hall Counting Bay was used to control the 
heaters and monitor the pressure and temperatures at several key points in the target and 
cooling refrigerator. Further information can be obtained from reference 99.
The density of the deuterium target was calculated using a linear fit to data taken 
from Chelton and Mann and is shown in equation 3.6C1001
where:
pw  = density in mole/cm3 pDc = 2.10x 10'1 mole/cm3
B, = 2.00 x 10'3 Mw = 3.3443 xl0-24g/molecule
N a = 6.02205 x 1023 molecules/mole
and 19.0 K < T <  24.0 K
The density for the hydrogen target was calculated using the viral equation of
state at saturation:11011
9sat = pc + AiA1*'380 + A/xAT + A^AT4^  + A4AT5/3 + A5AT2 3.7
where:
Ptat density (moles/cm3) Pc = 1.559x 10'2 moles/cm3
Tc = 32.976 K A T = T  - T1 c x target
-4/ = 7.3234603 x 10'3 a 2 = -4.4074261 x 10-4
■4? = 6.6207946 x 10-4 A* = -2.9226363 x IQ-4
As = 4.0084907 x 10'5
The actual values for the density that were measured are discussed in chapter four.
Havar composition: Cobalt 42.0% , Chromium 19.5%, Iron 19.1%, Nickel 12.7%, Tungsten 2.7%, Molybdenum 
2.2% Manganese 1.6%, Carbon 0.2%.
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Figure 3.6 Diagram of MEPS with the focal plane array.
3.3 The Electron Spectrometer
Scattered electrons were detected in the Medium Energy Pion Spectrometer 
(MEPS). This section discusses the MEPS design, the focal plane detector array, and 
associated electronics. A schematic diagram of the major elements of MEPS and the focal 
plane array is shown in figure 3.6 and table 3.2 lists some of the properties of MEPS.
3.3.1 MEPS Design
MEPS consists of two focusing quadrupole magnets followed by a split dipole 
magnet, (i.e. is a QQSD system).11021 The optical properties of MEPS are as follows: in 
the bend plane (along the momentum dispersion direction) it is point-to-point; transverse 
to the momentum dispersion direction it is parallel-to-point. The magnet currents were 
controlled via a dedicated computer terminal located in the South Hall Counting Bay. The 
magnetic field of the dipole was measured using an internal 784M39 Rawson-Lush probe 
(i.e. Hall probes) with an accuracy of 0.01%. For the quadrupoles magnets no probe was 
available. The ratio of the dipole field vs. the quadrupole current for the first quadrupole
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was 0.03699 kG/Amps and the constant 
for the second was 0.04152 kG/Amps.
To define the acceptance of MEPS a 2.0 
inch thick lead collimator with an 
angular acceptance of 14.0 msr (128 mr 
horizontal by 109 mr vertical) was used.
The drift distance, (defined as the 
distance from the target to the front of 
MEPS) was 43.7 cm.
3.3.2 MEPS Focal Plane Array
The focal plane array of MEPS 
consisted of three scintillator planes, a vertical drift chamber (VDGx), and an Aerogel 
Cerenkov detector. The three scintillator planes were used to generate a MEPS Trigger, 
the VDCx was used to reconstruct the position and angles of the particle at the focal
plane, and the Aerogel was used for electron and pion identification. Each detector is
described in detail in the following sections.
3.3.2.1 MEPS Scintillators and Cerenkov Detector
The three scintillators in MEPS, labeled MS0, MS3, and MS4, were made of NE- 
110 plastic scintillant material, (see table 3.3 for a list of the scintillator dimensions). 
Each scintillator had two RCA8575 photo-multiplier-tubes (PMT’s) attached via Lucite 
light guides. The light guides for MS3 and MS4 were attached on the ends and for MS0 
they were attached side by side. The MEPS trigger was defined as a three-fold 
coincidence between all three 
scintillator planes.
The Cerenkov detector was 
used to identify electrons. The 
detector is composed of a silica 
Aerogel material with an index of
Scintillator Width Length Thickness
MS0 17.8 cm 58.4 cm 6.4 mm
MS3 20.3 cm 91.0 cm 3.2 mm
MS4 20.3 cm 91.0 cm 3.2 mm
Table 3.3 MEPS Plastic Scintillator 
Dimensions.
Maximum Momentum 414.0 MeV/c
Momentum Resolution 5.0 xlO-4
Momentum acceptance 20.0%
Angular Range 35.0°-140.0°
Maximum Solid Angle 35.0 msr
Angular Acceptance
Radial (6) 140.0 mr
Transverse (<j>) 240.0 mr
Radius of Curvature 0.75 m
Flight Path 4.7 m
Bend angle
OOOf-H
Table 3.2 The parameters for the 
Medium Energy Pion Spectrometer.
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Figure 3.7 Idealized Ionization Path for MEPS VDCx. The distance between 
the sense wires (dw) is 4.23 mm and the effective chamber width (dc) is 12.00 
mm.
refraction of 1.05. Thus a particle with a velocity at or above 95% of speed of light will 
produce Cerenkov light. This light was gathered by 10 photo-multiplier-tubes, (either 
RCA 8845 or EMI 9823 type PMT’s), with five on either side of the Aerogel material in 
the momentum dispersion direction. The photo-multiplier-tubes themselves did not look 
directly at the Aerogel but instead at a light diffusion cavity located above it. The entire 
Areogel assembly was surrounded by p-metal to shield the photo-multiplier-tubes from 
the magnetic field of the split dipole.
33.2.2 MEPS VDCx
The MEPS VDCx is made up of two multi-wire crossed vertical drift chambers 
tilted at approximately 45° from horizontal, each containing 128 wires. The two 
chambers are separated by a shield of aluminized mylar and each chamber has its own 
high voltage supply. A 50/50% mixture of Isobutane and Argon gas is used and the 
nominal operating voltage was -9.0 kV for optimal detection efficiencies. The sense wires 
were 20 pm gold plated tungsten spaced 4.23 mm apart with 50 pm guard wires of 
beryllium-copper located between each sense wire to provide electric field shaping.
When a charged particle traverses the VDCx it creates localized ionization of the
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argon atoms. The electrons released are accelerated towards the sense wires by the 
electric potential. The released electrons ionize other argon atoms thus causing an 
‘avalanche effect’ close to the wire. Isobutane is used to absorb emitted photons caused 
by the ionization (which cause photo-emission at the sense wires), and to slow the 
migration of argon ions to the anode. For a detailed discussion of the VDCx and its 
operation see ref. 103.
The maximum drift time of the released electrons to the sense wire is 
approximately 250 ns. By measuring drift times on activated wires it is possible to 
reconstruct the trajectory of the particle through the chamber and calculate the focal plane 
coordinates (xf  yf  <j>p, where x/ (yJ) is the position of the particle along (transverse to) 
the momentum dispersion direction, and is the angle the particles trajectory makes 
with the x (y) plane and the central ray. Using these coordinates and the optical properties 
of MEPS, reconstruction of the target coordinates (y„ 0„ <j)t) and the momentum is 
possible, (x, is assumed to be zero for reasons described in Chapter 4.
3.3.3 MEPS Electronics
This section discusses the NIM and CAMAC standard electronics that were used 
to instrument the detectors in the MEPS focal plane. The scintillator electronics and 
generation of the MEPS trigger is covered first, the instrumentation of the Cerenkov 
Aerogel detector is covered next and discussion of the VDCx DCOS read-out system 
concludes the description of MEPS. Consult figure 3.8 for detailed information about the 
scintillator and Aerogel electronics as well as figure 3.9 for the discussion of the DCOS 
read out system.
3.3.3.1 MEPS Trigger
Analog signals from each of the six scintillator Photo-multiplier-tube (PMT) were 
discriminated using LeCroy 428 discriminators located on the back of MEPS. The 
geometric configuration of MS3 and MS4 allowed the discriminated signals from MS3A 
(MS4A) and MS3B (MS4B) to be processed using LeCroy 624 Meantiming Units 
producing signals MS3MT (MS4MT). For the operation of the LeCroy 624 Meantiming
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Figure 3.8 MEPS Trigger Logic.
Unit see Appendix C. The timing of these two signals was independent to within ±0.5 ns, 
of where the electron actually hit the scintillator. The side-by-side configuration of MSOA 
and MSOB made it necessary to logically OR the two discriminated signals, giving 
MSOOR.
The coincidence between the two meantimed signals, (MS3MT and MS4MT) and 
MSOOR defined the MEPS Trigger, (MS3MT was delayed so that the timing of the 
trigger was always defined by it). The trigger was then sent to OHIPS via a fast 93 0 , 100 
ns cable where it was scaled, sent to a TDC unit, and used to form the coincidence signal 
between the two spectrometers. The same electronics were instrumented in the South Hall 
Counting Bay to produce an upstairs version of the MEPS trigger. This redundancy 
allowed for checks for discrepancies between the downstairs and the upstairs electronics.
The scintillator analog and logic signals and MS3MT, MS4MT and MSOOR were 
sent to the South Hall Counting Bay via 50 Cl patch panels on the back of MEPS. 
Because of signal degradation all nine signals, (six analog and three logical), were
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amplified using LeCroy 612A Linear Amplifiers on MEPS before they were sent upstairs 
to the South Hall Counting Bay. In the Counting Bay the signals were delayed by 1250 ns 
and the analog signals were fanned out by LeCroy 428A Linear Fan-in/Fan-out modules. 
One output of the fan-out modules was cabled to a LeCroy 2249A ADC and another 
output was discriminated and sent to a LeCroy 2551 Scaler and a LeCroy 2228 TDC.
33.3.2 MEPS Aerogel Electronics
The analog signals from the MEPS Aerogel PMT’s were amplified and sent 
upstairs to the South Hall Counting Bay in the same manner as the scintillator signals. In 
the Counting Bay the Aerogel signals were passively delayed 1250 ns and fanned out 
using Linear Fan Out modules to a ADC and discriminators. The discriminated signals 
were sent to a TDC module and scaled in CAMAC. An additional output from the Linear 
Fan Out modules was used to create an Aerogel analog sum. This analog sum was 
attenuated, sent to an ADC module and discriminator module, with the discriminated 
output going to a TDC module and scaler.
3.3.3.3 MEPS VDCx Electronics
The MEPS VDCx was instrumented with the LeCroy 4290 Drift Chamber 
Operating System (DCOS) which utilizes 16 channel 2735 Amplifier-Discriminator cards 
(A/D card) , 32 channel 429IB TDC modules, a 4298 System Controller and a 4299 
Databus Interface. Figure 3.9 shows the layout of the various components used by the 
DCOS system.
Each wire in the VDCx was connected via ECL twisted pair cable to an A/D card 
which had a variable discriminator threshold. This threshold could be varied from 0.0 to -
5.0 V with the typical threshold values set to -2.3 volts. The output of the A/D cards was 
then transmitted, via twisted-pair-cable, to one of the 16 channel ECL inputs on the TDC 
modules. This allowed accurate drift time measurements for all wires which fired during 
an event. These TDC modules can be operated in either common stop or start mode and 
can be reset rapidly (within 300 ns). For these experiment the modules were operated in 
common stop mode. The TDC modules were controlled with a LeCroy 4298 System
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Figure 3.9 MEPS DCOS electronics layout.
Controller and a 4299 Databus Interface.
The System Controller acts as a distribution module for the common start/stop 
signal and it reads the channel and time information from each TDC. It was also used to 
test and calibrate the individual TDC channels through remote access. The Databus 
Interface operated as a buffering device between the System Controller and the CAMAC 
read out system, which is described in section 3.8. Since each wire was read out 
independently, DCOS was able to identify multiple particles trajectories and these events 
were later rejected in software.
3.4 The Proton Spectrometer
Recoiling protons were detected in the One-hundred Inch Proton Spectrometer 
(OHIPS) to which the focal plane polarimeter (FPP) was added. The FPP was used to 
determine the polarization of the detected protons. This section describes OHIPS and
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Figure 3.10 Diagram of OHIPS.
covers the design and recent modifications to the spectrometer, details the focal plane 
array and describes the associated electronics read out systems. Table 3.4 lists some of 
the physical parameters of OHIPS and figure 3.10 is a schematic diagram of the device.
3.4.1 OHIPS Design
OHIPS is a high momentum spectrometer with two focusing quadrupole magnets 
followed by a dipole magnet, i.e. (QQD) configuration. It has the following optical 
properties: in the bend plane or along the momentum dispersion direction it is point-to- 
point, transverse to the momentum dispersion direction it is also point-to-point. As with 
MEPS, the control of the magnet currents is located in the South Hall Counting Bay. The 
field of the OHIPS dipole was measured using the same type of probe used to measure
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the MEPS dipole field The current for the 
quadrupoles was also scaled in the same 
manner as it was for MEPS. The ratio of 
the dipole field vs. the quadrupole current 
for the first quadrupole was 0.01265 
kG/Amps and the constant for the second 
was 0.01264 kG/Amps.
During data-taking a lead 
collimator with an angular acceptance of
7.0 msr (160 mr vertically by 44 mr 
horizontally) was used and the drift 
distance from the target to the front of Q1 
was set at 1.6 m. This gave a total flight path of 9.3 m from the target to the focal plane 
for the protons. For a detailed description of both the physical and optical properties of 
OHIPS see ref. 104.
3.4.2 Modifications to OHIPS
Major modifications were made to OHIPS to incorporate the FPP above the focal 
plane. The shielding hut was completely redesigned to shield the FPP and to adhere to 
government and state safety regulations. Several additional safety features were added to 
increase the stability of OHIPS, and provide a safer work environment for experimenters. 
The shielding hut was substantially enlarged to accommodate the FPP. The shielding was 
bolted in place to insure that it would not vibrate out of place during spectrometer moves. 
Cross struts were added beneath the shielding platform to reduce oscillations. An air- 
conditioning unit was added to the hut to provide air cooling and dehumidification for the 
wire chambers and increased electronics. The existing VDCx, scintillator and Cerenkov 
support was replaced with a support structure designed to accommodate the FPP and 
several new detector packages. Improved alignment of the VDCx to the dipole was also 
possible with the new support structure (see appendix A). The electronics platform was 
completely rebuilt to accommodate the FPP and trigger electronics. Finally OHIPS was
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Maximum Momentum 1300.0 MeV/c
Momentum Resolution 1.4 x 10' 3
Momentum Acceptance ±5.8%
Angular Range 19.0° -140.0°
Maximum Solid Angle 14.0 msr
Angular Acceptance
Radial (6) 245.0 mr
Transverse Plane (<j>) 57.0 mr
Radius o f Curvature 2.54 m
Flight Path 9.3 m
Bend angle 90°
Table 3.4 The One-Hundred-Inch- 
Proton-Spectrometer parameters.
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Figure 3.11 A diagram of the OHIPS Focal Plane including the FPP.
given a new bright yellow paint job which, while not increasing its effectiveness as a 
spectrometer, certainly added to its aesthetic appeal.
3.4.3 The OHIPS Focal Plane Array
The focal plane array of OHIPS consisted of three scintillator planes, a VDCx, 
and the Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP). The three scintillator planes were used to generate 
an OHIPS trigger, the VDCx gave the position and angles of the particle at the focal 
plane, and the FPP determined the polarization of the proton. Unlike MEPS, OHIPS was 
not equipped with a Cerenkov detector. There was no space for one and the background 
from i t  for this experiment was minimal. The following sections discuss each component
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in detail and figure 3.11 gives a detailed layout of the detectors. The layout of the FPP is 
describe separately in section 3.5.
3.4.3.1 OHIPS Scintillators
The three scintillator planes in OHIPS, labeled OSO, FS1, and FS2 respectively, 
were made of NE-110 plastic scintillant material. The back plane, because of the large 
area that needed to be covered, was composed of three overlapping scintillators FS2AB, 
FS2CD, and FS2EF (table 3.5 lists the dimensions of all the scintillators used in OHIPS). 
All five scintillators had RCA-8575 photo-multiplier-tubes attached via Lucite light 
guides to their ends (because of space constraints near the top of the shielding hut the 
back three scintillators used Lucite 
fibers as a light guide). An OHIPS 
trigger was defined as a three fold 
coincidence between OSO, FS1 
and one of the scintillators in the 
back plane (FS2AB, FS2CD, or 
FS2EF).
3.4.3.2 OHIPS VDCx
The OHIPS VDCx is similar to the MEPS VDCx in both design and operation. 
The gas delivery system is the same as well as the physical dimensions. The m ain 
differences are the number of wires read out (OHIPS has 110 per chamber rather than 
128), and the read out system (OHIPS uses a 4-delay-line system instead of DCOS). The 
VDCx covers 80% of the available focal plane of OHIPS.
3.4.4 OHIPS Electronics
Previous experiments instrumented OHIPS in the South Hall Counting Bay but, 
because of electronic constraints imposed by the FPP small angle rejection system, it was 
necessary to locate all NIM and CAMAC electronics associated with OHIPS and the FPP 
on the back of OHIPS for this experiment. Many of the logic decisions were done using 
LeCroy Programmable CAMAC modules allowing remote control of experiment
Scintillator OSO FS1 FS2 
(AB, CD, EF)
Width (cm) 20.3 37.0 145.0
Length (cm) 65.0 71.0 32.0
Thickness (mm) 5.0 6.0 13.0
Table 3.5 OHIPS and FPP Scintillator 
Dimensions.
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electronics via computers located in the South Hall Counting Bay. In order to utilize these 
modules all NIM type signals had to be converted to ECL type signals before further 
processing. It was therefore necessary to use several Philips 761 ECL/NIM level 
translators as conduit modules between the NIM and CAMAC electronics. Figures 3.12 
and 3.13 show the schematics of the OHIPS Scintillator/Trigger electronics and the 
Delay-Line Read out respectively.
3.4.4.1 OHIPS Scintillator Electronics
Attached at the two ends of each of the five scintillators was a Philips 8875 photo- 
multiplier-tube giving a total of ten analog signals. These analog signals were sent to 
Linear Fan-Out modules where one output was wired to a LeCroy 2249A ADC through 
1300 ns of RG-58 cable for pulse-height analysis and a second output from the fan-out 
modules was discriminated and this signal was sent to a TDC module, scaled and used to 
form the OHIPS Trigger.
The two discriminated signals from each scintillator were sent to Mean-Timing 
Units (see appendix D) which produced output signals that were independent of where 
the proton traversed the scintillator (the actual resolution was limited to ± 0.5 ns). This 
produced five mean-timed signals, OSOMT, FS1MT, FS2AMT, FS2CMT, and FS2EMT. 
These five signals, along with the ten discriminated individual photo-tube signals, were 
cabled to an ECL/NIM level translator for further processing in CAMAC Modules.
The 16 channel ECL output from the ECL/NIM level translator was routed to a 
LeCroy 4418 Programmable Delay Unit. This module served dual functions as a 
programmable delay unit allowing individual channels to be delayed by up to 30 ns and 
as a 48 channel fan-out unit (three 16 channel ECL outputs). One of these outputs was 
routed to a LeCroy 4434 32 channel Scaler, another to a LeCroy 4300B/4303 
FERA/FERET TDC, and the third was wired to a LeCroy 2365 programmable logic unit 
which was used to generate the OHIPS trigger. Figure 3.12 is an electronics diagram of 
the OHIPS trigger.
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Figure 3.12 OHIPS Trigger Logic
3.4.4.2 OHIPS Trigger
The generation of the OHIPS trigger required that a particle go through three 
planes of scintillators. The first plane was the original OHIPS OSOA-B scintillator, the 
front scintillator of the FPP, FS1A-B, defined the second plane and the three adjacent 
scintillators on the back of the FPP, (FS2A-B, FS2C-D and FS2E-F), defined the third 
plane. The signal processing was done using a programmable logic unit as stated in the 
previous section. The general operation of these units is discussed in appendix D. These 
units allowed the logical manipulation of up to 16 ECL channels and provided dual 8 
channel ECL outputs; because these units can be remotely programmed it was possible to 
alter the internal logic without requiring an access into the experimental hall.
For the 5 mean-timed scintillator signals a programmable logic unit was set up to 
logically OR the three back scintillators (FS2AMT, FS2CMT, and FS2EMT). This output
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Figure 3.13 OHIPS Delay Line Read out System.
was rerouted to the input side of the programmable logic unit and it, along with FS1MT 
and a delayed version of OSOMT, were logically AND together. The delayed OSOMT 
signal insured that it was the only signal which defined the timing of the output signal. 
This output signal was the OHEPS Trigger. It was possible to add and delete scintillator 
signals and change the timing properties of the signals which comprised the trigger by 
using the remote programmability of the logic and delay units.
3.4.4.3 OHEPS Delay Line Read out System
The OHIPS VDCx is read out using two four-delay-line-systems. These delay 
lines allowed multiplexed measurement of the drift times on up to four wires per plane. 
Each sense wire is connected to a MVL100 amplifier/discriminator card (A/D card) and 
every fourth A/D card is daisy-chained together using a fixed length LEMO delay cable (
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t = 2.2 ns). Each delay line is composed o f 27 or 28 of these A/D’s with a total of four 
delay lines for each plane (see figure 3.13 for the layout of this system).
Signals recorded at the two ends of a single delay line have a unique time 
associated with them for a signal occurring on wire number n. These times, t t and t2, are 
related to n and the drift time (t#):
where N  is the total number of wires in the delay line. Solving for n and tfc in terms of r„ 
t2, N  and x gives:.
A TDC, operated in common start mode, is used to read out /, and t2 for all eight delay 
lines and separate values for n and t^  using equations 3.10 are calculated in software.
3.5 The Focal Plane Polarimeter
The Focal Plane Polarimeter (FPP) was designed, built and tested by an M.I.T., 
University of Virginia, and College of William and Mary collaboration specifically for 
OHIPS over the course of six years (see figure 3.11). The three institutions were 
responsible for different aspects of the construction as follows: M.I.T. was responsible for 
the design and construction of the space frame and provided lab space, expertise and 
labor to build the six multi-proportional wire chambers (MWPC’s). The University of 
Virginia was responsible for the MWPC read out electronics, building the MWPC’s and 
overall coordination of the project The College of William and Mary provided the trigger 
electronics and the scintillators. This section covers the design of the FPP and the 
electronics used to instrument the wire chamber read out system, the small angle rejection 
electronics, and the multi-hit electronics. Calibration of the FPP with polarized protons 
was carried out at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) during February 1993 
and is documented in appendix A.
3.5.1 FPP Design
The FPP is a proton polarimeter which uses a graphite analyzer located between 
two small multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC’s) and two large MWPC’s. The
r1= (n -l)T  + f<4., and tz = (W -n)T + f(4. 3.8
and 3.9
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dimensions and number of wires per plane are listed in table 3.6. The chamber frames 
were constructed of G10 fiberglass which was 1.27 cm thick for the large chambers and 
0.64 cm thick for the small chambers. Each MWPC consisted of 7 planes of G10. Planes 
1 and 7 are 1 mil thick mylar gas
windows. Figure 3.14 shows a cross- 
sectional view of a large chamber. 
Planes 2 and 6 were single sided 0.25 
mil aluminized mylar. Planes 3 and 5 
were the X and Y wire planes 
respectively. Plane 4 is 0.25 mil double 
sided aluminized mylar. The sense wires
Chamber Small Large
Length (cm) 70.0 140.0
Width (cm) 36.0 88.0
Wire Spacing (mm) 2.0 4.0
Number of wires
X-PIane 336 336
Y-Plane 176 208
Table 3.6 FPP Multi-wire Proportional 
Chamber Parameters.
were gold-plated tungsten strands which were 20 jrm in size.
The graphite analyzer thickness could be varied from 0.5 to 30 cm to cover a 
range of proton energies (100-800 MeV). The distance between X, and X2, and, Y, and 
Y2 was 15 cm. Because of the varying thickness of the carbon block analyzer the distance 
between X3 and X4, and Y3 and Y4 was variable from 25-45 cm. As mentioned earlier the 
FPP had two planes of scintillators associated with it; FS1, which was in front of the first 
small chamber and FS2, which consisted of three long scintillators located behind the last 
large chamber.
3.5.2 FPP Electronics
The electronics used to instrument the FPP needed to perform two functions
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Figure 3.15 PCOS Electronics Schematic
rapidly. The first and primary function was, of course, to provide read out o f the 2,112 
sense wires. The second function was the rapid output of the wire information so that two 
tests could be performed in hardware. The Small Angle Test used the wire number 
information to determine events which scattered with angle greater than 5°, ( see chapter 
2, section 2.3 for an explanation). The Multi-Hit Test used the number of wires hit per 
plane to determine if a particle gave a multiple hit in any plane. Both of these tests were 
used in the coincidence trigger electronics as criteria for accepting or rejecting events.
3.5.2.1 FPP MWPC Read out System
The FPP was instrumented with the LeCroy Proportional Chamber Operating 
System in  (PCOS HI) which is much like the DCOS read out system (see figure 
3.14).The system uses the same 16 channel LeCroy 2731 Amplifier/Discriminator cards
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Figure 3.16 Schematic of the Small-Angle Rejection Electronics
as DCOS, 32 channel 2731 Delay and Latch modules, a PCOS m  2738 System 
Controller and a 4299 Databus Interface. As with DCOS each wire of the FPP is 
connected via shielded ECL-twisted pair cable to an A/D card. These cards have a 
variable discriminator threshold range of 0.0-2.0 jxAmps. A typical setting was 1.45 (i 
Amps with some cards requiring slightly higher currents to inhibit ‘hot wires’. The 16 
channel output from these cards is then wired to one of the two 16 channel ECL inputs o f 
the Delay and Latch modules. These modules provide the A/D cards with the 
discriminator threshold level and they also have a variable ripple-through delay that can 
be varied from 300-600 ns for all 32 channels. Both of these functions were controlled 
remotely via computer.
The Delay and Latch modules were managed by a LeCroy 2738 PCOS HI System 
Controller and a 4299 Databus Interface. The System Controller allowed for rapid read
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out and data compaction of the outputs of the Delay and Latch modules and it distributes 
a latch to all such modules residing in the same CAMAC Crate. A total of six CAMAC 
crates were used to instrument the eight planes of the FPP. Planes X„ X2, Y„ and Y2 each 
had their own crate. Planes X3/X4 as well as Y3/Y4 were contained within a single crate. 
The output of the six Crate Controllers were daisy-chained together with the Databus 
Interface as the last unit on the chain. The Databus Interface operated as a buffering 
device between the System Controller and the CAMAC Crate Controllers. The reset time 
for this system was 100 ns.
The Crate Controllers also provided several other signals which were used by both 
the Small Angle Rejection Electrons and the Multi-Hit electronics. These consisted of a 
10 bit wide Prompt Data Bus, a crate identifier bit which identified which of the two wire 
planes for the X3/X4 and Y3/Y4 CAMAC crates the data was associated with and a Data 
Ready signal which indicated that the Crate controllers had data to transmit. These 
signals and their uses will be discussed in the next section.
3.5.2.2 Small Angle Rejection Electronics
The small angle rejection electronics of the FPP allowed for real-time rejection of 
multiple Coulomb scattering events in the Carbon analyzer. The ability to reject these 
events in hardware reduces the data that must be written to tape and, given the long read 
out times of CAMAC and the one event per beam burst (1/B) rate limitation at Bates, 
reduced the overall beam time required by up to a factor of twenty for the same statistical 
uncertainty.
The system, shown in figure 3.16, utilized LeCroy ECL 2378 Arithmetic Logic 
Units (ALU) and 2372 Programmable Memory Lookup Units. The ALU’s, when 
presented with the prompt data bus PCOS read out data digitize wire differences between 
a wire struck in X, (Y,) and X2 OG) and between a wire struck in X, (Y,) and X4 (Y4). 
From these two differences an incident angle and a scattering angle can be determined. 
The ALU’s output is then routed to the Memory Lookup Units which have been 
programmed to act as a pattern recognition unit. If the wire differences presented are 
recognized as large angle scattering events then the Memory Lookup Units generates a
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Figure 3.17 Schematic of the Multi-Hit Electronics
signal indicating that the event passed the test. The system can be programmed to reject 
events for any scattering angle less than some predetermined m inim um .
The small angle test took approximately 600 ns once the signal to read out the 
chamber information was received (315 ns for the wire chamber data to become available 
and another 180 ns for the test itself). For further information see ref. 105 which 
describes the Small Angle Rejection Electronics in greater detail.
3.5.23  Multi-Hit Circuit
The Multi-Hit circuit provided a means to identify events which had three or more 
hits in any one chamber. Because the number of multiple hit events was high (~30% of 
the large angle scattering events) and these events provided very little analyzable data, it
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was important to use a circuit to reject such events. This circuit is shown in figure 3.17 
and used a single LeCroy Majority Logic Unit (MALU).
Three copies of the Data Ready’s from Xl5 X2, Y, and Y2, one copy of data 
ready’s X3/Xt and Y3/Y4, and a copy of the plane bit for X and Y make up the sixteen 
inputs to the MALU. The MALU is strobed by OR’s of the X-strobe and Y-strobe which 
have been delayed by 315 ns. This delay insures that the inputs which are presented to the 
MALU are those for three hit events. This test takes approximately 300 ns after the wire 
chamber information has been read out. The output of the MALU is then used in the 
Coincidence Trigger Electronics which is discussed next. The typical losses of potentially 
good data from multi-hit events for this experiment were ~30% of the data depending on 
the single arm counting rate and the spectrometer angle.
3.6 Coincidence Trigger Electronics
The Coincidence Trigger Electronics was schematically broken down into two 
levels and figure 3.18 shows the basic layout of the entire trigger logic. Level 1 defined 
the coincidence signal between OHIPS and MEPS, and generated the single arm latch for 
both spectrometers as well as the PCOS start signal for the FPP and the DCOS stop signal 
for MEPS. Level 2 defined the CAMAC enable signals for OHIPS and MEPS, generated 
the resets for the FPP PCOS and the MEPS DCOS systems, and the signal used to start 
the CAMAC read out An important aspect of the coincidence electronics was the 
preservation o f the timing of the individual trigger signal for all signals which were 
generated by the spectrometer. Keeping the timing for each spectrometer separate 
allowed the generation of the start signals and gating signals which could be correlated 
with each of the spectrometers. A more detailed description of all of the electronics used 
in this experiment is in reference 106
3.6.1 Coincidence Trigger Logic Level 1
Level 1 used the OHIPS and MEPS triggers to generate the single arm prescale 
signals, the single arm latches, the coincidence and coincidence prescale signals, and the 
PCOS/DCOS start/stop signals. Figure 3.19 provides a schematic overview of the
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Figure 3.18 Overview of the Coincidence Electronics
electronics for this level. It is in Level 1 that the single aim trigger signals from the two 
spectrometers were combined to form the coincidence signal, which is the main type of 
event required to select exclusive (e,e'N) events.
The prescale signals were used to provide a sampling of single-arm (e,e') and (ep) 
events as well as coincident events which were not conditioned by the small angle 
rejection system. These events could be used to check such things as single arm cross- 
section measurements and focal plane efficiencies. They were selected at random by
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Figure 3.19 Coincidence Trigger Logic Diagram Level 1.
logically AND’ing a 150 ns pulse (generated by a Berkeley Nucleonics Corp. 2010 Signal 
Generator located in the South Hall Counting Bay) with a narrow pulse (typically less 
than 10 ns) from either the OHIPS or MEPS Trigger. The placement of the signal 
generators in the Counting Bay allowed experimenters to alter the number o f prescale 
events per large angle scattering event remotely. Typically 10% of the total data taken 
were Coincidence or OHIPS/MEPS single arm prescale events.
The coincidence between the two spectrometers was defined via the overlap of the 
timing signals (triggers) generated by the two spectrometer. The MEPS trigger width is 
set to 80 ns and the OHIPS trigger width is 10 ns. Because of propagation delays the 
OHIPS trigger is delayed to fall within the width of the MEPS trigger. This gives a time 
of flight spectrum with a sharp peak superimposed on an 80 ns wide background. The 
coincidence events associated with real (e.e'p) scattering are located within the peak, (see 
chapter four for more details). The events associated with the broad flat background are 
accidentals, i.e. a random coincidences of uncorrelated electrons and proton signals. A
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copy of the coincidence signal was used to generate a coincidence prescale signal in the 
same manner as the OHIPS and MEPS prescale signals were generated.
The single arm latches indicated potentially good events. These signals were 
generated from either a coincidence or spectrometer prescale event and the trigger from 
the spectrometer. To preserve timing the trigger signal was delayed so as to always define 
the timing. For OHIPS the OHIPS latch was used to start the FPP PCOS electronics and 
as such was considered the PCOS El signal. It was also delayed by ~600 ns and used in 
the logic of Level 2. Also delayed and used in Level 2 was the MEPS latch used to stop 
the DCOS system on MEPS.
To ensure that the PCOS system had adequate time to process an event the PCOS 
El signal was sent through a discriminator; which after the El signal passed was 
inhibited by the Hardware Blank signal. The Hardware Blank was set for a delay of 
—1100 ns. The delay included the amount of time it took the Small Angle Rejection 
System to make a decision plus the amount of time necessary to generate and perform a 
reset of the PCOS and DCOS systems. In this way contamination of the data in both the 
PCOS and DCOS systems could not occur. All signals that were used and generated in 
Level 1 were Scaled and their timing digitized in TDC modules so that problems during 
and after data taking could be pinpointed and either solved while taking data or corrected 
after it had been taken.
3.6.2 Coincidence Trigger Logic Level 2
Level 2 generated the AND between the coincidence signal and the result from the 
Small Angle Test identifying good events to be recorded on tape. It produced the 
CAMAC enable signals for both OHIPS and MEPS which were used to stop TDC 
modules and send gates to the ADC modules for each of the respective spectrometers. It 
also produced the PCOS and DCOS resets if the candidate event failed one of the 
hardware tests. Figure 3.20 shows the schematic layout of the electronics for this level.
The Small Angle and Multi-Hit tests both required that all signals from level 1 
necessary in level 2 be delayed by 600 ns or more. This delay was obtained using a long 
cables (~300’). The signals then were wired through an 8 channel LeCroy Discriminator
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Figure 3.20 Coincidence Trigger Logic Diagram for Level 2.
which was inhibited by the Front End Inhibit Signal. This signal was generated by the OR 
of the Hardware Blank signal and a 16 (rsec long pulse which was generated if an event 
was read out. This inhibiting was done to ensure that the wire chamber and TDC 
information were not corrupted by a later event within the same beam burst.
To generate a good FPP event, the result of the Small Angle test, the complement 
of the Multi-Hit signal and the coincidence signal were logically AND’ed. If the Multi- 
Hit test was true than this signal was not generated and a reset signal was generated 
instead. If  a good FPP event was generated then the signal was sent to three modules, a 
Schlumberger JPU 10 bit pattern register, a TDC and a Scaler. The bit pattern register 
recorded the particular type of event which occurred, be it a prescale event or a good FPP 
event. This unit also was used to read out the state of the helicity of the electron beam for 
the event, and as such, complemented the readout of the electron beam helicity during the 
read out of the beam parameters.
To create a CAMAC Enable, the Small Angle Test, coincidence prescale signal
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and the spectrometer prescale are Logically OR’ed together and this output is AND’ed 
with the inverse of the Multi-Hit test and the OHIPS Latch signal. The two CAMAC 
Enables are then used to start the TDC’s and provide gates for the various ADC’s on 
OHIPS and MEPS respectively. The two CAMAC Enables are also OR’ed and the output 
is sent to the South Hall Counting Bay were it is used as an CAMAC Event 8, (the 
different types of events are described in table 3.7).
To generate the PCOS and DCOS resets, the respective spectrometer latches were 
set to logical AND gates with inverted versions of the respective CAMAC Enables. If the 
CAMAC Enables were false than this process generated reset signals for both 
spectrometers. If this was the case than the trigger electronics was ready to accept another 
event within 400 ns. As with Level 1, all signals used in Level 2 were scaled and time 
digitized using TDC modules to provide a means of correcting problems while taking 
data or reconstruction of good events after data taking.
3.7 Data Control Circuit
Due to the long read out times, once a decision was made to write an event to 
tape, it was necessary to blank the read out hardware for two additional beam bursts. 
Read out times for a coincidence event took on average 4.1 ms and the beam burst came 
once every 1.6 msec. There were also times when the computer was unable to accept data 
from the data acquisition system, so the hardware would need to be blanked until the 
computer was able to accept data. Shown in figure 3.21 is a schematic diagram of the 
Experimental control circuit.
The circuit consisted of two separate types of inhibits. The first is located on the 
electronics platform of OHIPS and was partially described in section 3.6.1. Its function is 
to first inhibit the decision electronics, level 1, for ~1100 ns after an event has been 
accepted for small angle determination so that the wire chamber data is not corrupted. If 
the decision is made to reject the event and look at another, this inhibit allows enough 
time for both the DCOS and PCOS systems to be reset before accepting another event for 
testing. If the event is determined to be good, i.e a large angle coincidence event or a 
prescale event, then the circuit inhibits the decision electronics for the rest of the beam
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Figure 3.21 A Schematic of the Experimental Control Circuit.
burst. Once the circuitry on the back of OHIPS generated a Prompt 8 signal it was sent 
upstairs to trigger the data acquisition to read out the electronics.
The upstairs aspect of the experimental control circuit was more complicated and 
had to deal with three different types of data acquisition events; scaler read out, event 
data read out, beam charge and helicity read out. The readout of the beam charge, helicity 
and beam position and halo monitors was done every beam burst, the readout of the 
scalers was done once every 11 sec and the event data was read out every time a FPP 
event or prescale event was registered by the trigger electronics. All of these events
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caused the Computer-Busy (CB) signal on the CAMAC event register to fire for varying 
amounts of time. For the read out of the beam charge typical times were 300 psec. For the 
read out of the scalers 1.4 msec, and, as mentioned earlier, the real data events took ~4.1 
msec.
Several signals were routed from the Central Control Room to the South Hall 
Counting Bay. One of these was the time-slot-trigger (TST) which basically allowed the 
experimenters to know that an electron pulse was imminent The TST arrived several 
hundred psec before the actual electron beam and allowed ample time to activate the 
electronics in preparation for a beam burst. The TST was logically AND’ed with the 
RUN signal which insured that the data acquisition system was in the Take-Data-Mode. 
This signal was then fanned out to several places. It went to a Gate and Delay generator 
set to a maximum of 11 sec and this delayed signal was then used to trigger the event 
register to read out all of the scaler modules. Another copy went directly downstairs and 
was one input of an OR gate for the Front End Inhibit. This inhibit shut down all of the 
Discriminated Photo-multiplier tube signals whenever there was no beam and thus 
prevented cosmic rays and other spurious events to trigger a PROMPT event 8 in the 
absence of beam.
A third copy went to an AND gate where it was logically AND with the CB signal 
of the event register. The output was extended by a Gate and Delay generator for 30 psec 
to ensure that it lasted for an entire beam burst and was routed downstairs to be used as 
the other leg of the OR gate for the Front End Inhibit signal. If both of the signals were 
true then the Front End Inhibit continued to inhibit the PMT signals and no new data was 
allowed to be processed until the Computer Busy cleared. This aspect of the circuit 
prevented the corruption of previously good data which had not yet been read out.
A fourth copy of the Run and TST signal was sent to another AND gate where it 
was logically AND with the NOT of the Computer Busy Signal. This signal was used to 
gate the Beam toroid ADC modules and a delayed version was routed to a Bi-Ra 2206A 
Event Trigger Module to signal the data acquisition hardware to read out the beam 
information. In this way all beam pulses which could be read out were, and other pulses
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which could not be read out were ignored by both the trigger electronics and the beam 
readout hardware.
3.8 Beam Polarization Measurements
The polarization of the incident electron beam was measured with the B-line 
Mailer Polarimeter located 20 meters upstream of the target chamber. The polarimeter 
uses elastic (e'.e) scattering to measure the beam polarization. This section gives a brief 
introduction to Mailer scattering and describes the apparatus and analysis used for this 
measurement.
3.8.1 Moller Scattering
The cross section for ee  is well known and is as follows:11071
1, 3.10
da _ da0
~dQ .~~dn ‘■j
where the summation indices /, j  = (x, y, and z), P*B and Pf are the three components of the
da0
beam and target polarization as measured in the rest frame of the electron, is the
spin independent cross section, and AtJ is one of nine asymmetry terms. Choosing, for 
simplicity, the z-axis along the beam’s direction of motion, the x-axis in the scattering 
plane of the (e'.e ) reaction and the y-axis perpendicular to both x and z and for a center- 
of-mass scattering angle (O ^ of 90° 0. Because of parity conservation
Ac  and A„ equal zero, which leaves Aa = -7/9 and Ayy= - A ^  1/9. Summing up the 
remaining three terms gives the following asymmetry:
Ax = P^A^Pf +PZAyyP> +P£A2ZP£ 3.11
Now making the further assumption that the beam and target are polarized along the 
direction of the beam’s motion (the z-axis) equation 3.12 reduces to:
Further, solving for PB yields:
PB= - ^ ~  3.12
PtK
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Figure 3.22 Layout of the B-Line Mailer Polarimeter
The measured asymmetry is diluted because of background, in the case of this 
experiment the Mott cross section from (ej>) scattering is much larger than the Mailer 
cross section, thus the measured asymmetry, A ^ , is related to Mailer asymmetry as 
follows:
A  -  Aff  
^  1+ B/S
3.13
where B is the background counting rate and S  is the Mailer counting rate. The 
background is assumed to be spin independent and is reduced in the polarimeter by the 
use of a lead collimator and bending magnet which selects electrons that scatter at 90° in 
the center of mass frame.
3.8.2 The Mailer Polarimeter Setup
The Mailer Polarimeter consisted of a target chamber, a 2” lead disk collimator, a 
large-bore quadrupole magnet and two Cerenkov detectors (see figure 3.22 for a  layout of 
the Mailer Polarimeter). The target chamber contained a target ladder which had a 60 
mg/cm2 BeO target, two Supermendur1’1 foil targets with thickness’ of 0.5 mil and 1 mil 
and an empty cell. The BeO target was used to center the beam so that the Mailer peak 
was symmetric for both detectors. The empty cell was installed when the Polarimeter was 
not being used. The Supermendur targets were magnetized to saturation by two 1000 turn
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Helmholtz coils which produced a weak (100 gauss) field giving a target polarization of 
~8%. These coils were oriented so that they polarized the target material along the z-axis. 
The lead collimator was located 137.0 cm downstream from the target ladder and the two 
small holes were fitted with small tungsten inserts to further reduce the angular 
acceptance and background noise of the detectors. The large-bore quadrupole magnet was 
used to momentum scan through the Mailer peak. The background on either side of the 
peak was also measured.
3.83  Polarization Extraction
The experimentally derived asymmetry is determined by integrating the counts in 
a single detector for each beam helicity type:
N l - N r= , - 3.14
y N l + N r
where N  is the total integrated charge for a detector. Two detectors are used in single arm 
mode for redundancy and to cancel systematic asymmetries. Two types of measurements 
are needed for a correct beam polarization measurement. The first scans a large 
momentum range and is used to determine the background. The second measurement 
takes high statistics data in the region of the Mailer scattering peak and provides the 
asymmetry between the two types of polarization. Figure 3.23-(a) shows the fitted 
background scan and the five peak scan points vs. the shunt voltage of the quadrupole 
magnet for a typical Mailer run. Plotted in figure 3.23-(b) is the helicity plus/minus pulse 
pair asymmetry also vs. the shunt voltage of the quadrupole magnet for the same run. 
Measurements of better than 5% accuracy have been obtained using this technique. The 
beam polarization was measured every 24 hours, just before and after a reactivation of the 
source was completed. Typical values for the polarization that were measured during the 
experiment ranged between 25% and 34%.
Supermendur is an alloy of 49% iron, 49% cobalt and 2% vanadium
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3.9 Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system used 
in this experiment, named Q, was 
developed at the Los Alamos Meson 
Physics Facility for the VMS operating 
system and is described in LAMPF 
document MP-1-3401-3, Introduction to 
Q. This section gives a brief overview of 
Q and describes the hardware and 
software components involved.
3.9.1 Q Overview
Q is a general purpose CAMAC
data acquisition system which, in
conjunction with a micro-programmable
branch driver (MBD) and a Micro-VAX
computer operating under VMS, provides Figure 3.23 (a) Plot of the Background
experimenters with a versatile operating ”  fit;  dafhed line' md *>» five Peak scan
points for detector Cl vs. the magnet shunt
environment for data acquisition, voltage, (b) Plot of the measured asymmetry
analysis, and storage. Its versatility can correcte^ f°r signal to noise ratio.
perhaps be measured by the sheer volume
of documentation. Q is setup as an event-driven data acquisition system. It allows the 
experimenter to define up to 10 different types of events and read out the electronics 
modules associated with those events using an Event Trigger Module. Q also allows the 
experimenter to define which electronics modules will be read out and in what thus 
defining a data stream structure. Furthermore, this data stream can be written to a storage 
medium, 8mm magnetic tape for this experiment, and read out at a later date. It also 
allows the experimenter to incorporate her/his own data analyzing routines and programs, 
create several hundred user defined logic tests to facilitate analysis, and set up several 
hundred histograms using raw and calculated data gated on the logic tests. At this time
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the system is being phased out in favor 
of more adaptable data acquisition 
platforms which are not as machine or 
operating system dependent.
3.9.2 Data Acquisition 
Hardware
CAMAC modules were used to 
record various parameters such as, times, analog pulse heights, number of events, and 
target temperatures. The individual CAMAC crates were daisy-chained together using a 
Branch Highway Cable and Crate Controllers.1*1 The Branch Highway Cable is terminated 
in a Branch Highway Terminator on one end and the other is terminated in a Micro 
Branch Driver. The Micro Branch Driver acts as a control/storage device and resides 
between the first CAMAC crate and the MicroVAX HI computer. An Event Trigger 
module is used in the first CAMAC crate to initiate read out of the various events. Table 
3.7 shows the different events types.
3.9.3 Data Acquisition Software
The CAMAC modules are initialized, read out, and cleared with a user written Q- 
program, user-defined-name.QAL. The QAL program controls these modules and defines 
the different event types and their data stream structure. Appendix C lists the data stream 
structure for Event 8 and Event 4. As part of the Q system an analyzer is included which 
is a user-written program that allows the experimenter to extract information from the 
raw data stream. Figure 3.24 is a brief layout of the analyzer code and shows all of the 
major components. Chapter 4 covers the analysis in detail.
This experiment used 10 CAMAC crates in all.
Event # Description
3 Clear & reset CAMAC Modules
4 Read out all Scalers
6 Read out Beam Profile Module
8 Read out Main Data
10 Read out Beam Charge
13 Read out Target Values
Table 3.7 Event Types
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
Analysis of the raw data was performed to extract the spin transfer observables, 
Du , DLT) and induced polarization, P„, which were discussed in chapters 1 and 2. This 
chapter discusses the kinematic settings for this experiment, the extraction of the focal 
plane and target coordinates for MEPS and OHIPS, the analysis of the raw FPP data, and 
the cuts made to data to arrive at final numbers. A great deal of data was recorded for 
each event and the majority of it was for diagnostic purposes. Had hardware problems 
arisen, which were undetected during data taking, the diagnostic data would have allowed 
the problem to be pin-pointed. Conscientious monitoring of the data as it was written to 
tape insured that hardware problems were spotted and fixed immediately.
4.1 Kinematics
The kinematics for this experiment are listed in table 4.1 and were chosen, as 
mentioned in chapter 2, to sample protons which had very low initial momentum for the 
deuterium target, and allowed full acceptance of the elastically scattered protons from the 
hydrogen target. This insured that only a simple target change was necessary to switch 
from hydrogen to deuterium and vice-versa. The proton kinetic energy (Tp) was kept high 
enough to insure that the precession angle (/) was not too close 180° and the analyzing 
power (Ay) for the second scattering in the FPP had a reasonable figure-of-merit. The in­
plane scattering acceptance of OHIPS was kept small to avoid averaging over an 
excessively large angular range, which would have increased the range of recoil 
momentum and thus diluted the measured values of the polarizations (see figure 2.4).
101
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Because of beam energy Kinematic Variable <h
limitations the experiment was run at a Q1 (GeV2) 0.376 0.495
lower energy than it was originally q (MeV/c) 646.5 757.3
proposed to run. This allowed the use of © (MeV) 206.7 275.6
MEPS for the detection of the electrons 9 ,(deg) 82.66 113.5
rather than Big-Bite. Although Big-Bite Qp(deg) -35.24 -22.10
has a much larger momentum Tp (MeV) 201.5 270.4
acceptance (~50%) it has very poor I2C Thickness (cm) 7.0 9.5
angular resolution and hence very poor Beam Energy 579.4 579.4
resolution for the kinematic quantities. X (deg.) 195.7 207.5
A drawback to using MEPS, however, Beam Time (hrs.) 88 117
was the elimination of a third Q2 point TabIe4>1 ^  kinematics for the
(and hence the lack of a qx point) deuterium data.
because the data acquisition time would 
have been exceedingly long.
4.2 Scintillator ADC and TDC Data
Much of the raw data was of a diagnostic nature and was used to insure that the 
electronic acquisition system was running properly. This was very important during data 
taking as problems could be fixed before further data was recorded. During data taking 
these data were histogrammed and appropriate electronic fixes where done when 
problems were found. The scintillator ADC and TDC data fell into this category as well 
as the MEPS Cerenkov TDC and ADC data. As discussed in chapter 3 this information 
was used to measure the efficiency of the spectrometer triggers on a run-by-run basis. The 
scintillator ADC data were needed to ensure that the photomultiplier tubes and 
scintillators were responding correctly (i.e. that the photomultiplier tubes were operating 
and had good optical coupling to the scintillator) and also to determine the optimal 
discriminator thresholds. During the checkout run of December 1993 it was discovered 
that the discriminator thresholds for the MEPS scintillator PMT analog signals were set 
too high which reduced the measured H(e,e') cross section by 10%. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b
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Figure 4.1 Typical ADC pulse height spectrums for the two front OHIPS
photomultiplier tubes.
show typical ADC spectra for the two front FPP scintillator photomultiplier tubes, FSIA 
and FS1B. These spectra show the number of counts recorded for a given value of charge.
For a correct trigger from either spectrometer, the TDC data from the scintillator 
PMT should be stable in time varying by no more than the amount of time it takes a 
photon emitted by a passing charged particle to travel through the plastic scintillator and 
strike the photo-cathode of the photomultiplier tube (this time is less than 10 ns for the 
length of the scintillators used). Figures 4.2-a and 4.2-b are spectra of the TDC data for 
the trigger timing scintillators OSOMT and MS3MT. Since these signals were meantimed 
they should correspond to a delta function. Any discrepancies are attributed to the 
intrinsic jitter of the electronics and to accidental background events which preempted the 
real signal; this explains the long tail on the left-hand side of the timing peak. Also 
incorporated into the width of the two peaks is the intrinsic + 0.5 ns resolution of the 
meantiming modules (see appendix D for a discussion of these devices).
4 J  VDCx and Spectrometer Matrix Element Analysis.
The information provided by the OHIPS and MEPS drift chambers was used to 
reconstruct the particle trajectory at the focal plane. From these trajectories and 
information on the optical properties of the spectrometers the momentum of the 
respective particles and the vertex position of the event within the target was determined. 
This section describes how the raw TDC times from the wire chambers was converted 
into these quantities. Generation of the target coordinates using the focal plane
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Figure 4.2 A typical histogram of a meantimed scintillator TDC signal for 
OHIPS and MEPS (OSOMT (a) and MS3MT (b)) respectively. The structure seen 
in figure (b) is due to electronic cross-talk caused by the long delays necessary.
coordinates is also discussed. For more information see references 108,103, and 109.
4.3.1 OHIPS VDCx Analysis
The delay line readout electronics for the OHIPS VDCx allowed a maximum of 
four wires per plane to be readout for a single event. Each delay line was connected to 
two TDC channels, one for each end. From the TDC information the drift time and wire 
number was derived as described in section 3.4.4.3. Figure 4.3 shows the difference of 
the two TDC signals for two of the eight delay lines. The regularly-spaced peaks 
correspond to individual wires in the VDCx. The distance between the peaks is 2.2 ns and 
corresponds to the length of the delay cables used between consecutive amplifier cards on 
the delay line. This spectrum is used to calculate the wire number and is used with the 
drift distance to calculate the slope and intercept o f the particle’s trajectory through the 
VDCx. Figure 4.4 shows the sum of the two TDC signals for two representative delay 
lines. This spectrum corresponds to the drift time o f the ions and is used to calculate the 
drift distances.
4.3.1.1 OHIPS Drift Distance Calculations
To reconstruct the particle tracks, the measured drift times were converted to drift 
distances. If the raw drift time spectrum were flat, indicating that all drift times are 
equally likely, than a simple multiplicative factor (V0 = 50 cm/ps) is all that would be
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Figure 43  OHIPS delay line wire number spectra for two of the eight delay 
lines.
needed to do the conversion. However, the spectrum is not flat and three distinct regions 
have been labeled (see figure 4.4). The sharp peak for small drift times, labeled I, 
indicates the increased velocity of the released electrons when their origins are near the 
anode wire. The flat region, labeled n, indicates the constant velocity regime were 
multiplication of the drift times by a constant velocity is valid. The gradual fall off at 
large drift distances, labeled HI, was an artifact of the delay line system and was caused 
by another wire on the delay line firing earlier. The preemptive signal could either be a 
spurious event or from the same event but causing an avalanche to occur much closer to 
another wire on the same delay line. For an ideal system this should correspond to a sharp 
cutoff corresponding to the edges of the electric field. To compensate for these different 
responses a lookup table of velocities is generated for each chamber, giving a total of two 
lookup tables for a single chamber in the VDGxr. The calculated drift velocity, VMfi, maps 
the measured drift times, Tdrijfi to drift distances
+ 1. 4.1
The lookup tables are made using a high statistics raw drift time spectra which 
have been divided into the three regions indicated on figure 4.4. Initially the position of 
the spectrum is adjusted by an offset so that the far left peaks for all four of the delay 
lines associated with a single chamber line up. Region I corresponds to the fastest drift 
times and hence the shortest drift distances. The drift velocity here is
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Figure 4.4 TDC sum histograms for two of the eight OHIPS VDCx delay 
lines. The three regions are described in the text
# of counts in peak channel 
average # of counts/channel in region II>
4.2
For region II the drift velocity is assumed to be constant so and for region HI,
which corresponds to the tail of the peak and hence long drift times, the drift velocity is:
v  _ _______ # of counts in channel_______
*** 01 average # of counts/channel in region II
The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 4.5 which shows the calculated drift 
distance. The important aspects of these plots is that they start at zero, are relatively flat, 
and that they fall rapidly to zero for large drift distances.
The slope and intercept of the event within the VDCx was obtained by fitting the 
drift distance with respect to the position of the wires which were hit. Previously a 
technique was developed which utilized which sequence of wires were hit to reconstruct 
particle trajectories. This technique was neither simple nor elegant and it was abandoned 
for a more straightforward approach which is described in the next section.
4.3.1.2 Analyzable Events in OHIPS
After the drift distances were calculated for the event the intercept, w, and slope, 
m, of the trajectory was calculated. Several conditions had to be satisfied in order for this
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Figure 4.5 OHIPS Drift Distances for delay lines 7 and 8 respectively.
to be done. First, there must have been at least three consecutive wires which registered a 
hit or three wires with a one wire gap. Since four wires were read out this condition is 
easily satisfied for ~98% of the data.
The slope was calculated differently for the three types of analyzable events 
which and the equations for each are listed below:
m =
2 Wspace
^  _  space
d>- d 1 ’
_
d - d , *
four wires and no gaps; 
three wires and no gaps; 
three wires and a one wire gap.
where Wspace is the wire spacing in the chamber (= 4.23 mm) and the d 's  are the 
individual drift distances, d, is the greater drift distance between dx and d3, and d„ is the 
nearest wire position to d^
The slope and the position of the wires was then used to calculate the wire plane 
intercept (a) with the following equation,
where u{ and Uj are the position of the first and third wire in the chamber. Because the 
drift distances which were above the wire plane were indistinguishable from those which 
were below the wire plane it was necessary to fit all possible combinations o f the drift
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Figure 4.6 OHIPS slopes for chambers I and 2.
distances. The solution which yielded the smallest -// and a positive slope was used. 
Finally, a cut in software was made on the slopes for each chamber to insure that spurious 
unphysical slopes were rejected. This cut eliminated events which had slopes less than 
30.0° and greater than 41.5° and figure 4.6 shows the spectrum for a typical run for the 
bottom (a) and top (b) chambers. Events which passed this final test in both wire planes 
of the VDCx were considered good VDCx events and were further processed to extract 
the focal plane coordinates from the OHIPS spectrometer.
4.3.2 Extraction of the OHJLPS Focal Plane Coordinates
From the linear fit discussed above the focal plane coordinates xfi yfl and (jy 
were calculated. Figure 4.7 shows the coordinate system used for both MEPS and OHIPS 
to trace focal plane coordinates back to target coordinates. The intercept point in the top 
(bottom) wire plane is denoted by aT (aB), and the angle the trajectory makes with the 
wire plane is denoted by a r (afl). The top and bottom wire plane intercepts aT and aB are 
projected to a plane halfway between them:
a'T=-aT-m TDJ2 and a'B=aB +mB DJ2 4.5
where Dc (= 3.8 cm) is the distance between the two wire planes and mTB is the slope of 
the linear fit for the top or bottom chamber. The sense wires are rotated by an angle ¥  
(=45°) with respect to the momentum (transverse) direction; it was therefore necessary to 
rotate the intercept points which yielded the coordinate yf  and an intermediate coordinate
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Figure 4.7 The OHIPS VDCx Coordinate system. See text for a description
w:
V cos'? -sin'PTa'j.
w sin1? cos'? J|_aj
To obtain x -^and zf  it was necessary to multiply by another rotation matrix because 
the chamber was itself rotated out of the x-z plane of the spectrometer by an angle Q. This 
rotation was represented as
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xf cosQ 0 -sinH w
y f ■ = . 0 1 0 y / 4.7
zr_ sinQ 0 cosH z
which yielded the following for Xy and y/.
Xj- = -j^ (aB - o ' t - ^ o s Q and y / =- ^ ( a'T+aBy 4.8
The two focal plane angles 0y and <jy were determined in past experiments using 
just the VDCx, as it was the only device capable of determining these angles at the focal 
plane of OHIPS. With the addition of the focal plane polarimeter it became possible to 
define these two angles using a linear fit to the x and y  coordinates in the VDCx, and 
chambers one and two of the FPP. This improved the resolution of Gy and ({yby a factor of 
two. The original method was retained, however, as a consistency check between the 
alignment of the VDCx and FPP (see appendix A).
The determination of Gy and <jy using only the VDCx involved the angles a r and aB 
which are related to the slopes mT and mB (see figure 4.7 for specific direction and 
labeling conventions). Defining the ion drift path as the vertical direction gives the 
following relationships between the slope m and angle a  for both the top and bottom 
chambers:
tan(ar ) = - j - ,
fTlj>
4.9and tan(afl)=  .
mB
The relationship for an intermediate value of Gy is then
tan(0) = —  = cotan(ar )cosvF + cotan(as)sin'P = -1= (ntj. +mB) 4.10 
Az v2
(in this case cos'? = sinxP = l/V2 ). Gy was obtained by subtracting the tilt angle Q = 
(45.3°) of the VDCx from the result above:
Gy =0 - =  arctan^-j=-(nij. +ma)j - Q .
The relationship for <fyis more complicated and only the result is quoted here,
4.11
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Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the target 
and focal plane coordinates.121
= arctan mT —mB 4.12
V (ntj. + mB )sinfi + JlcosQ  j
4.3.3 OHIPS Target Coordinate Calculations
Having determined the focal plane coordinates it was possible to trace back 
through the spectrometer magnetic elements using a TRANSPORT matrix (see figure 4.8 
for the correlation between the focal plane coordinates and the target coordinates).1" 01 
This TRANSPORT matrix maps the target coordinates (xp 0„ y„ <{>„ and 5) into the focal 
plane coordinates (xfi Qf , yfi and <ty) and is generated by ray-trace methods through the 
spectrometer magnetic elements. The first and second order matrices are represented by
x/  = H ^ + ' L Sijk ^4  4.13
j  / .*
where R and S are the first and second order transformation matrices respectively. The 
individual matrix elements are then used with the focal plane coordinates to generate the 
target coordinates. There are two ways in which the matrix elements can be labeled 
depending on what they are being used for. A typical matrix elements is written in the
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Figure 4.9 Schematic of the OHIPS sieve slit used to determine the target 
coordinates 9,, 4>*> andyr Solid inserts were made for each of the thirteen holes so 
that individuals holes could be sealed and thus change the response at the focal 
plane.
following way, (Focal Plane Coordinate!Target Coordinate), the left-hand bra indicates 
the coordinates system which the matrix element is transforming to and the right-hand ket 
is the coordinate system which the matrix element is transforming from. The matrix 
elements can be reversed to transform from the focal plane to the target. For OHIPS the 
matrix elements are defined as listed above.
The TRANSPORT method was important when tuning the two spectrometers, and
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Figure 4.10 The elastic scattering 
spectrum for the l2C(e,e') reaction used to 
determine momentum in OHIPS. The first 
excited peak of 12C is used as the 
calibration peak and a software cut is made 
on it to derive the 5-dependence.
Figure 4.11 Momentum determination 
for OHIPS. The points are the central 
values for the first excited peak of I2C as it 
is stepped across the focal plane in the 
momentum dispersion direction. The error 
bars are smaller than the symbols.
in matching the acceptance and spin precession for the theoretical analysis discussed in 
chapter 5. All of the matrix elements which were determined have standard 
TRANSPORT units; angles (0, <{>) are measured in milli-radians (mrad), distances (x, y) 
are measured in cm and 5 is in units of percent (%).
An empirical method to determine the optical matrix elements employed a sieve 
slit collimator which was mounted on the front of the spectrometer just before the 
quadropole elements. Elastic and quasi-elastic data were then taken and, from the 
response at the spectrometer focal plane, it was possible to reconstruct the sieve slit 
(figure 4.9) position from the focal plane response. The OHIPS sieve slit was originally 
designed when OHIPS was operated in normal-mode (large in-plane angular acceptance, 
<j)„ and small out-of-plane, 9„ 
angular acceptance) with a 
drift space of 2.0 m. This 
experiment was run in 
reverse-mode (large 0, 
acceptance, and small (f>
1st order elements 2nd order elements
OHIPS (*l5)o 0.241 <x 18 8 ) 0 -5.97*10J
MEPS (*I8) m 0.551 <*|SS>M -7.77*10-*
Table 4.2 First and second order momentum 
related matrix elements for OHIPS and MEPS.
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acceptance) with a 1.6m drift space. In this mode the outer set of holes in the <|>, 
acceptance were not seen. This empirical method was used to determine the momentum 
(8) matrix elements and the target coordinates for OHIPS and MEPS. Good results for the 
kinematic quantities were obtained for both spectrometers using this technique.
4.3.3.1 Momentum Calibration of OHIPS
The momentum calibration of OHIPS and MEPS was important for several 
reasons. It allowed for accurate determination of the missing energy, the beam energy and 
was used as a cross check for the spectrometer angles. For OHIPS, the momentum was 
used to determine the precession angle (x) and the incident energy of the recoil proton 
(Tp) on the carbon block analyzer of the FPP. To accurately determine the momentum 
spread of the detected particles at the focal plane of the two spectrometers several 
12C(e,e') elastic runs were taken. The process is exactly the same for either spectrometer 
and only the OHIPS case is discussed here.
After the final tune of the spectrometers was determined, the currents of the dipole 
and two quadrupoles were changed to place the first excited peak of carbon at the central 
value of the focal plane (see figure 4.10). The ratio of the dipole current and each of the 
quadrupole currents was always maintained after the finally tuning to ensure that the 
spectrometers remained tuned at all momentum settings. The first excited peak of carbon 
was then scanned across the focal plane by changing the magnet currents in 2.0% steps. 
By plotting the central position of the peak vs. the magnet current (see figure 4.11) it was 
possible to obtain the following functional fit o f the particle momentum vs. the focal 
plane position:
8 = (8 |x)xy+(8 |xr)xy2. 4.14
where (8 1 x) and (8 1 xx) are the coefficients for the linear and quadratic terms of xfoc. For 
both OHIPS and MEPS (8 1 x) and (8 1 xx) were consistent with earlier measurements and 
are shown in table 4.2
4.3.3.2 Out-of-Plane Angle, 0„ for OHIPS.
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Figure 4.12 Response of Qf  vs. 8 for Figure 4.13 Response of 0/  vs. 8 for
OHIPS with only the center hole open and 
changing the dipole field strengths in 2% 
steps.
OHIPS. These points were found by 
binning the quasi-elastic data for the 
nC(e,e') reaction.
The out-of-plane angle (0,) was critical for the determination of the precession 
angle %, and thus good resolution was necessary. From TRANSPORT, the focal plane 
coordinates have the following dependence on 0, and 8:
0/ = (0o) + (e|0)0r+ (0|08)0{8 + (0|8)8+(0|82)82. 4.15
The 0O term is an offset term which was needed to adjust the central ray of the 
spectrometer in the momentum direction. In the past the central momentum was defined 
by Qf  = 0 and the central momentum was adjusted so as to match this ray. For this 
experiment it was determined from elastic electron scattering that the central momentum 
was correct and that an offset needed to be added to 0^ There were also dependencies on 
the two target coordinates, y, and <(>„ but they were found to be small (< 2 mrad for the 
maximum values ofy, and <{>,) and was not necessary to obtain accurate target coordinates. 
Solving Eq. 4.13 for 0, yields:
e/ - ( 9 0) - ( 8 | 8 ) S - ( 9 | 8 ; )5;
(0 10) + (0 108)8
To determine the offset, (0O), all holes in the sieve slit were covered except for the 
central hole. With OHIPS set to accept elastically scattered electrons from the 12C(e,e')
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reaction and a software cut around the first- 
excited peak which was centered in the focal 
plane about 8 = 0, (0O) was determined.
For the (018) and (Q [8 terms elastic
scattering data were taken with only the 
central sieve slit hole open. The dipole current 
was then changed in 2% steps and cuts on 
each of the three distinguishable peaks of the 
l2C(e,e') reaction were made. A quadratic equation in 8 was used to fit the centroid 
positions of the 0r  peaks with respect to the carbon peak locations. Plotdata[lul was used 
to fit the following equation:
0 / = (e0) + (0  18)8 + ( 0 |8 2)s 2. 4.17
Figure 4.12 shows 0y vs. 8 for the peak locations of the l2C(e,e') reaction as the dipole 
current was varied. The error in the centroid positions were small (< 2%).
To determine the coefficients (010) and (0108) all of the holes in the sieve slit 
were opened. The (0 10) term is a magnification term and is determined by making a 
small software cut about 8 = 0. The ratio 0y/0, is the magnification term, where 0, is the 
physical placement of the sieve slit holes. The effect of the (0 108) term is best seen in 
figure 4.12, where the central values of the peaks which corresponds to the five holes in 
the 0, direction are plotted vs. 8. The individual points are 1% bins in 8 of the quasi­
elastic data. The slopes of the five lines indicate that the magnification term has a linear 
dependence in 8. To determine this term it is necessary to find the slopes of the lines for 
each hole and then fit these slopes with respect to the physical placement of the holes 
themselves. Table 4.3 shows the actual placement of the holes and the values obtained. 
The third peak corresponded to the central hole. The sieve slit was surveyed before the 
calibration data was taken and the central hole was found to be offset by 0.71 mr from 
true center.
Peak Physical (mr) Calculated (mr)
1 -51.89 -51.78 ±0.20
2 -25.61 -26.03 ±0.21
3 0.71 0.58 ±0.25
4 27.03 27.45 ±0.22
5 53.31 53.50 ±0.21
Table 43 Physical and calculated 
values of the sieve slit holes for 
OHIPS in the out-of-plane angular 
acceptance.
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Peak Physical (mr) Calculated (mr)
1 -25.13 -24.31 ±0.36
2 -12.57 -12.84 ±0.22
3 0.00 0.00 ± 0.21
4 12.57 12.95 ±0.23
4.3.33 In-Plane Angle, <j>„ and y, for OHIPS
The calculation for both the in-plane angle, <j>p and y, from the focal plane 
coordinates was substantially more difficult and only the equations are given here rather 
than a complete characterization. This complication was due to the dependence of the two 
target coordinates on all four focal plane 
coordinates 8, yfi and <jy Table 4.4 shows 
the actual values for <j>, for the sieve slit and 
the reconstructed values. The mode of 
operation (point-to-point in the y-direction) 
did not allow the reconstruction of the y, 
coordinates using the sieve slit To determine 
these values a slanted target was used. The focal-plane coordinates are given in terms of 
the target coordinates:
y f={yo)+(y \y ) y t +CH<t,0)<i)A  +O,l0>;)0rJ,r +(y|8y)5y, +(y|5<j>)8<f>,
♦/ = (<t,o)-|-(4, |<t»)<f>r +(<i>|y)yf +(<f>|0y)0,y( +($|84)&k + (<j>|<{)0)<|>,0, + (<t>|Sy)Sy,
Solving these two coupled differential equations for the target coordinates gives:
_  sq  -  (3k
Table 4.4 Physical and calculated 
values of the sieve slit holes for 
OHIPS in the in-plane angular 
acceptance.
4.18
a s  -  (3q 
where the coefficients are:
a«(+|+)+(+|fi+)5 +(+|+e)e,
P =  (4» M + (♦  W P ,  +  ($  I5y )  
<;=<!>/
aK -  qq
y, = -------as -  pq
4.19
q = (y  j 40)0, + (y | 8<f>)8
s = {y | y) + (y  | ©y)0, + (y 18y)5 . 4.20
K = y ,
Note that these coefficients are dependent on the out-of-plane scattering target angle Qr 
The numerical values for the first and second order matrix elements for OHIPS for all 
three measurable target coordinates are given in table 4.5
43.4 MEPS VDCx Analysis
As described in section 3.3.2.2 the MEPS DCOS system had a TDC channel for 
each wire. This allowed any number of wires to be read out for a single event; but, due to
software limitations, the number of wires read out is limited to 24 for both wire
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First Order Second Order
(0o> 9.527 (01 os) -1.53*10'z
(0 | 0) -0.496 (0 I 58) -6.56* 10'2
(0 | 8) 10.16 <4»|04») -1.49*10'*
(*o> -1.45 ( m ) 4.26*10'2
(♦I*) -0.756 <4> 10y) 5.38*104
(*b> -0.380 (<J> | y8) -1.18*10'1
U ) -1.15 (y  1 $5) 8.79* I0'3
iy\y) -1.35 ( y |0<|>) -5.23* 10"4
(y |5y) -5.33*1 O'2
( y  l0P> -1.95*10'*
Table 4.5 OHIPS First and Second TRANSPORT Elements.
chambers. The data analysis for MEPS is more complicated than OHIPS because of this 
increase but it is also less likely to be corrupted by spurious background events.
4.3.4.1 Determination of Analyzable Events in MEPS
The MEPS VDCx had a raw drift time spectrum associated with each chamber. 
This spectrum looks much the same as the one for OHIPS (figure 4.4). The calculation of 
drift times to drift distances is done the same way as done for OHIPS. After the drift 
distances were calculated wire clusters were located. A cluster consisted of a consecutive 
group of wires which had no gaps (missing drift-distance for a particular wire). It was 
assumed that each of these clusters represented a particle trajectory. If a gap was found 
than that was indication of a new cluster of wires. A total of eight clusters were allowed 
for each chamber with the actual number of clusters strongly peaked at one. The 
maximum number of allowed wires in a single cluster was 16, though the number of 
wires which fired for a good events was typically four to five. In order for the cluster to 
be analyzable it had to have at least three hits (/.e. the same as OHIPS).
After the good clusters were located (three or more hits), the wire which had the 
smallest drift time in each cluster was used as a pivot point. The slope and intercept of the 
cluster was then determined using two different methods. The first method assumed that 
the active wire numbers less than the pivot wire number were negative and the pivot wire
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drift distance was positive. Negative here refers to the ionized electrons drifting up to the 
anode wire vs. down to the anode wire and is necessary for positive slopes. The second 
method assumed the same thing but also assumed that the pivot wire number was 
negative rather than positive. For each method a line was fit to the drift distances above 
the pivot wire and another line was fit for the drift distance below the pivot point. The 
method which gave the best x2 fit was then used for that particular cluster. Next the zero 
crossing time (the timing offset needed to line up the drift distances for wires above and 
below the pivot wire) was computed for each cluster and the cluster with the smallest 
zero crossing time was taken.
4.3.4.2 Extraction of the MEPS Focal Plane Coordinates
The focal plane coordinates (xfi Qfi yfi and 8) for MEPS were calculated in the
same way as they were for OHIPS. The only difference is the orientation of the wire 
chambers with respect to one another. This led to a slightly different rotation matrix for 
MEPS:
1 i
II
i
-cos'? sinT 
sin'P cosT \_aB A
4.21
where T  (= 45°) is the angle the sense wires of the top (bottom) plane make with the 
momentum (transverse) direction.
The two focal plane angles, By and <j>y, are determined from the angles a r and aB 
which in turn are related to the slopes mT and Defining the ion drift path as the vertical 
direction (y-axis) gives the following relationship between the slope m angle a:
tan(ar )=  — ,
ntj
tan(a *)=-r>mB
which leads to the following relationship for 0:
tan(0)= —  = cot(ar )o3sT+cot(as^inT = +mB).
Az s]2
0 is related to Qf  by
4.22
4.23
4.24
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First Order 
Elements
Second Order 
Elements
(%) -12.80 <0 100) 2.341 *10'4
(0 | 0) -0.3574 (0|08) 1.6602*1O'3
<0|5) 0.2463 (e 1 yy) 0.0
(i> -2.853 (4> |0y) 1.089*10'2
(♦!♦> -0.3281 (4» 14*0) -2.541*10°
( * b ) -11.251 (4> | j/8) 0.1907
(*l*> 0.0 (4> 188) 0.0
w 5.3579 (y  | 88) -1.524*10'2
( y \ y ) -5.8261
0.7822
O 'I5) 0.0
Table 4.6 MEPS Transport Elements. 
Qf  =0 - Q = arctan^-4= (% -O , 4.25
where Q (= 45.68°) is the tilt angle of the VDCx. For <jy there is the following 
relationship:
(j> = arctan mr cos'P -  masin'F
(mrcos'F + masin'P)sinQ + cosH j
= arctan
4.26
mT — mR
\{m T + mB )sinf2 + V2cosQj
The slopes for each chamber were also tested as in OHIPS and cuts were made to exclude 
those events which had bad slopes. Finally, an event had to be analyzable in both 
chambers in order to be acceptable. The next section covers the reconstruction of the 
target coordinates from the focal plane coordinates. As with OHIPS this was done using a 
sieve slit collimator.151
4.3.5 MEPS Target Coordinates
Once the focal plane coordinates for MEPS were determined it was possible to 
trace back through the spectrometer magnetic elements using a transport matrix and
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empirically generated matrix elements using a sieve slit. The technique is the same as it 
was for OHIPS. However, the MEPS elements were done in reverse mode. This meant 
that the target coordinates are fit using the available focal plane coordinates giving a 
polynomial expansion of the target coordinates. Written in matrix notation equation 4.13 
becomes
where the labeling for the individual matrix elements is as
(Target Coordinate | Focal Plane Coordinate) or the reverse as they were done for 
OHIPS. The target coordinates (0„ yp and ^  are written as:
e, = (e0> +(0|0)0/ + (0 |5 )5 + (0|65)52 + (0|08)6
+ (0 |00)0; + (0 | yy)y\
= (<t>0) =+(<|>|<f,)<l)/ + (<t)|y)y/ +(<l)|5)8 +(<t>|5y)5y/
+ (<t>|5S)52 +(<(>|<t>0)<{>/ 0/  +(<j>|0y)0/ y/
y, = W  + (^|8)5 +{y \y )y f  +(y|<j>)<l>/ +(y|*l>4))<l>/ 4.30
and table 4.6 shows the first and second order matrix elements as determined from a sieve 
slit collimator for MEPS using a 53.0 cm initial drift space.
4.3.6 Beam Energy Calculation
After the target coordinates for the OHIPS and MEPS were reconstructed, it was 
possible to use the elastic hydrogen data to determine the electron beam energy and then 
compare to the results of the ECS Chicane. This technique utilizes the scattering angles of 
the electron and proton in the p(e,e’p) elastic scattering reaction to deduce the beam 
energy. The technique is described in greater detail in reference 112, and only the final 
equation is stated here:
where 0P is the proton scattering angle, 0e is the electron scattering angle, 0, is the sum of 
0e and 0p, and mp is the mass of the proton. While this method gave a very broad peak for
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the energy, due to the angular 
resolution of the two 
spectrometers and multiple 
scattering of the electrons and 
protons in the target, it was useful 
because the centroid tracked well 
with any changes in the 
measurements given by the ECS.
The histogram in figure 4.14 
shows the measured beam energy 
for several consecutive runs on the 
hydrogen target. The main source 
of error arise from the uncertainty in the scattering angle 0^  which was known to ±1.7 
mrad. The same error is quoted for 0e but this has very little effect (< 0.05 %) on the 
determination of the beam energy. The absolute values as determined from both 
techniques agreed with one another at the 0.1% level. The ECS gave a value o f 579.7 
MeV and the elastic scattering technique, after correcting for energy losses with in the 
target was 579.2 MeV.
4.4 FPP Analysis
The FPP analysis code reconstructed the proton trajectories before and after the 
carbon block analyzer using the wire chamber data from the 4 MWPC’s. From these 
reconstructed trajectories the polar and azimuthal scattering angles QFPP and §FPP were 
calculated and extraction of the polarization amplitudes at the focal plane of OHIPS was 
possible. The subscript (FPP) for the two angles is meant to differentiate between the 
focal plane angles and <ty and target angle 9, and <j); discussed earlier. This section 
describes the analysis, from the raw wire chamber responses to the extraction of the 
angles, that was required to obtain the focal plane polarization amplitudes.
- GassianFit 
Gsntriod = 5712 ± 5.8 (M:V) 
FWtM =51689mO
3
400 800700
Beam Energy (NfeV)
Figure 4.14 Histogram of the beam energy 
calculated using the opening angles for hydrogen 
elastic scattering
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Channel Number Channel Number
Figure 4.15a Histograms showing the raw wire chamber data for the first and
last chamber in the x-direction, momentum dispersion direction).
350 T
300
250
X  200
5 150 
100
175
Channel Number Channel Number
Figure 4.15b Histograms showing the raw wire chamber data for the first and 
last chamber in the y-direction, (transverse to the momentum dispersion 
direction).
4.4.1 Raw Wire Spectrum
The raw wire information from the MWPC’s consisted of a wire number and a 
wire plane. The multi-hit rejection system eliminated all events which had more than two 
hits in any one wire plane and thus reduced the number of possible trajectories to two for 
a given direction. Figures 4.15a and 4.15b show the response of the raw wire chamber 
data while taking deuterium data. Note the broadness of the peaks in the x-direction due 
to the momentum separation of the dipole magnet and the narrowness of the y-direction 
peaks which was indicative of a tight y-direction tune. The small spikes in the x and y- 
spectra are due to cross-talk between adjacent wires or wires which fired from 
background disturbances.
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Incoming
proton Carbon
Block
4.4.2 FPP Scattering Angle Extraction
From the raw data of the wire chambers 
the scattering angles were determined. This 
process was done in two steps. The first step was 
to determine the incoming (0^  and (J)FPP) and 
outgoing (Qppp and ^FPP) angles and trajectories.
The second step was to convert these angles into 
the polar and azimuthal angles QFPP and §FPP and 
then from these two coordinates the focal plane
polarizations were extracted.121 Figure 4.16 Schematic diagram of
^ _  . , . . the azimuthal, d>, and polar, 0, anglesFor the incoming trajectory determination measured by ^  Fpp
the two front FPP wire chamber data and, when
it was available, the OHIPS VDCx data was used. In order to do the reconstruction the 
raw data had to be converted into a physical coordinate at the focal plane. It was first 
necessary to convert adjacent two-wire hits into a single hit. This hit was defined to be 
halfway between the two wires; as mentioned in chapter 3 the resolution of the MWPC’s 
is limited to their wire spacing.
Once this conversion was done, the transformation to a physical location was 
performed. This is done by knowing the wire spacing in both the X  or Y  wire planes, and 
defining a suitable offset with which to set the central position. Once this is done, the 
front trajectory can be fit to the available data. For the case were there was no OHIPS 
data the equations for the initial and final trajectories are
St = X l + dtf and Sf  = X x + $tf , 4.32
where St is the initial trajectory vector, jfjis the initial intercept, and a  is the slope of 
the initial trajectory written in vector form
a  = 4.33
zi z i J\ z 2 Z,
The same was done for the final trajectory where the slope is written as:
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P = * 4  -  * 3  y 4 -  J f r ,1 4.34
4.35
\  2*4 3^ 24 Zj J
From the slopes it was possible to construct the scattering angles; 
d  = (tanGj^p, tan«|)^,l)
P ~  (Pk& fpp>
It is now possible to determine the polar angle 0 ^  by noting that the dot product of the 
slope vectors leads to
-i d  • Pd  • p = (d|P C0S ®Scax Q&or = COS'
HP
4.36
For the azimuthal angle (§scat) it was necessary to define a right handed three-dimensional 
coordinate system which has the initial trajectory of the proton along one of its axes {i.e. 
an event reference frame). By definition this axes is the z-axis (the vertical direction) and 
is defined as
a
2 > t
4.37
The other two directions are orthogonal to z and have the following properties, 
y foc x £ _ (0,l,0,)x (tan9'pp,tan(j)^p,l)
| (0,l ,0,)x (tan0 ppp, tan<j)ppp, l)|
= cos 0 (l,0, -  tan0 ‘FPP )  and
x —
y/ocx z \ 4.38
A A A cosGly = z x x  = ^ -(tan0^ ,p ,tan(()^p ,l)x  (l,O ,-tan 0^ p )
L. tanG tan<j> lm , cos 0 ‘m , - tan<j> ).
a  v '
4.39
A further set of expressions are necessary to extract 4)^ ,, which involved the projection of 
P onto the event reference frame coordinates x  and y :
P -x = pIsinG^ costj)^ 4.40
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P-i)=P|sine&Bfsin<|»Saf 
Taking the ratio of these two terms leads to
4.41
'Scat = tan
= tan
rt £ \
VP -9)
tanGjfrpP tan0^  t a n ^  +cos0^p tan<j>£,p - t a n ^
4.42
|al(tan6^ p-tan0^ p)
Care must be taken when using Eq. 4.42 to obtain ( j^  due to the range over which the 
arctan function is valid (-te/2 —> n/2). It is therefore necessary to determine the sign of the 
numerator and denominator separately so that the proper value of can be found.
After the FPP scattering angles have been determined two tests are performed to 
remove bad trajectories. The first test is designed to remove those events which have 
incident and final trajectories which 
do not intersect with the carbon 
block analyzer.131 The second test is 
designed to eliminate the
ambiguities from two hits in one of 
the wire planes which are not
adjacent. For these types of events 
the distance of closest approach 
within the carbon block analyzer is
determined and the trajectory which
, „ . * . . ™ Figure 4.17 Spectrum of the number of countshas the smallest value is used. The .vs. 0 The dashed lines indicate the limit of the
formulation of these tests can be small angle software cut 
found in references 2 and 3.
4.43  Software Angle Cut and Cone Test
The angle cut was a two fold cut First it eliminated all small angle events which 
passed the hardware small-angle-rejection system due to chamber misalignments. As seen 
in figure 4.16, which is a plot of the number of events vs. 0 ^ „, for the q3 data, the small
400
Software cut200a
100
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angle scattering events accounted for 
approximately 35% of the data. The 
spectrum has been corrected for chamber 
misalignments.
The angle cut also eliminated 
events which scattered through too large 
an angle. These later events scattered in a 
region of the p -l2C reaction which has not
20-
o 15-
1
10-
5-
4
i
1 » l ' 1 1 ■ l ....*T ' ' >■" l‘» ' ' -
(b) ■
■ / \
i . i . . .  * i .
60 120 180 240
$(<*£)
300 360
, „ . a c  .1 Figure 4.18 A histogram of withoutbeen accurately mapped as far as the „ .. , ™atthe software small angle cut.
analyzing power, Ar  was concerned. As 
noted in figure 4.17 the dashed lines 
indicate the placement of the cut and are 
located at 7° and 20°. In figure 4.18 is 
shown <j>&a, for an unpolarized beam with 
no cut on small angles. The large peaks 
are due entirely to the biasing caused by 
the square §FPP and QPPP hardware cut of 
the small-angle-rejection-system and q cosfi
chamber misalignments. This spectrum figure 4.19 A Diagram of the square
Hardware Cut
should be flat indicating that no <{>&„, bin Small-Angle-Rej ection-System hardware
cut circumscribed by the small angle 
is more likely to be populated than software cut
another. An azimuthally symmetric cut in
the 0&a, - <[>sfcar plane requires that the square hardware cut made in the <frFPP and dFPP plane 
be circumscribed by a circular 0 ^  - (j)^ cut. Figure 4.19 shows this aspect in schematic 
form. Shown in figure 4.20 is a 2-dimensional histogram of the reconstructed 
plane after the small-large angle cut was made. This plot is generated by plotting 
x = 0^  c o s ^  and y  =QScat s i n ^ .
The cone test insured that all events occurred in a region which had a 
corresponding cone within the active area of the two large rear FPP wire chambers as
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Carbon Block
Back Detector
Figure 4.20 A 2-dimensional histogram Figure 4.21 Schematic diagram of the 
of (jisca, vs. 9 ^ , after the software small- cone test. See text for discussion, 
angle cut.
seen in figure 4.21. If the event scattered into a region which would not have been 
accessible to all other events with the same incoming angle, scattering angle 9 .^„, and all 
possible values of (f)^ (0-360°) than it was rejected. In this way no bias was introduced in 
the sampling of the <f> distribution.
4.4.4 Polarization Extraction
The extraction of the polarizations was done by summing up all 9 ^  bins for all 
possible ( j^  bins for the two beam helicities (left and right). From these two spectra it 
was then possible to extract the focal plane polarization coefficients as discussed in 
chapter 2. Shown in figure 4.21a are histograms for the sum of the two helicity states. 
This is equivalent to an unpolarized beam and hence should be flat for the hydrogen data 
and very close to flat for the quasi-elastic deuterium data. Figure 4.22b shows the results 
for the left minus right helicity states for the q2 data and shows a clear indication of a 
sinusoidal curve.
The coefficients for the polarizations were extracted by means of Fourier analysis 
of the azimuthal response spectrums (figure 4.22(b)). The p-l2C reaction has an 
azimuthaly asymmetric response,
/(9><f>) = / ( 9  )[1 + 4 y(G )G?,sin<|> + p„ cos<J>)], 4.43
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which is dependent on the unpolarizedy(0) cross section, the polar scattering angle Qsca, as 
measured from the incident momentum of the proton as it enters the carbon block, the 
azimuthal angle <j>jaa, of the scattering, and the analyzing power Ay. The two transverse 
polarizations of the proton, p n and pt are the coefficients of interest. The FPP can only 
measure the polarizations which are transverse to the direction of the incident proton; the 
longitudinal component, p„ can therefore, not be measured.
The individual components are found by integrating the total cross-section, ./(Q,<10, 
from 0 to 2k weighted by the appropriate cos(<|>) or sin(<j>) terms and then dividing this 
result by the total cross-section weighted by unity:
2ie 2k
2 J  cos(<j> ) / ( 0 , <f> 2 1 sin(<|> ) / ( 0 , <j) )tf<{>
-------------------> P 'A y Q b - 3- * --------------------- A M
0 0 
The factor of Ay(9) was averaged over the full 0 range and is some constant which is 
easily determined (see section 4.4.6).
The real data was much more convoluted as there are two physics related 
components, p„ and p„ as well as instrumental terms dependent on bm cos(m<j>) and cm 
sin(m<|>), where m > 1 (the coefficients bm and cm are the relative strengths of these 
contributions). These extra terms were caused by instrumental asymmetries within the 
polarimeter. They were measured and subtracted from the data by using an unpolarized 
beam. Care was taken when doing this subtraction to account for all possible 
contributions from m > 1 terms. The next section discusses this aspect of the data analysis 
(see references 2 and 3 for more detailed information) and chapter 5 lists the asymmetries 
for both Q1 point.
4.4.5 Accounting for Instrumental Asymmetries
The instrumental asymmetries can be treated as an infinite Fourier series with 0 
dependent coefficients which dilute the real physics related data:
§ (0, (j>) = 1 + £  bm (0 )cos(m 4») + £  c„ (0 )sin(m $ ) . 4.45
m - l  m=l
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Figure 4.22 Figure (a) is a histogram of the sum of the helicity left and right 
events vs. Figure (b) is a histogram of the difference between left and right 
helicity events vs. (j)^ for the q3 data. The solid line is a fit of the form 4cos(0 + 
0O) where A = 86.5 and 0O = 41.3°.
The total number, N, of particles that are scattered into some (0,<f>) bin can now be written 
in the following way:
tf(e,*)=S(e,«l>y(e,*) 4.46
The necessity of the constant terms in both the measured polarization term and the 
instrumental asymmetry series can be seen to give the required J(Q) cross-section in the 
absence of any asymmetry from either the physics or the device. Expanding the above 
equation gives:
# ( M )  = /(6  ) |  + Ay (0 )(p, sin(<(>)+/>„ cos(<j>))}
x ['■1 + z  ^ ( 0 ) c°s(/n <!>)+ £  cm(0)sin(rn (j))l 4.47
^  m=I /rv=l '
= /(e)A(0 ,*)
Note that all of the polarization information has been subsumed in the /?(0,<|>) term. By 
expanding i?(0,<j>) it is possible to find those contributions which dilute the physics 
quantities p, and p„:
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£(0 ,<|>) =1 + jT (9 )cos(m <j>) + 2 ] cm (0 )sin(m <j>)
l»s| m=l
Ay$)P<
M d)p«
oo
2sin(<t>)+]T&m(0)£in(l -  m <|)) + sin(l + m <j) ) |
m = t
oo
+ —ffnj))—c°s(l -h m 4*)}
m=I ^
00 >
2cos((j))+ £  bm (0 )|cos(l -  m <f>) + cos(l + m <j) )}
m=I
oo
+ ^ c m(0)-£-sin(l -m<|>)-t-sin
4.48
m=l
The cos((j>) and sin(<|)) coefficients, (/.e. m = 1) which add to the physics asymmetries as 
well as cos(2<|>) and sin(2<j>) coefficients which also contribute can now be calculated. To 
do this requires that the cos(<j>) and sin(<j)) be determined from the 7V(0,<j>) distribution in 
the same way that it was done for eq 4.42:
2 k  2 k
2 Jcos(m<{>)Af(0,(j))d/<|> 2 Jsin(/n<|))A/'(0,<())cf<()
Um = - fi—2V V = — ------m 2k 4.49
0 0 
The um and vm terms are the coefficients of interest for a general value of m. In principle it 
would possible to calculate all values of um and vm but it is the first term (m = 1) that is 
important. Carrying out the integration gives the following equations for u, and v,:
= p .(2 + b l )+ p ,c1 +bl Md _  P l( 2 - b 2)+P'C2 + c, 450 
4 + 2 p nbx + 2 p tcx ’ 4 + 2 p nbx + 2p tcx
After some algebraic manipulation the two equations can be written as two linear 
inhomogenous equations in p„ and p;.
<*-nPn + P , p , - 5 <1 = 0  
a - t P t + V n P n - & t  = °
where:
4.51
= l + y&2 - “A  p n = { c 2 - u xbx
a , = \ c 2 -  «,6, p, =1 - | 6 2 -  Vjc
, and
u
8„ =2u\ - b x 
8 , = 2v, - c ,
4.52
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The constraint that the polarization observables Du , DLT and Pn from elastic H(e,e'p) 
scattering with an unpolarized electron beam are identically equal to zero allows the 
determination of the bu b2, c„ and c2 coefficients. The sum of both left and right helicity 
states for the hydrogen elastic data was used as the unpolarized beam. Checks were made 
to insure that the beam left and right helicity states were weighted according to the charge 
(see section 4.7) and to within 0.2% the charge for both helicity states were the same.
4.4.6 Calculation of the p-nC Analyzing Power
The analyzing power was calculated for each reconstructed event in the FPP. The 
analyzing power has been parameterized using the incident energy of the proton, Tp, the 
incident polar angle, 0, and the thickness of the 
carbon block analyzer.1[87, **•891 A great deal of 
work has been done to measure the analyzing 
power of the nC(p,p') reaction. For this thesis 
the analysis used the Ay value as determined by 
a combination of the Aprile-Giboni et al. data 
and the calibration data for the FPP as obtained 
at IUCF (see appendix A).171
The Aprile-Giboni et al. formulation 
used the kinetic energy (Tp) of the incident 
proton at the center of the carbon block 
analyzer and the proton scattering angle (0f£J :
sin 6
Oo 3.8216 Yo 303.85
a, 0.43410 Yi 274.77
a. 0.0 Yz -126.85
<*3 0.0 Y3 0.0
t t 4 0.0 Y4 208.73
Po -6.072 80 0.0
P, 0.0 8, 0.0
P2 17.527 8z 0.0
P3 -15.922 83 0.0
P4 -22.061 84 0.0
c 75.383
Q 0.12
c, 0.18472
Table .7 Ay fitting coefficients.
Av(T,Qscal) = oD(Tp,Qseat)
1 + P sin2 9ica, + y sin4 0 scat
+ 5 sin0. 4.53
The a , P, and y terms are fourth order polynomials,
a ( X )  = a 0 + a xX  + a 2X 2 + a 3X 3
P(X) = p0 + P,X + p2Z 2 + P3* 3
Y ( ^ )  = Y o + Y i ^ + Y z ^ + Y j * 3
8 (Jf) = 80 + 8,AT +82X 2 + 83X 3
4.54
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where X  = (rp-7,p°)/TcAmg? is dimensionless with 
equal to the central energy of the data set 
which was used to generate the fit (= 250 MeV) 
and Tf™*' is the range over which the data set 
ranged (= 100 MeV). The D(Tp,Q) term is an 
empirical damping term which is used to 
account for the sharp drop in the analyzing 
power at small scattering angles caused by the 
multiple coulomb scattering;
D{Tp,Qscal) =
Hydrogen 4
f t 0.514 ±0.008
f t 0.534 ±0.009
Deuterium
f t 0.513 ±0.008
f t 0.533 ±0.009
Table 4.8 Angle averaged Ay 
values for the q2 and q3 deuterium 
data.
1 4.55
[I  + Cexp[8,=„ / 2(C„ + C,( 15/ pcPe)2]J 
where pc is the momentum of the proton at the center of the carbon block, Pc is the 
dimensionless velocity of the proton with respect to the speed of light, C and C, are 
parameters which are allowed to freely vary, and C0 is proportional to the resolution of 
the wire chambers used to collect the data. The individual values of the coefficients can 
be found in ref. 89
The parameterization as derived from the IUCF calibration data is a fifth order 
polynomial in the scattering angle, as this data was taken at one energy only (200 MeV).
= a o + a iQL  +a 20L  +a 3e L  + a 4QL -  4.56
The plot from which this parameterization was taken is shown in figure A.1 of appendix 
A. The derived coefficients found by fitting the data from Aprile-Giboni et al. and the 
IUCF data are listed in table 4.7.
The extracted asymmetries as measured by the FPP were the product o f the 
physics polarizations and the Ay. To obtain the polarizations it was necessary to divide out 
Ay for each 0Icat. bin. The angle averaged value of Ay ( Ay) for q2 and q2 are shown in table 
4.8. To determine the error for the value of Ay the published errors from Aprile-Giboni et 
al (1.4%) were added with the variance between Ay as determined from Ransome et al. 
and the FPP IUCF data and Ay as determined from the Aprile-Giboni and FPP IUCF data
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(0.2%):
FPP j  Ransome
8Ay 4.57
The figure of merit of the FPP is defined as Ay2/ ,  where/is the fraction of events 
which scatter into this cone. The absolute statistical uncertainty in any component of the 
focal plane polarization is given by
where N  is the total number of detected events. One obvious aspect of the figure-of-merit 
is the inverse dependence on the averaged analyzing power and, hence, the desirability to 
obtain the highest value possible. This can be accomplished by optimizing the incident 
proton energy and the scattering angle. As mentioned earlier the small angle scattering 
events had little to no analyzing power. These two parameters however were only a 
subset of the total parameters which were optimized. Also taken into account was the 
precession of the polarization observables through the magnetic elements between the 
target and the FPP (see chapter 5).
4.5 Further Software Cuts
After the focal plane and target coordinates had been extracted as well as the 
scattering angles from the FPP, important kinematic parameters were calculated. Further 
cuts on these quantities eliminated most of the accidental events and the polarizations 
associated with these events. These cuts also restricted the energy and momentum range 
of the recoil protons from deuterium so that a valid comparison could be made with the 
hydrogen data. This section covers those cuts in detail. It begins with the cuts made to 
subtract the accidental events and the polarization associated with these events from the 
real data. It then covers the generation of the missing energy and spectra and the 
cuts made to these spectra to further reduce the accidentals and limit the kinematics for 
the deuterium data.
4.58
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Figure 4.23 The uncorrected and corrected time-of-flight spectrum.
4.5.1 Time of Flight Corrections
The corrections made to the raw time-of-flight data decreased the width of the 
peak and allowed the software cut on this data to be narrowed. This in turn reduced the 
number of accidentals vs. real events. The rate of accidentals (RA) is related to the single 
rates of both spectrometers (Re and Rp), the base-width of the time-of-flight peak (At ^ ,  
and the duty factor of the machine (Dj):
RpR £ tm
A D r
4.59
The duty factor of the Bates accelerator is 1% which increases the accidental rate by two 
orders of magnitude. For the kinematics of this experiment the signal-to-noise-ratio was 
-250:1.
The coincidence-time-of-flight histogram (see figure 4.23 a) is generated by 
starting a TDC with a MEPS trigger and stopping it on the coincidence trigger. As 
explained in section 3.6.1 a coincidence trigger is generated whenever an OHIPS pilot 
with a 10 ns width and a MEPS pilot of 80ns width coincide. The 80ns width of the 
MEPS pilot insures that a subtraction of accidental events, i.e. a random electron 
associated with some random proton, is possible. These random events account for the 
broad flat background, the peak is associated with the true (e.e'p) events and its width is 
associated with flight path differences within the two spectrometers.
A software cut was made on the coincidence-time-of-flight peak to eliminate the
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accidental events and was responsible for H e ) -2.43*10‘3 (m|e) 3.52*10'2
a 33% reduction in the raw data. Before <o|5) 6.45* 10'2 (m|5) 4.11*10'2
this software cut is made the coincidence- (o |85) 4.63*10"* (m|(j)) 7.07* 10'3
time-of-flight histogram is corrected to (o\8Q) -2.34*1 O'5
take into account the different flight paths (o|>*)
-3.52* 10 s
o f  the electron and proton through the Tab'e4 '9 Time-of-flight correction
coefficients. The units are standard
corresponding spectrometers. The flight TRANSPORT units with time measured in
path depends on the two entrance ^
positions (x and y) and entrance angles (0 and <J>) of the particle at the front of the 
spectrometer. In the past these corrections where done using ray-trace methods and 
knowledge o f the optical properties of the spectrometers. This technique was replaced by 
using a fitting routine which fit the spectrum with respect to the several focal plane 
variables.11111 In general the raw coincidence-time-of-flight will be of the form
+ /(&<*> 80, <|>0„  yol, Qm, 8m, <!>„). 4.60
where /  is a functional fit with units of ns and t c is the ideal time-of-flight value that 
would obtained with no smearing, (i.e. a delta function) ,11111
~ r^aw f  4.6
Figure 4.23b shows the corrected coincidence-time-of-flight spectrum. The correction 
accounts for a 16.6% reduction in the full-width-at-half-maximum of the peak. The final 
form of the functional fit is
/  = (o|0 )0o, +<o|8 )60 +(o|88)802
+ H 50)8oe « + (o ljH>)jvj),K 4.6i
-t-(m|0)0mf +(m|8 )8m,
and table 4.9 shows the values o f the coefficients.
4.5.2 Missing Energy Calculation
To further reduce the statistical uncertainty another software cut is made on the 
missing energy, which is defined as
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£_ = © - T . ---- — ,
p 2m.
4.62
where © is the energy loss of the electron, Tp is the kinetic energy of the proton, Pr is the 
recoil momentum o f the residual nucleus, a neutron in this case, and mn is the mass of the 
neutron. The energy transfer is determined from the momentum of MEPS which is 
equivalent to the energy of the electron, (i.e. e > e '»  me):
to = e - e '  = s - P nm| 1 + 8 m
m ) 4.63
where P0m is the central momentum of MEPS as calculated from the magnetic field of the
dipole and 8 m is the percent difference from the central momentum for the scattered 
electrons. The proton kinetic energy is determined from the momentum of OHIPS:
Tp = E — mp =
■o \ \
1 +  -
100 J)
+ m:
1/2
— m. 4.64
where mp is the mass of the proton and, P0° is the central momentum of OHIPS as
calculated from the magnetic field of the dipole and 8 0 is the percent difference from the 
central momentum for the recoiling protons. The recoil momentum of the residual 
neutron is determined from the momentum of OHIPS and MEPS,
W 2
P^=(q-P)2 = q-Po i + - 100; , 4.65
where p is the momentum of the proton 
and q is the momentum transfer.
Figure 4.24 shows the missing 
energy spectrum gated on real coincident 
events. The long tail to the right of the 
spectrum is associated with radiative 
effects {i.e. the electron emitting a real 
photon). Before the missing energy was
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Figure 4.24 The corrected missing energy 
spectrum for deuterium.
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calculated, energy losses by the incoming and 
outgoing electron were taken into account as 
well as energy losses associated with the 
ejected proton.
4.5.3 Energy Loss Calculations
Charged particles moving through 
matter suffer energy losses by several 
mechanisms. For electrons the two main 
processes are radiative losses (i.e.
Bremsstrahlung radiation) and collisional losses 
(i.e. scattering from atomic orbital electrons).
For low energy electrons, (s < 10 MeV) the
collisional losses dominate. At the critical energy, Ec, defined by Eq. 4.65 below the two 
processes are equally probable:1”31
Incident Electron
Material Thickness
Havar 10.16 pm
Liquid Deuterium 1.5 cm
Ejected Electron and Proton
Deuterium 1.5 cm
Havar 10.16 pm
Kapton 0.0127 cm
Air 10.0 cm
Kevlar Shield 0.0305 cm
Kapton 0.0127 cm
Table 4.10 Materials which the 
incoming and outgoing electrons, 
and ejected proton passed.
_ 800 MeV
E = ----------c Z+12
4.66
where Z is the charge of the nucleus. For the electron energies of this experiment the 
radiative losses dominated for all of the material the electrons passed through, with the 
exception of the liquid hydrogen and deuterium. All other target materials are composed 
of much higher Z values or contain very little hydrogen and, therefore, have negligible 
collisional energy losses associated with them. Table 4.10 shows the materials that the 
electron passes through and their thickness’, after it enters the target chamber and that 
both the scattered electron and ejected
proton encounter as they leave the target 
and enter MEPS or OHIPS respectively. 
Only those materials that the electron or 
proton encounter before they are 
momentum-selected by the spectrometer 
magnets are important.
Particle e e' P
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
Hydrogen 0.946 0.923 2.017
Deuterium 0.652 0.635 1.512
Table 4.11 Most probable energy loss 
correction values for the incoming and 
outgoing electron and the ejected proton.
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In correcting for the energy losses it is important to calculate the most probable 
energy loss vs. the average energy loss. The first type of energy loss is the probability that 
an electron will lose some amount of energy, x, and is a radiative processes. Radiative 
process lead to a long radiate tail away from the central value of the electron energy (see 
figure 4.24) and as such does not change the most probable value of the energy. Radiative 
effects were minimized by placing a cut on the missing energy spectrum and, for the 
small missing energies of this experiment, the soft-photon radiative corrections canceled 
in calculations of the polarization observables.
The collisional losses are of the second type and are important as these losses shift 
the central value of the energy loss peak. To make these corrections the Bethe-Bloch 
equation was used which has been modified for relativistic electrons:
dE a \r 2 i Z z 2 = 4 k N  . r ,  m . c  r-
dx A t '  A p 2
In ^lm ec2y 2p2>' - P > - «
2
4.67
/
where r 2 is the classical radius of the electron, me is the mass of the electron, c is the 
speed of light, Z  is the target nucleus charge, A is the atomic mass of the target nucleus, I  
is the ionization constant and 8 is the density correction factor; see ref. 113 for more 
details. The typical corrections to the incoming and outgoing electron energies as well as 
the correction for the ejected proton for both hydrogen and deuterium are shown in table 
4.11.
For the proton only collisional losses were necessary to correct for as the protons 
were far too low in energy for radiative losses to contribute. These corrections also used 
the Bethe-Bloch equation which was incorporated into an energy loss program 
specifically designed for hadronic particles, RASP.11141 This program is based on 
published data.1"3,1151 For the proton the energy correction was dependent on the kinetic 
energy and a linear equation was used that correctly determined the energy loss for a 
given momentum. The energy correction for the ejected proton quoted in table 4.11 is the 
average value. Figure 4.24 shows the corrected missing energy spectrum for deuterium 
using the first kinematics of the experiment. The results reproduced the 2.2 MeV binding 
energy of deuterium.
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Figure 4.25 Figure (a) is a histogram of the sum of the helicity left and right 
events vs. (j)^ Figure (b) is a histogram of the difference between left and right 
helicity events vs. (j)^ for the q3 data. The solid line is a fit o f the form /lcos(0 + 
0O) where A = 86.5 and 0O = 41.3 (deg).
4.5.4 Background Subtraction
Shown in figure 4.25a is the histogram for the sum of the two helicity states for 
the accidental events and figure 4.25b shows the difference of the left and right helicities. 
The polarization due to the accidental background must be subtracted out of the data for 
correct results. These polarizations are due mainly to the (y,p) reaction.11161 The 
subtraction of accidentals for both the time-of-flight background and missing energy 
background was done by simply placing a gate around those events which were deemed 
acceptable. A restrictive missing energy gate was used to eliminate most of the 
accidentals (see dashed lines in figure 4.24).
For the time-of-flight cut three gates where used. The first was around the base of 
the real events and had within its boundaries both real (~99.6%) and accidental (~0.4%) 
events. The other two gates were placed on either side of the peak; these had pure 
accidental events and were used to measure the polarization of the accidentals. As 
mentioned earlier, this experiment had a very good signal to noise ratio (~250:1) so the 
contributions to the polarizations from the accidental events was very small. The 
extraction of the true physics polarization was possible because we had a measure of the 
pure accidentals. The product of the total number of events (A/~w ) in the ‘real’ gate and 
the measured polarization (P,olaj) is a combination of the accidental and real events:
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Figure 4.26 Histograms showing the recoil momentum for the neutron from 
deuterium and for hydrogen. The broadness of the deuterium peak is caused by 
the Fermi motion of the bound proton and neutron. For hydrogen this value 
should be a 8-fimction; discrepancies can be attributed to radiative effects from 
the incoming and scattered electron and the resolution of the spectrometers.
^total^total ^real^real ^p ea k  _accid^accidental 4.68
where accld is the number of accidental events which are under the real event peak and 
Pnal and Paccidentai the polarizations of the accidental and real events respectively. To 
find the total number of accidentals within the confines of the first gate the average 
number of accidental events per bin is multiplied by the width of the real gate:
^peak_accid ^accidentals /  ^  ^ *Wreal 4.69
The polarization of the accidentals is easily obtained and can now be extracted:
N  P  — N  Pp _ total* total 1 peakjaccid* accidental 
real xr
Kreal
4.70
where Nnal = Ntalar The polarization values obtained for both the real and
accidental events are discussed and tabulated in chapter 5.
4.5.5 Recoil Momentum Cut
The determination of the residual neutron’s recoil momentum was done so that a 
cut could be made on the raw deuterium data to avoid summing over an excessively large 
range of recoil momentum. The contributions to the polarizations due to the internal 
motion of the proton within deuterium are small for low internal momentum and thus
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Figure 4.27 Histograms showing the precession angle % for the two deuterium 
data points; (a) is for the g 2 = 0.38 (GeV/c) data and (b) is for the g 2 = 0.50 
(GeV/c) data
allow for a meaningful comparison between the deuterium and hydrogen (see chapter 2).
recoil is calculated from the momentum transfer of the electron and the final momentum
of the ejected proton and can be seen in Eq. 4.65. Figure 4.26 shows the Pncoa spectrum 
for both deuterium and hydrogen. The cut placed on deuterium was at 60 MeV/c, which 
caused a 8% reduction in the deuterium data.
4.6 Precession Angle (%) Calculation
As mentioned in chapter two, the three polarization components of the proton 
precessed in the magnets of OHEPS. To first order, this precession was due entirely to the 
dipole magnet and, as mentioned in chapter 2, caused the longitudinal and transverse 
components to precess through some angle X. This angle was calculated from the initial 
angle of the proton as it enters the spectrometer and the final angle as measured at the 
focal plane. Assuming that the incoming and outgoing angles lie in the same plane the 
initial directional vector of the proton is defined as
P,* = l    1 ~  , (tanQ , tan <|> ,l), 4.71
and the final directional vector is
1
^1 + tan2 0^  + tan2 ^
(tan0^,tamj)# ,l). 4.72
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Figure 4.28 ADC Spectrum for a typical run of Halo monitor #2 with the cut 
indicated by the dashed line. The second spectrum is the beam current monitor for 
the same run and the x-axis is in units of charge. The pedestal was due to the 
empty beam bursts {i.e. no charge) and accounted for 3% of the total beam bursts.
To get the total bend angle 0tenrf is a simple matter of taking the arc-cosine of the dot 
product between the two vectors:
4.73
this in turns is used in equation 2.53 from chapter 2 to give the precession angle X.
X = 8 tair [ f - l )  4.74
Shown in figure 4.27 are the X distributions for both @ points for deuterium. The 
broadness of the peak comes from the large entrance and exit angular range of OHIPS. A 
true comparison of the target polarization components involves a full Monte-Carlo o f the 
spectrometer magnetic elements and requires knowledge of the physics distribution which 
populates the acceptance of the spectrometer. This was done for this experiment and is 
discussed in chapter 5.
4.7 Beam Analysis
The raw data from Event 10 was used to measure the beam position at the target, 
the amount of beam halo, the total beam current delivered to the target and to monitor the 
random flipping of the beam helicity. The beam position data was only useful to insure 
that the beam was within the normal range of beam wandering.
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A cut was made on the 
Moller and Pivot halo monitor 
data was done to decrease the 
likelihood of bad events. As 
mentioned in chapter 3, the halo 
monitors were used to monitor 
the amount of background that was associated with the beam. This background could 
come from a number of different sources and was a measure of the beam mistiming. As a 
background it contributed to the inefficiencies of the wire chambers and spurious events 
which triggered the scintillators. Under normal operations the response of the PMT 
caused by the halo was kept below 20 mV. There were times however when it became 
bad enough to require beam position and steering adjustments to be made to bring the 
halo into acceptable limits. Since the halo was measured on a burst-by-burst basis it was 
possible to cut out those events which were likely to lead to corrupted data. Shown in 
figure 4.28a is a histogram of the Pivot halo monitor (the closest one to the target 
chamber) for a typical run. The cut is shown as a dotted line. As can be seen the cut is 
generous enough to allow most of the events to be analyzed. The real importance o f this 
cut is seen when the beam quality is very bad.
The amount of charge per helicity state was important because an excess amount 
of one type of helicity over the other would lead to false asymmetries in the sum o f the 
two helicity types. This in turn would lead to errors in the n-type and f-type polarizations 
at the target. Shown in figure 4.28b is the beam current profile for a typical run. Listed in 
 ^Table 4.12 are the beam related quantities of interest along with the average polarization 
for the two data sets.
4.8 Moller Analysis
The beam polarization, as mentioned in chapter 3, was measured using the Moller 
polarimeter. Shown in figure 4.29 are plots of the individual polarization measurements 
made for the two Q2 data points. The average polarization for the two Q2 points was 
determined by fitting a line with respect to time between each Moller measurement and
Quantity 0 2 = O.38 0 2 = O.5O
Charge (C) 1.7610 4.0632
Charge Left (C) 0.88029 2.0297
Charge Right (C) 0.88157 2.0335
Table 4.12 Table of beam-related quantities for 
the two deuterium data points.
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Figure 429  Plots o f the beam polarization for each of the daily Moller runs. 
Plot (a) is for the S2 = 0.38 (GeV/c) data and plot (b) is for the q3 g 2 = 0.50 
(GeV/c) data.141 The solid line in both graphs is the average beam polarization and 
the dashed lines indicate the rms variance in the measurements.
then calculating the beam polarization for each run between the two measurements. This 
beam polarization for each run was then multiplied by the total charge delivered to the 
target for that run. This product (Beam_polarization x Total_run_charge) was then added 
with all other the runs for each Q1 point and divided by the total charge for the Q1. In this 
way a weighted average of the beam helicity was found.
4.8.1 Mailer Uncertainties
There were several uncertainties associated with measuring the incident electron 
beam polarization.181 These errors are listed in table 4.13 and all errors are added in 
quadrature giving a total systematic error of 4.0%. An uncertainty associated with the 
laser spot position on the crystal was also assigned and this was taken as the rms variance 
of the measurements made. The values obtained for both the q2 and q3 data are listed in 
table 4.13. A final statistical uncertainty was assigned and was of order 3.1%. Adding 
these three uncertainties in quadrature gave a total error on the beam polarization of 
-7.5%.
Utilizing the hydrogen elastic scattering data it was possible to make a an 
independent measurement of the beam polarization (see chapter 5) which occurred 
simultaneously with data collecting. Measuring the polarization in this way indicated that 
there was an overall ~10% enhancement in the beam polarization as measured by the
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Moller. Because the uncertainty 
associated with the hydrogen data was 
smaller than the Moller data and it 
provided a continuos monitor, it was 
decided to use the values of the 
polarization obtained from the hydrogen 
data rather than what was obtained with 
the Moller. It should be noted that the 
two measurements agree within their 
respective error bars.
4.9 Deadtime Factors
Because this was a polarization 
measurement, which relied upon the 
difference between the helicity 
dependent proton polarizations as 
measured by the FPP, the absolute 
measurement of the helicity dependent 
cross-section was not necessary in order 
to extract the individual polarization 
coefficients. Furthermore the data which was stored to tape for later replay was assumed 
to have no correlation with the electron beam helicity. The following table lists the 
deadtimes associated with the data acquisition system.
The hardware live-time is a measure of how long the data acquisition system was 
free to take data. It includes all possible computer related delays (transfer of data, data 
processing/display, etc.) as well as the 4.1 msec readout time for an event 8 (real event), 
the 2.7 msec readout time associated with the event 4 (scaler readout), and the 0.300 msec 
readout time for event 10 (beam charge/position readout). The calculation of this fraction 
is done by dividing the total number of beam bursts which are readout (event 10 and) by 
the total number of beam burst which could have been readout. Table 4.14 lists the
Error Description Relative 
Error (%)
Beam Position 2.5
Signal to Background Ratio 1.5
Cl and C2 Detector Difference 1.8
Target Angle 1.5
Target Polarization 1.3
Intra-atomic Electron Motion 0.3
Helicity Correlations 0.2
q2 Moller Data
Total Systematic Uncertainty q2 4.0
RMS value of Scatter q2 5.5
Statistical Uncertainty q2 3.1
Total Uncertainty q2 7.5
q3 Moller Data
Total Systematic Uncertainty q3 4.0
RMS value of Scatter q3 5.0
Statistical Uncertainty q3 3.1
Total Uncertainty q2 7.1
Table 4.13 Uncertainties associated with 
the Moller. The rms variance for the two 
data sets is added in quadrature due to the 
defective nature of the GaAs crystal.
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Deadtime Description Q2 = 0.38 &  = 0.50
Hardware Live Time Fraction 91.5% 90.9%
Fraction Raw Pol. Events/Raw Coin 13.7% 14.8%
Fraction Good Pol. Events 13.6% 15.1%
Fraction Good MEPS 85.2% 85.3%
Fraction Passed and Pncoil 74.0% 71.4%
Fraction of Reals 99.1% 99.3%
Fraction of Accidentals 0.9% 0.6%
Table 4.14 Table of calculated dead-times for the two deuterium data points.
deadtimes and event fractions for both q2 and qy The live time is listed first and each 
subsequent line implies a further cut in the raw data.
There were a number o f preliminary checkout runs during 1993 and 1994. These 
checkout runs measured a number of different parameters to insure that the electronics 
was operating properly. As mentioned in chapter 3 the elastic lH(e,e') reaction was 
measured in both OHIPS and MEPS. The results obtained, after some initial adjustments 
to the hardware, where found to be within ~2% of the calculated value.
Extended target studies where performed to quantify the acceptance of the two 
spectrometers. These tests utilized a thin beryllium-oxide target which was slanted with 
respect to the incident electron beam. The results from these test were used in the 
determination of the OHIPS j v  matrix elements. They also indicated that MEPS would 
be unable to ‘see’ all of a 5 cm deuterium target cell whereas OHIPS could ‘see’ the 
entire cell. This lead to a reduction of the deuterium target cell to 3 cm and thus reduced 
the accidental rate in OHIPS and gave an improved signal to noise ratio. For the hydrogen 
target the cell size was not a problem as the signal to noise ratio was ~2000:1. The size of 
the cell that MEPS could effectively see was 2.4 cm.
To measure the contribution to the data from the target cell walls an empty target 
cell test was done. The results from this test showed that there were no measured 
coincidence events during a twenty-min run at an average current of 1 jiAmp for the 3 cm 
deuterium cell.
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4.10 Target Analysis
The two Basel Loop targets were 
operated for several weeks without any 
major problems. As mentioned in 
chapter 3, the read out of the 
temperature and pressure for each of the 
loops was done every 60 sec. during data taking. Table 4.15 shows the temperature and 
pressure for each cell for both Q2 points. Because this experiment was concerned with 
polarization observables target density fluctuates were not critical for an accurate 
measurement.
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Target cell Hydrogen Deuterium
Temperature 20.01 (K) 24.07 (K)
Pressure 15.2 (PSIA) 12.8 (PSIA)
Table 4.15 Table showing the 
temperature and pressure for the deuterium 
and hydrogen targets.
Chapter 5
Results and Concluding Remarks
As has been reported' in the preceding chapters, data were collected at two Q1 
values of 0.38 and 0.50 (GeV/c)2. In order to compare the data with the observables for 
the deuteron as calculated by Arenhovel and Van Orden a Monte-Carlo simulation of the 
experiment was done to take into account the experimental acceptance. This chapter 
discusses the final results obtained and offers some concluding remarks. Since the main 
thrust of this thesis is the comparison between the proton and the deuterium data at the 
top of the quasi-elastic peak, this chapter will discuss the hydrogen data alongside the 
deuterium data.
5.1 Acceptance Matching of the Theory
The acceptance matching of theoretical predictions to the experimental acceptance 
of this experiment was done using a number of programs. The generation of the polarized 
and unpolarized cross-section data for both the hydrogen and deuterium data was done 
using the calculations of Arenhovel170'1171 and Van Orden.[69] The spectrometer 
TRANSPORT matrix and spin precession maps for the tracking of the recoil protons 
through the OHIPS spectrometers were generated by COSY.11181 The cross-section 
calculations and the spectrometer transport maps were then used as input to MCEEP 
which generated the polarizations at the focal plane of OHIPS.1"91 These results were then 
compared to what was obtained experimentally at the focal plane. It was also possible to 
precess the experimental data through OHIPS back to the target and infer the target 
polarization results with those obtained from the theory.
149
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Figure 5.1 Flow chart showing the steps taken in the analysis.
To facilitate the comparison of the MCEEP simulations for hydrogen and 
deuterium to the extracted data, a flow chart is shown in figure 5.1. There are two 
branches, one for the extracted data and another for the MCEEP simulation. The most 
direct comparison of the data to the theoretical models of Arenhovel and Van Orden was 
to generate the helicity dependent polarization observables (DLT and Du ) and the induced 
polarization (P„) of the proton at the target and precess them through a model of the 
spectrometer (giving p„ and p^  and then relate the quantities,
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Px.
P«
MCEEP
MCEEP » and 5.1
The above ratios have several important characteristics; they are independent of the beam 
polarization (h) and the analyzing power (Ay) (both these quantities cancel in the ratio for 
the experimental data), helicity independent systematic errors are largely eliminated due 
to the way in which the polarizations are generated (see section 4.4.5); finally, a direct 
comparison is made between the model and the data if the model allows for adjustments 
to gp = \ipGg / .  The next two sections discuss these aspects in more detail for both 
the hydrogen and deuterium data.
MCEEP was developed by P. E. Ulmer and is a Monte-Carlo program which 
allows experimenters to model single-arm and coincidence-arm electron scattering 
experiments.11191 It was written specifically for electron scattering and includes several 
options which allow experimenters to model both the physics of the reaction of interest 
and the spectrometers themselves. It also is flexible enough ttrallow for new physics 
models to be incorporated, as was done for the analysis of this experiment, and the 
incorporation of spectrometer TRANSPORT and spin rotation matrices. As a Monte- 
Carlo program it uses a physics model to cross-section weight randomly selected 
kinematics {i.e. outgoing electron energies, in-plane and out-of-plane scattering angles as 
referenced to the lab frame, the outgoing nucleon momentum, and the in-plane and out- 
of-plane scattering angles of the nucleon). The MCEEP input decks for hydrogen and 
deuterium are listed in appendix E.
From the input deck, MCEEP sets the ranges over which to generate the random 
electron and nucleon kinematics. These kinematics are then fed into a physics modeling 
program. The final output is contained in a summary file which lists the input parameters, 
any user specified histograms and cuts, various kinematical quantities as determined from 
the physics models and the acceptance of the spectrometers, and the cross-section and 
event rate. The program also allows for the inclusion of accidental events via the {e,e')
5.1.1 MCEEP
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and (ej?) single codes of J. W. Lightbody and J. S. O’Connell.11201 This was not used for 
the MCEEP simulation for this experiment, as background rates, after all cuts made, were 
negligible for this experiment and were corrected for in the experimental data before the 
comparison to the theory was made.
The kinematic input parameters and parameter ranges used in MCEEP were 
determined from the real data. Both a TRANSPORT and spin precession matrix were 
incorporated as part of the spectrometer analysis as well as physics models from 
Arenhovel and Van Orden. MCEEP allowed for the full evaluation of the proton’s spin as 
generated by these two models.
5.1.2 COSY
The determination of the 
spectrometer matrix and spin precession 
elements was done using COSY 
INFINITY.11181 This program is an 
arbitrary order physics code which 
allows experimenters to model magnetic 
elements used for beam transport 
systems. In the present case the “beam” 
consisted of the protons through the 
magnetic elements of OHIPS. COSY 
allowed for both the determination of the transport of the protons through the magnetic 
elements of OHIPS and the precession of the spin of the proton. The contributions from 
the quadrupole precession are minimal for the kinematics of this experiment.
As discussed in chapter 3, the magnetic elements in OHIPS were two identical 
quadrupole magnets followed by a large bore dipole magnet. Table 5.1 lists the physical 
dimensions and placement of these elements. Also of importance was a 3.8 mrad yaw of 
the two quadrupoles in the y-direction. This yaw was responsible for the large offset of 
yfoc. There was also a 9.6 mrad offset of %foc which was incorporated as well.
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Element H x W (cm) Length (cm)
Q1 (Bore) 15.24 70.80
Q2 (Bore) 15.24 70.80
Dipole 20.0 x 9.2 399.00
Drift Distances (cm)
Target - Q2 160.0
Q1-Q2 13.07
Q2-Dipole 51.30
Dipole-Focal Plane 162.6
Table 5.1 Physical parameters of the 
OHIPS magnet elements used for the COSY 
model.
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5.1.3 Acceptance Averaging of Arenhovel’s and Van Orden’s Theories
The calculations which were done by Arenhovel, utilized the Paris potential and 
the dipole fit for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors. Arenhovel provided a set of 
data files which had all eighteen of the response functions with respect to electron beam 
energy (s), the energy of the scattered electron (s'), the electron scattering angle (0J and 
the opening angle (0W) between the outgoing proton and the momentum of the virtual 
photon (q). The incident beam energy for this experiment fluctuated very little, (579.47 - 
580.90 (MeV)) and thus was held constant in the simulation at the average value at the 
center of the deuterium target (579.0 (MeV)).[1211 The other variables, s', 0, and 9^, were 
used to form a grid which was used to extract values for the individual response 
functions. The values for the response 
functions were generated by using a 
three-level interpolation routine.11221 The 
particular equations used were discussed 
in chapter 2 and are not repeated here 
(Eq. 2.39 - 2.45). The values of the 
variables s’, 0e and 0W were allowed to 
range across the entire acceptance of the 
two spectrometers as generated by 
MCEEP and are listed for both Q1 points in table 5.2.
Having all eighteen of the response functions allowed for the complete 
determination of the helicity dependent and helicity independent cross-sections. In near 
parallel kinematics (i.e. when detecting the proton along the direction of q) all possible 
values of <(>x are allowed, so this variable was varied from 0 to 360° (note that at parallel 
kinematics ^z). The individual polarizations for the recoil proton were determined for 
each event generated by MCEEP. By then performing an appropriate set of rotations from 
the instantaneous-reaction-frame to the lab-frame and then to the spectrometer-frame, the 
polarizations at the target were determined. By then utilizing a second order 
TRANSPORT matrix and a third order spin precession matrix, as generated by COSY,
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Variable Range
Kin. Point g 2 = 0.38 g 2 = 0.50
s' (MeV) 300 - 330 278 - 330
0e(deg) 77.0 - 89.0 108-120
(deg) 0.0 - 20.0 0.0 - 20.0
<f>x (deg) 0.0 - 360.0 0.0 - 360.0
Table 5.2 Variables used to acceptance- 
average the Arenhovel model.
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g 2 = 0.38 (GeV/cf  Deuterium (q j
2, A„ A, Ratio
Arenhovel 1 0.0 0.0 4.51 x 10‘2 -1.42 x lO'1 3.14
Arenhovel 2 -3.15 x 10** 2.63 x 10 s 4.53 x lO'2 -1.41 x lO'1 -3.11
Arenhovel 3 -3.44 x 10'1 3.30 x lO'5 4.55 x 10’2 -1.41 x lO'1 -3.10
Van Orden 0.0 0.0 4.51 x lO'2 -1.42 x lO'1 -3.14
Experiment -1.32 x 10'3 5.04 x lO3 4.29 x lO'2 -1.39 x lO'1 -3.19
Stat. Uncert. ±4.1 x 10'* ±4.1 x LO'3 ±4.1 x lO3 ±4.2 x lO’3 ± 3.2 x 10"1
Q1 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2 Deuterium (q3)
2, 4, A, Ratio
Arenhovel 1 0.0 0.0 1.05 x 10‘1 -1.12 x lO'1 -1.07
Arenhovel 2 -3.71 x 10"4 1.44 x 10-4 1.05 x 101 -1.11 x 10‘ -1.06
Arenhovel 3 -3.65 x 10-4 3.10 x 10-4 1.05 x lO’1 -1.11 x 10l -1.05
Van Orden 0.0 0.0 1.05 x 10*‘ -1.12 x lO'1 -1.07
Experiment 3.98 x 10'3 -1.10 x lO'3 -1.00 x 10 l -1.13 x 10l -1.13
Stat. Uncert. ±4.7 x 10"3 ±4.7 x 10'3 ±4.7 x lO'3 ±4.7 x lO’3 ±5.11 x lO'2
Table 5.3 The acceptance-averaged theoretical values of ArenhQvel and Van 
Orden at the focal plane of OHIPS along with the experimental data for the two 
deuterium data points. The numbers displayed for the models of Arenhovel and 
Van Orden use gp = 1 and the beam helicity as determined by the hydrogen data. 
The uncertainties shown for the real data are statistical only
the target polarizations were precessed through the spectrometer and the values at the 
focal plane were determined. Taking the ratio of p„ and p, gave a ratio independent of the 
analyzing power (Ay) and the beam polarization (h) which could be directly compared to 
the same ratio determined from the experimental data.
The PWIA model with relativistic corrections of Van Orden was also utilized and 
the same analysis was done using it as well (the equations used here are Eq. 2.31 - 2.37). 
Because both Van Orden and Arenhovel also calculated PWIA quantities, it was 
important to see that they both gave the same answer as a consistency check. The 
disagreement between the two was found to be less than 0.5%. The off-mass shell 
corrections were estimated to contribute less than 0.1% to the polarization observables.
For both theories the helicity dependent terms were used to determine the ratio, 
p/p„. For the real data, the differences ( A, and A„ ) of the two helicity types (hL and
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were determined,
A ^  P, ( hL) - p , ( h g ) a n d  5 9
2 2
The helicity independent terms cancel in the difference and hence the systematic 
uncertainties are largely canceled. The sums (I, and Z J were determined as well,
£  = M !L i3 ± P J J ± r 1  ^  £  _  Pn(.hL) + p M r )  5 3
2 2
and are a measure of the helicity independent target polarizations (i.e. P„ ~EX). For the
hydrogen data the sums should be zero. Any deviations from zero found for the hydrogen
data can be attributed to systematic effects and were removed as described in chapter 4
(section 4.4.5).
Shown in table 5.3 are the acceptance averaged values of A„ A„, I„ and E„ for the 
theories of Arenhovel and Van Orden, and the experimental values for these quantities. 
The experimental data were corrected for the background events (see section 5.1.8). For 
Arenhovel, there are three different values which correspond to: A) a relativistic Plane- 
Wave-Impulse-Approximation calculation, PWIA-RC; B) PWIA-RC with FSI; C) 
PWIA-RC with FSI, MEC and IC. The inclusion of FSI, MEC and IC have negligible 
effects as anticipated for these kinematics. As can be seen there is good agreement (< 1%) 
for the value of the ratio gp between the two PWIA calculations and the experimental data 
for the q2 data. The models and the q3 data also agree within the statistical uncertainty. 
The values used for the electron beam polarization in the MCEEP simulation were 
determined by the hydrogen data (see section 5.1.6).
5.1.4 Acceptance Matching for the Hydrogen Data
Utilizing the simple elastic scattering formalism (Eq. 2.21) to determine the 
helicity dependent polarization observables in MCEEP, allowed for theoretical averaging 
of the hydrogen data as well. The results for both g 2 points are listed in table 5.4 along 
with the experimental results. For the q2 data there is very good agreement with the 
elastic scattering PWIA model for gp = 1. For the q3 data the experimental agreement is 
good as well forgp = 1.
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Q1 = 0.38 (GeV/c)2 Hydrogen (q^
2, A„ A, Ratio
Elastic 0.0 0.0 4.53 x 10'2 -1.41 x 101 -3.11
Experiment 5.9 x lO"6 1.78 x 10'5 4.51 x 10‘2 -1.36 x 10‘1 -3.02
StaL Uncert ±2.1 x 10'3 ±2.1 x 10^ ±2.1 xlO'3 ±2.1 xlO'3 ± 1.5 x lO'1
Q2 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2 Hydrogen (q3)
2n 2, A, A, Ratio
Van Orden 0.0 0.0 1.07 x lO'4 -1.11 x 10'1 -1.04
Experiment -1.79 x 10-4 1.66 x 10-4 1.06 x 10l -1.14 x lO'1 -1.08
StaL Uncert. ± 3.7 x 10"3 ±3.7 x 10‘3 ±3.7 x lO’3 ± 3.7 x 10'3 ±5.1 x lO’2
Table 5.4 The acceptance-averaged theoretical values for the hydrogen 
elastic scattering data using gp = 1 and the measured results. Note that the values 
for E„ and Z, are very small as is expected and indicates good control of the 
systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties for the real data are statistical only. 
The theoretical formalism used was taken from reference 59.
5.1.5 Determination of Best Value for gp
The formulation used by both Van Orden and the elastic scattering formalism 
allowed internal changes to be made to the individual response functions and as such it 
was possible to alter the value gp and determine the result of the ratio at the focal plane as 
a function of gp. To make these changes it was necessary to rewrite the F t and F2 form 
factors of the proton as a function of gp. The changes are as follows:
Q 2 V 2G pDipole
F\ =
F p
=  11 +
0.7 \(GeV / c)2
\
+ x
f  \ f
\ K pJ
»pGP 
\
Dipole
l -
X +  1 
Sp
, and,
VpJ
G pDipole
5.4
x +1
where g p = —vpG!
Gp Using this formulation the two form factors, and G PM, are
written as
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Figure 5.2 Plots of the ratio of the focal plane polarizations vs. the value of gp 
for the two deuterium Q2 points. The vertical error bars represent the statistical 
uncertainty on the focal plane ratio whereas the horizontal bars indicate the 
corresponding uncertainty in gp.
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Figure 5.3 Plots of the ratio of the focal plane polarizations vs. the value of gp 
for the two Hydrogen Q2 points. The vertical error bars represent the statistical 
uncertainty on the focal plane ratio whereas the horizontal bars indicate the 
corresponding uncertainty in gp.
G | = F S - tF /  =
p  D ipole’
g PG pu 5.5
Figure 5.2 shows the results of these calculation of the focal plane ratio for deuterium. 
Plotted is the focal plane ratio vs. gp. The experimental data is plotted with the associated 
error bars (vertical) and the horizontal bars indicate the range in gp which were 
encompassed by the error bars. The same analysis of gp was done for hydrogen and the
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results are shown in figure 5.3.
5.1.6 Determination of the Beam Polarization from the Hydrogen Data
As mentioned in chapter 4, the beam polarization as measured by the Moller 
polarimeter was higher than the beam polarization as measured by the hydrogen data. 
There were three possible causes for this result: the beam polarization as measured by the 
Moller incorrectly sampled the average polarization, the analyzing power was too large 
and thus in forming A„ and Ar from the focal plane polarizations there was a lowering of 
these two terms, the last option would be that new physics was being seen. Of the three 
possible causes the most likely one was the faulty GaAs crystal. The analyzing power, as 
discussed in chapter 4, has uncertainties
associated with it of order 2%. From the 
hydrogen data the aspect of new physics 
was ruled out as the elastic scattering 
process is well understood. The Moller 
data clearly showed large fluctuations 
due to movement of the laser spot on the 
GaAs crystal. Therefore extraction of 
the beam helicity from the FPP was 
deemed to be more reliable and these 
results were used for the deuterium data.
Q2 = 0.38 (GeV/c)2 Hydrogen (q2)
Hydrogen Data 0.273+0.010
Moller 0.307 ±0.023
Q2 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2 Hydrogen (<?-,)
Hydrogen Data 0.261 ±0.010
Mailer 0.282 ±0.020
Table 5.5 The Beam Polarization 
measured by elastic hydrogen scattering and 
the Moller polarimeter.
After the best value of gp for hydrogen was found it was then used to determine 
the individual values of p„ and p, using MCEEP. By determining the ratio of the 
experimental values (Af and A„) with those determined from the MCEEP simulation for a 
100% polarized beam, two values of the beam helicity were found,
A, , . . A .h‘ =
Pt
MCEEP and h" = _  MCEEP
Pn
5.6
where h‘ and hn are two separate measures of the beam helicity and hence should be the 
same, and indeed they were to < 1.0 %. The results obtained for both hydrogen Q2 points 
are listed in table 5.5 where the average of h! and hn is shown. The values determined
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from the deuterium data using the 
quasi-elastic limit, were in excellent 
agreement with the hydrogen results.
The values of the beam polarization as 
determined from the hydrogen data 
were used for the deuterium MCEEP 
calculations.
5.1.7 Point Acceptance
To check that the effects of the 
finite acceptance matching were small, the acceptance of OHIPS was restricted to 4.4 
mrad times 18.0 mrad (i.e. 100 times smaller) for both the hydrogen and deuterium data. 
The results are shown in table 5.6 and result in a ~2.0% correction for both the hydrogen 
and deuterium data. The finite acceptance effects were not a major contribution to the 
systematic uncertainties of this experiment. However spin effects can be more significant 
at higher £? due to the dependence on y (see Eq. 2.53).
5.1.8 Accidental Subtraction
The subtraction of the polarization due to the accidental events was important for 
the deuterium data (the hydrogen data did not require an accidental subtraction). The 
calculations and the description of the process were discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.5.4). 
The measured polarizations of the accidentals are shown in table 5.7. The statistical
g 2 = 0.38 (GeV/c)2 Deuterium Accidental Data (q j
2, A A
Accidentals 3.62 x 10'2 3.32 x 10*3 3.37 x 10* -6.10 x 102
Stat. Uncert. ±  1.66 x lO'2 ± 1.66 x lO'2 ± 1.66 x 10'* ± 1.66 x 10'2
Q2 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2 Deuterium Accidental Data (q3)
Accidentals 1.30 x lO’1 -3.81 x lO’2 1.07 x 10’1 -6.25 x 10'2
Stat Uncert ± 3.48 x 10'2 ±3.48 x lO'2 ±3.48 x 10'2 ± 3.48 x 10'2
Table 5.7 The polarization of the accidental background for the two
deuterium data sets.
Q1 = 0.38 (GeV/c)2 Focal Plane Ratio (p/p„)
Data Set Full Point
Hydrogen q2 -3.105 -3.045
Deuterium q2 -3.025 -3.085
g 2 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2 Focal Plane Ratio (p/pn)
DataSet FuU Point
Hydrogen q3 -1.066 -1.041
Deuterium q3 -1.081 -1.055
Table 5.6 T le effect ol• acceptance
averaging Van Orden’s PWIA
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uncertainties were large due to the small 
number o f events which passed the 
time-of-flight cut and the missing 
energy cut. The subtraction of the 
accidentals changed the polarization 
values by < 0.5 % for both Q2 points.
5.2 Uncertainties
As with any measurement, this 
experiment had systematic uncertainties 
as well as statistical uncertainties 
associated with it. This section covers 
those uncertainties which could be 
calculated. Kinematic and spectrometer 
uncertainties were fed into the MCEEP code to determine the significance of the results.
5.2.1 Kinematic Uncertainties
The kinematic uncertainties included the electron beam position at the target (the 
width in the vertical and horizontal directions, the spread in the beam energy, the angular 
resolutions at the OHIPS focal plane of 9/oc and §foc as well as 9(ar and at the target, 
and the offsets for 0/oc and <t>/oc. Table 5.8 shows these values with their associated 
uncertainties. To propagate the uncertainties for gp and the individual observables (Du , 
Dlt and P J  by each of these quantities, the input to MCEEP was adjusted. The range in 
the beam energy was found from the 
ECS chicane magnet readings which 
were accurate to ± 0.3%. The values as 
given by the chicane ranged from 579.5 
- 580.9 MeV during both the q2 and q3 
runs. By incorporating the ranges in the 
MCEEP input files it was possible to
Beam and Spectrometer Uncertainties
Beam Position x  (cm) 0.0+1.0
Beam Position y  (cm) 0.0 + 0.5
Quadrupole yaw (mrad) 3.8 ±1.0
Table 5.9 Uncertainties associated with 
the beam position and Quadrupole yaw 
angle.
(2Z = 0.38 (GeV/c)2
Variable Value
Beam Energy (MeV) 579.4 ±2.0
Qfoc OHIPS (mrad) 9.6 ±2.0
fyfoc OHIPS (mrad) 1.6 ±2.0
4U- OHIPS (deg.) 35.24 ±0.10
G^MEPS (deg.) 82.72 ±0.10
e 2 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2
Beam Energy (MeV) 579.4 ±2.0
Qroc OHIPS (mrad) 9.6 ±2.0
4>/bc OHIPS (mrad) 1.6 ±2.0
<jw OHIPS (deg.) 22.07 ±0.10
O^MEPS (deg.) 113.66 ±0.10
Table 5.8 Uncertainties associated with
kinematic variables.
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find the changes in the observed quantities 
with respect to variations of the input 
variables. These changes were then treated 
as uncorrelated errors and added in 
quadrature to obtain the systematic errors.
5.2.2 Spectrometer Uncertainties
Uncertainties were also associated 
with the alignment of the spectrometer 
magnetic elements and the alignment of the 
beam position. These are listed in table 5.9.
Table 5.10 shows the systematic and 
statistical uncertainties and the total 
uncertainty for the two deuterium data points. The uncertainties for the hydrogen data 
were comparable to those found for deuterium and these are uncertainties are shown in 
table 5.10 as well.
5.3 The Results for Hydrogen and Deuterium
The values obtained for gp in the low (£  regime, are shown plotted in figure 5.4 
with several other sets of data. These other sets of data were obtained using standard 
Rosenbluth separation technique. The present deuterium data are the large solid diamonds 
and the hydrogen data are the large inverted solid triangles. The other data points are 
from HOhler11231 (small open circles), Janssens[l24] (the x’s), and BarteP1 (small open 
squares). The theoretical fits are as follows: the solid line is the Dipole fit, the long 
dashed line is from Blatnik and Zovko[I25], the short dash line is the Gari-Krumpelmann 
fit1371 and the dotted dashed line is the Mainz fit11261. The calculated results for both 
hydrogen and deuterium are shown in table 5.11. Shown graphically in figure 5.5 are the 
three polarisation observables, DLT and P„ with associated error bars. These values 
were obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation utilizing the measured values of gp {i.e. 
Du  and DLT are defined in terms of gp). Also shown in the figure is the acceptance
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Deuterium
Q1 (GeV/c)i 0.38 0.50
Beam Energy (MeV) 2.43% 2.81%
<j>/ar MEPS (mrad) 0.72% 0.41%
(j)  ^OHIPS (mrad) 0.42% 0.49%
Qroc OHIPS (mrad) 0.41% 0.44%
§roc OHIPS (mrad) 0.56% 0.58%
Beam Position* 0.02% 0.02%
Beam Position y 0.05% 0.06%
Quadrupole yaw 0.33% 0.34%
Sys. Uncert. 2.68% 2.98%
Statistical Uncert. 10.02% 6.21%
Total Uncert. 10.38% 6.88%
Table 5.10 Uncertainties associated 
with the two deuterium Q2 points.
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Figure 5.4 Plot o f the ratio gp = jxG§ jG PM for hydrogen and deuterium with a
subset of the World’s low-Q2 data. The deuterium data are the large solid 
diamonds and the hydrogen data are the large inverted solid triangles. The other 
data points were measured using the standard Rosenbluth Separation Technique 
and are from Hohler11231 (small open circles), Janssens11241 (the x’s), and Bartel1321 
(small open squares). The theoretical fits are as follows: the solid line is the 
Dipole fit, the long dashed line is from Blatnik and Zovko[125], the short dash line 
is the Gari-Krumpelmann fit1371 and the dotted dashed line is the Mainz fit.[126]
averaged PWIA elastic scattering formalism of Arnold, Carlson and Gross, with gp = 1.0. 
To aid in the presentation of the data DLT> which is negative, is shown multiplied by -1, 
and P„ is shown multiplied by 10.
The experimental values shown here have been extracted from figures 5.2 and 5.3 
using the beam polarization derived from the hydrogen data. The inner error bars are the 
statistical error bars and the outer are the statistical and systematic errors added in 
quadrature. As can be seen from the plot the data are consistent with each other within 
error bars and with model expectations.
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Figure 5.5 Plot of the acceptance averaged polarization observables, Du , DLT
and Pn, for both Q1 points for deuterium (circles) and hydrogen (triangles). The 
lines are the acceptance matched PWIA model of Van Orden with gp = 1.0. Note 
that to aid in the visual representation DLT has been multiplied by -1 and to better 
show the P„ values they have been multiplied by 10. The error bars shown are 
statistical (inner) and systematic + statistical (outer).
5.4 Pitfalls and Improvements
There were a number of problems which prevented a better measurement. 
Foremost among the problems was the low electron beam polarization and the laser spot 
position-dependence of the beams polarization. Although the ratio is independent o f the 
polarization, the individual polarizations at the target, p„ p, and p„, are dependent on the 
product of h times Ay The statistical errors for the ratio are directly related to the 
polarizations at the focal plane, (i.e. the larger the polarizations the smaller the statistical 
uncertainty).
As mentioned earlier the beam polarization was low (~28-30%), even by 
standards of subsequent experiments. This was due almost entirely to a defective bulk
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e 2 = 0.38 (GeV/c)2
Target Hydrogen Deuterium
Total Counts 1,680,359 466,740
Du 0.652 ± 0.032 ±0.002 0.642 ±0.063 ±0.002
d lt -0.511 ±0.025 ±0.002 -0.514 ±0.051 ±0.002
Pn -5.48 x 10-4 ± 0.0030 ±  0.002 -1.92x 10*3± 0.0057 ±0.002
VO i/O i, 0.969 ±0.048 ±0.015 1.047 ±0.101 ±0.014
0 2 = 0.50 (GeV/c)2
Target Hydrogen Deuterium
Total Counts 505,490 325,638
Du 0.857 ±0.014 ±0.002 0.857 ±0.014 ±0.002
Dlt -0.438 ±0.020 ±0.002 -0.436 ± 0.020 ±0.002
Pn 1.88 x 10"* ±  0.0052 ±  0.002 -4.99 x 10‘3 ± 0.0057 ± 0.002
v G llG l 1.031 ±0.048 ±0.033 1.032 ± 0.062 ± 0.030
Table 5.11 Tabulated results used in previous graphs for hydrogen and 
deuterium. The values of D^, DLT) and Pn were extracted from Van Orden’s 
PWIA theoretical model. The first error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty 
and 2nd error bars represent the systematic errors.
GaAs crystal which had large position sensitivities.1*1 Before data-taking began it was 
found that the polarization of the electrons from the GaAs crystal was dependent on the 
laser spot position on the crystal itself. Coupled with this problem were occasional laser 
power-source outages. These outages caused the laser spot position to move and hence 
additional Moller measurements were necessary.
The GaAs crystal was replaced during the l2C(e,e'p) experiment and the new 
crystal was found to be much more reliable and gave polarizations of 37-41%.[81 This 
level of polarization was consistent with experimental expectations for a bulk GaAs 
crystal. A nondestructive monitoring technique, which was not available at Bates, could 
have utilized Compton scattering to measure beam polarization fluctuations. As such it 
would allow for continuous monitoring of the beam polarization. Using such as system 
would have helped immensely when using the position-dependent crystal. The internal
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calibration of the FPP effectively gives such a continuous monitor for the kinematics of 
this experiment.
Good knowledge of the spectrometer optics is critical to understand the 
polarization results obtained when using a focal plane polarimeter. Such knowledge can 
be gained by a series of three important procedures. The first is the mapping of the 
magnetic fields for each of the magnetic elements used in the spectrometer. The second is 
the accurate placement and alignment of the elements with respect to one another to 
ensure that a good model of the complete spectrometer is possible. The third is taking 
sieve slit data to verify, and if necessary, adjust the parameters which have been 
generated by the spectrometer model. Unfortunately, the quadrupoles and dipole for 
OHIPS had not been mapped prior to this experiment. Furthermore, the support structure 
for the quadrupoles was not well engineered and during spectrometer moves the structure 
was seen to sway by as much as 1 cm.1**1 For this experiment it was possible to use a good 
quality sieve slit built explicitly for OHIPS; this insured that reconstruction of the target 
coordinates was possible with better accuracy than in previous experiments.
Accurate placement of the chambers is essential for correct track reconstruction. 
Accurate physical alignment insured that residual alignment of the chambers via software 
was possible (the physical alignment of the device was done over a six week period and is 
described in appendix A). However, the removal of a chamber disrupted the physical 
alignment enough to require new software alignment. During the course of data taking all 
of the chambers were removed and two of them replaced with spare chambers. This 
aspect could be addressed by constructing a better support structure for the accurate 
removal and replacement of the chambers and performing good surveying both before 
and after replacement. To do good alignment in software required a large number of 
straight through tracks with the carbon block taken out It would be advantageous to take 
several hours of straight through data without the carbon block before, during and after
During the course of this experiment a total o f five crystals were tried over a seven month period before the crystal in 
question was finally accepted• •
The OHIPS quadrupole support structure has since been replaced and the quadrupoles have been mapped as well.
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data taking. This assumes that removal and insertion of the carbon block analyzer can be 
accomplished quickly and safely (~10 min). Carbon removal at Bates was very risky. 
Fear of substantial chamber damage precluded more than one run of straight-throughs 
during data taking.
Background corruption of the FPP wire chamber data reduced the data acquisition 
rate by ~30%. This was due almost entirely to excessive background rates, which would 
have been reduced had the shielding hut walls, ceiling and floor been thicker. In the past 
the OHIPS hut walls were one meter thick and while this thickness was more than 
adequate in reducing the background rate it made OHIPS top heavy and hence 
structurally unsound. With the inclusion of the FPP the shielding hut and platform was 
redesigned and the wall thickness was reduced down to 50 cm to comply with local safety 
codes. This, of course, brought about the adverse effect of increased background rates. To 
reduce these rates thicker walls or perhaps additional four foot high walls within the hut 
would be required.
The high corruption rate of the OHIPS VDCx data due to background events, and 
the further limitations of the delay-line system, caused the number of useful events to be 
reduced by a factor of two. For these reasons it was decided to utilize the OHIPS VDCx 
data if it was analyzable but not require it for good events. By so doing, the amount of 
usable data was increased by a factor of two at the expense of the angular resolution. 
This problem could be solved with the inclusion of a second VDCx chamber at the focal 
plane for redundancy, using a higher beam duty factor, and using a non multiplex readout 
system. Furthermore, an additional large chamber within the FPP would add redundancy, 
which would increase the number of analyzable events after the second scattering in the 
carbon block analyzer.
5.5 The Future of Recoil Polarization at TJNAF
There are two experiments proposed at TJNAF which are directly related to the 
experiment covered by this thesis and a third which deals with the analogous experiment 
on the neutron. Two of these experiments will utilize the Focal Plane Polarimeter that is 
being installed as of the writing of this thesis. Figure 5.6 shows the Hall A Focal Plane
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Polarrneler Wire 
Chambers (HDC's)
Polarimeter which has been built 
by a William and Mary and 
Rutgers Collaboration. The device 
is mounted atop the hadron arm 
spectrometer and provides full 
coverage of the focal plane up to 
20° scattering events in the carbon 
block analyzer. The carbon 
analyzer thickness can be varied 
from 2 - 60  cm.
This polarimeter has two 
front and two back wire chambers 
in exactly the same manner as the 
MIT-Bates FPP. The wire 
chambers themselves are 
constructed from six levels of 
crisscrossed strawtubes. Unlike 
the Bates FPP these tubes are 
read-out using TDC’s and thus 
provide much better resolution 
than MWPC’s. Because TJNAF is 
a 100% duty factor machine it is 
unnecessary to have a Small- 
Angle-Rejection-System as was figure 5.7
SchtUalor 3 
Carbon Analyzer
Focal Plane 
Schlilalor 2 
CO 2 Cerenkov
I*Aerogel Cerenko* 
Sdndlator 1 
Vertical Drill Charters
Figure 5.6 Schematic of the Focal Plane with 
proton Polarimeter at TJNAF.
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Plot of G§ vs. Q1 with projected 
error bars for the eight points which will be 
instrumented at Bates. This, measured at TJNAF.11281 The error bars assume
coupled with the very fast readout 80.0% electron beam polarization. Also included is
data from references 31 and 32.
times for VME (10 times faster
than comparable CAMAC systems), will allow experiments to make software cuts on the 
p - 2 C scattering data and thus avoid instrumental asymmetries associated with a hardware
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■Lead-Steel Wall
Mineral Oil 
Scintillators
Dipole Magnet
Ihielding hut
Figure 5.8 Schematic of the Madey Neutron Polarimeter with dipole magnet to 
precess the longitudinal polarization o f the neutron into the transverse polarization 
direction. It will therefore measure two types of polarization rather than just one.[l271
cut on the data.
Experiment PR-93-027, Electric Form Factor o f  the Proton by Recoil 
Polarization, will be the commissioning experiment for the Focal Plane Polarimeter.1'281 
This experiment will use the p(e,e’p )  reaction at elastic kinematics to measure the 
electric form factor of the proton out to very high momentum transfer (Q2 = 0.50 - 4.53 
(GeV/c)2) with very high statistics. The experiment has been planned so that very low 
statistical uncertainties are possible (i.e. 1% statistical uncertainty for the low Q2 points 
increasing to ~4% for the very highest Q2 points). The projected results are plotted in 
figure 5.6. This endeavor will significantly improve out knowledge of the proton electric 
form factor.
Experiment PR-89-028, Polarization Transfer Measurements in the d(e,e'p)n 
Reaction, will probe the polarization observables o f the proton over a large range of 
kinematics.11291 These kinematics include both parallel and off-parallel kinematics. The 
parallel kinematic points include measurements o f the polarization observables with 
respect to and as such will extend the range of (T2 of the experiment described in this 
thesis from Q2 = 0.50 to 2.00 (GeV/c)2. The proposal also calls for measurements to be
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made away from parallel kinematics on 
either side of the momentum transfer 
direction out to 300 MeV/c in steps of 50 
MeV/c. This component of the 
experiment will allow the separation of 
response functions which are even and 
odd with respect to <j>x.
The analogous experiment on the
neutron, d(e,e'n)p, will also be done at Figure5.9 Plot of GJ vs. for the two 
TJNAF in the next few years.(I27] This points which will be measured at TJNAF.
measurement should reduce the error bars
by at least a factor of 5 over those measured at MIT-Bates in 1991. The bulk of this 
decrease is due to higher electron beam polarization (~ 80%) and the 100% duty factor at 
TJNAF. Gains will also result from the increased detector solid angle and increased target 
thickness to be used.
Shown in figure 5.8 is a schematic layout of the new neutron polarimeter built by 
Madey et a/.11271 It consists of a front set of four mineral oil scintillators followed by two 
banks of mineral oil scintillators, one above and one below the first set of scintillators. 
The incoming neutrons scatter and are detected in one of the front detectors and then are 
subsequently detected in one o f the two banks of scintillators in back. A lead-steel wall in 
the front will reduce the flux of charged particles, (e, p, jc+/‘). The entire structure is 
housed in a high density concrete hut. A further enhancement will be the use of a dipole 
magnet in front of the front detector shielding wall. This magnet will precess the 
longitudinal polarization component of the outgoing neutron into the normal component 
plane and thus two of the three possible polarization observables will be measured. 
Shown in figure 5.9 are the projected error bars for GnE vs. Q1 for the two kinematic 
points which will be measured.
0.06
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5.6 Summary
This experiment measured the ratio (gp of the nucleon form factors, G | and GPM, 
for hydrogen, using the elastic electron reaction p(e,e'p), and deuterium at small recoil 
momentum, using the quasi-elastic electron reaction d(e,e’p ), and measuring the final 
polarization of the ejected proton. Two Q1 points were measured for both the hydrogen 
and deuterium and the data taking for both nuclei was interleaved to reduce systematic 
effects. The experimental ratio obtained from the hydrogen and deuterium data for both 
Q1 points shows good agreement with one another, as was anticipated from the onset of 
this experiment. This agreement shows that for the deuterium data at small recoil 
momentum it is unnecessary to include such reaction mechanisms as final state 
interactions (FSI), meson exchange currents (MEC), and isobar configurations (IC), 
within the experimental uncertainty of the data.
The measured value of gp for both the hydrogen and deuterium data also agrees 
well with appropriate theoretical models; the simple elastic scattering model of Arnold, 
Carlson, and Gross for the hydrogen data, and the PWIA models of Van Orden and 
Arenhovel for the deuterium data. The theoretical models for the deuteron and the ratio 
for the deuterium data show that contributions from FSI, MEC, and IC are negligible.
Furthermore, the direct comparison of the deuterium results to the hydrogen 
results for gp, show that the Plane-Wave-Impulse-Approximation is adequate in 
describing proton knockout from the deuteron at quasi-free kinematics. This gives good 
footing for the analogous experiment on the neutron (i.e. d(e,e'p)) at quasi-elastic 
kinematics, as such experiment also assume that contributions from FSI, MEC, and IC 
are negligible. This assumption is critical if a true measure of the electric form factor of 
the neutron is to be made utilizing recoil polarization techniques.
This experiment also showed that recoil polarization techniques provide a second 
approach, which for this experiment, was dominated by statistical uncertainties rather 
than systematic uncertainties. The measurements made for this thesis are competitive 
with measurements using standard Rosenbluth separation techniques and future work
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using recoil polarization techniques will be able to reduce the statistical errors 
significantly. In this way recoil polarization measurements will be able to provide 
accurate and statistically meaningful data on the important electric nucleon form factors 
for both the proton and neutron.
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Appendix A:
FPP Calibration and Alignment
This appendix discusses the calibration of the Focal Plane Polarimeter at the 
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) before it was installed in the focal plane of 
OHIPS. It also describes the internal alignment of the Multi- Wire-Proportional-Chambers 
(MWPC) within the support structure of the FPP before it was installed in OHIPS, the 
global alignment of the FPP after it was mounted at the focal plane of OHIPS and the 
procedure that was used to align the MWPC in software.
A.1 The Calibration of the FPP at IUCF
The FPP was calibrated using a low intensity (~105 protons/sec) polarized beam 
of protons at IUCF during February 1993. Four proton energies were used, 120,150, 180 
and 200 MeV, and three combinations of polarizations were used, p„, p„ and a mixture of 
p„ and p, types. The p-nC analyzing power at these energies has been measured at several 
laboratories and is known to ±2%.[130]
To test the entire active area of the FPP it was mounted on its side on a movable 
table so that the position (up-down and left-right) and angle of the FPP could be changed 
with respect to the beam. The FPP was scanned at 15 different positions and three angle 
points for each position. This allowed an accurate determination of the efficiencies of the 
FPP over the entire active area of the front two chambers. Five different carbon thickness 
were used (ranging in thickness from 2-10 cm) to assess the dependence of the analyzing 
power on carbon thickness. The beam spot was diffused to ~3.0 cm so that position 
dependent chamber inefficiencies could be accurately determined, and the low count rate
172
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Figure A.1 The product of the Asymmetry and proton polarization vs. 
scattering angle using the Bates FPP. Solid circles: IUCF calibration of the Bates 
FPP usin 5cm of carbon and 177 MeV protons(at center of carbon block). Open 
squares: LAMPF using 6.4 of cm carbon and 171 MeV protons Solid triangles: 
SIN. using 7 of cm carbon and 179 MeV protons. The results of the IUCF 
calibration show good agreement with previous data from LAMPF and SIN.
insured that there was a minimum of contamination from background events. A total of 
124 data runs were taken over a period of one week.
The polarization of the beam measured by the FPP was compared to the IUCF 
beamline polarimeters. By switching the polarization of the beam, instrumental 
asymmetries were canceled out For the 200 MeV data the ratio was determined to be: 
FPP/IUCF = 0.976 ± 0.006. A. 1
The error bars are statistical only. A more significant measurement which includes the 
instrumental asymmetries is the ratio of spin-up to spin-down polarization. This ratio was 
measured to be
FPP/IUCF =1.018 ±0.011. A.2
Overall the FPP was consistent with design goals at the 2% level.
A comparison of the measured asymmetry ( = beam polarization x analyzing
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power) using the FPP was also made to data obtained at SEN11311 and LAMPF11321 and is 
shown in figure A.I. The FPP data are consistent with these two sets of data and of 
greater precision. Further information can be found in reference 133.
A.2 Hardware Alignment of the OHIPS VDCx and FPP
After the IUCF calibration runs, the FPP was shipped to M.I.T/Bates and installed 
in the redesigned detector hut of OHIPS during September and October of 1993. Before 
the FPP could be installed each chamber had to be internally aligned with the other 
chambers. Once this alignment was complete it could be installed on OHIPS and aligned 
to the OHIPS VDCx. With the device physically aligned to the OHIPS spectrometer 
further refinements were done using elastic and inelastic electron scattering data and 
cosmic rays. This section briefly describes the physical alignment of the device and the 
software alignment which followed. More information can be found in reference 134. The 
alignment of the VDCx to the OHIPS dipole is covered first, discussion of the internal 
alignment of the FPP chambers is next, followed by the alignment of the FPP to the 
VDCx.
A.2.1 Alignment of the OHIPS VDCx
The VDCx support frame with the VDCx installed was mounted in the lower 
detector support structure (see figure A.2) and scribe marks were etched in the center on 
either side of the VDCx along the x-direction, the dispersive momentum direction, and 
they-direction, which is transverse to the dispersive momentum direction. The placement 
of the scribe marks along x took into account the 45° slope of the VDCx with respect to 
the horizontal x-y plane.
The VDCx support frame with the VDCx installed was nominally positioned 
within the support structure so that the six support struts holding it in place were close to 
the middle of their range. The support structure was then placed on the OHIPS dipole 
field clamp and leveled to within ±500pm. The whole structure was moved until the 
center of the VDCx was aligned to the center of the OHIPS dipole (in both the x and y
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Figure A.2 VDCx and Lower Support Structure Layout
directions). All alignment was done using electronic theodolites.1’1
Three theodolite targets were then placed on the support structure along the x and 
y  directions with two of the targets on the front and one on the back as indicated in figure 
A.2. Then the VDCx support frame, with the VDCx attached, was removed from the 
support structure and holes were drilled and taped in the dipole field clamp to hold the 
Lower Detector Support in place. The three targets along either direction formed a plane, 
(x-z, and y-z), so that when the Lower Detector Support Structure was placed on the 
South Hall floor theodolites could be accurately aligned to it in both directions. This was 
important for the alignment of the FPP to the VDCx. For accurate placement of the 
support structure it was realigned and bolted to the dipole field clamp and holes for 
machined pins were drilled through the feet of the Lower Support Structure into the 
dipole Clamp. The Lower Support Structure was then moved and then rebolted and was 
found to be accurately positioned to within 250pm.
The lower detector support structure was then leveled on the South Hall floor for
* Pentax TH-20WA Theodolite.
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the next phase of the alignment process. The VDCx support frame with VDCx installed 
was positioned in the lower structure using the six adjustable struts. These struts allowed 
for complete x, y, and 0 movement o f the VDCx. With a theodolite aligned along the x-z 
plane of the lower structure and one along the y-z plane the VDCx was aligned with 
respect to the six theodolite targets along the x and y  directions using the four scribe 
marks. The angle (0) of the VDCx along the x-direction was then adjusted to be 45° with 
respect to horizontal and measured using an inclinometer. Because adjustments in x, y  
and 0 were coupled the final alignment was achieved through an iterative process with 
each successive cycle giving better answers then the one before. The final alignment of 
the VDCx was accurate to ± 500pm in the x and y  directions and the measurement of 0 
was accurate to 45± 0.032°. The support struts were locked in place after this and the 
positions and angles were surveyed again to ensure nothing had changed.
A.2.2 Internal Leveling and Alignment of the FPP
Initial alignment and leveling of the FPP chambers was also done on the South 
Hall floor, final alignment and level was done with the FPP mounted atop the lower 
detector support structure which was on the top of OHIPS. The first step was to level the 
FPP support structure and then to level the individual chambers. This was done using an 
Autolevel placed so that it could see three comers of the base plate of each chamber. It 
was assumed that the base plates were flat, thus if three comers of a base plate could be 
aligned in a plane the fourth comer was assumed to lie in the plane as well.
The next step was to align the centers of the chambers to each other. Each 
chamber had five fiducials on both sides to indicate the internal position of select wires 
along x and y. It was decided to use chamber #3 as the fiducial chamber, and the three 
other chambers were aligned to it. Two theodolites, one for the x-direction and one for the 
y-direction, were used as well as the Autolevel. Since the scribe marks on the opposite 
side of the chambers were not visible, a plumb bob was hung so that it was aligned with 
one of these scribe marks. Then, by using the scribe mark that was visible and 
corresponding scribe mark on the opposite side of the chamber, as indicated by the plumb 
bob, the theodolites in both directions were aligned to chamber #3. With the theodolites
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now properly aligned, alignment of chambers 1, 2, and 4 was done. Each chamber had a 
four adjustable strut system for alignment. This did not provide for full x, y, and z axis 
movement but by making some simple modifications (i.e. enlarging the bolt holes) it was 
possible to reduce misalignment to a minimum. All alignment was done to better then 
250 microns for the FPP chambers. It was also found that within the accuracy of the 
theodolites that the removal and reinsertion of a chamber did not effect this alignment. It 
was found later that replacing one of the chambers did cause the new chamber to have a 
small ~1 mm offset.
A.2.3 Alignment of the FPP to the OHIPS VDCx
The final step was to align the FPP to the VDCx. With the FPP on top of the 
lower support structure the center of chamber #3 was aligned to the center of it using the 
six theodolite targets in the x and y-directions. To insure that removal and reinsertion of 
the FPP on to the lower structure could be done without effecting the alignment position 
of the FPP, the outline of the FPP foot pads were scribed on the base pads of the lower 
structure. Two sticky targets were affixed to the FPP support structure (one for each axis), 
to check for alignment discrepancies when the lower structure and FPP were lifted back 
on to OHIPS. This alignment was done on the floor of the South Hall and then again 
when the entire assembly was lifted onto the top of OHEPS. During the course of data 
taking FPP wire chamber #3 (one of the large chambers) broke a wire which required the 
removal and replacement of chamber #3 with a spare chamber. For this reason the 
alignment of the chambers with respect to the VDCx was done at the end of the 
experiment to insure that no misalignments had been introduced by this process. It was 
found that the alignment was good within the tolerances of the measuring devices for the 
x-direction and that the in the y direction chamber #3 had shifted by 1.1 ±0.1 mm.tl3S] 
This information was incorporated into the software alignment which is discussed next.
A.3 Software Alignment of the FPP
The physical alignment of the FPP both internally and to the VDCx insured that 
there were no gross misalignments. This, however, was insufficient to extract the
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Figure A3 Histograms of the x  and y  positions as measured by the VDCx 
minus the position as measured by the first two chambers of the FPP.
polarizations at the focal plane to the accuracy required. The internal alignment of the 
chambers was also done in software as well as the global alignment of the FPP to the 
VDCx. This section gives a brief overview of what was done (see reference 134 for more 
details).
A.3.1 Internal Alignment of the FPP in Software
As a first step in the internal software alignment of the FPP it is necessary to 
assume that the two rear planes of the wire chambers in both the x and y  directions are 
aligned. This assumption allows for an absolute reference frame with which to align the 
other two chambers. Of course this assumption was later tested to determine how much 
these two chambers were yawed with respect to a central ray. This central ray is vertical 
with respect to the laboratory floor. It was determined that only the translational offsets in 
x andy were of importance as the roll and pitch of the individual chambers was small ( ~1 
mr) compared to the resolution of the FPP MWPC chambers.
For the purposes of the alignment the two large back chambers of the FPP were 
assumed to be aligned in both the x and y  directions. From this knowledge the position of 
a trajectory as determined in the back chambers can be traced back to both of the front 
small chambers and compared with the position as measured by the small chambers. This 
allowed individual offsets to be determine for each o f the two small front chambers.
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A.3.2 Software Alignment of the FPP and VDCx
With the four FPP MWPC aligned it was then possible to adjust global alignment 
of the FPP with respect to the focal plane coordinates as measured by the VDCx. The four 
coordinates, xfoc, yfoc, Q/oc, and, §foc as measured by the FPP were subtracted from the same 
four coordinates as measured by the VDCx for every good event which had both good 
FPP data as well as good VDCx chamber data. The resulting values of the differences 
Xvdcx " xFPh ymcx '  yrrr, ^  shown in figure A.3. The xfoc and yfoc values were of the 
greatest importance as they were used to fit a three point line to the trajectory to find 0/oc 
and §foc. There was also some question as to how well the VDCx could actually measure 
the Qfoc and <j>/oc in stand-alone mode. Depending 
on which of several drift-time-to-drift-distance 
methods was used the values for 0/oc and §foc could 
vary as much as 8.5 mrad.[71 The position as 
measured by the VDCx was much less sensitive 
to the technique used and hence was reliable. As 
can be seen in the two plots of figure A.3 the 
central peak in both the x and y  directions could 
be adjusted to better than 1.0 mm. Table A.1 
shows the final offsets as they were determined 
by the final survey results done after the 
experiment and the software analysis.
Offset (cm)
x, -0.009
x 2 -0.057
x 3 -0.160
x 4 -0.160
Y, -0.419
y 2 -0.202
y 3 0.043
y 4 0.154
Table A.1 FPP Alignment 
Offsets
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Appendix B:
Equipment Settings
This appendix lists the some of the operating parameters for the scintillators, wire 
chambers, and spectrometer magnets. It supplements chapter three: Experimental Setup. 
The equipment parameters for OHIPS are listed first, the MEPS equipment parameters 
are covered next and the Mailer spectrometer parameters are covered last.
B .l OHIPS Equipment Parameters
Name
Photo-multiplier Tube 
Voltages (V) 
Electrons Proton
Discriminator 
Thresholds (mV)
OSOA -2025 -1800 -200
OSOB -2025 -1800 -200
FS1A -1925 -1700 -200
FS1B -1850 -1675 -200
FS2A -2100 -1825 -200
FS2B -2050 -1775 -200
FS2C -2085 -1775 -200
FS2D -2085 -1775 -200
FS2E -2200 -1875 -200
FS2F 2150 -1825 -200
Table B .l Voltage settings for the OHIPS Scintillators:
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Chamber Chamber Argon flow Isobutane flow
Name Voltage (V) (cc/sec) (cc/sec)
VDCx 1 8,500 90 70
VDCx 2 8,500 90 70
FPP 1 4,700 33 23
FPP 2 4,700 33 23
FPP 3 4,800 33 23
FPP 4 4,800 33 23
Table B.2 OHIPS VDCx and FPP MWPC Voltages.
Name MeV/c/kG MeV/c/Amps
OHIPS Dipole 78.98 0.497
OHIPS Q1 30.12 0.381
OHIPS Q2 26.16 0.331
Table B.3 Magnet constants for OHIPS.
B.2 MEPS Equipment Parameters
Name
Photo-tube Voltage (V) 
Electrons
Discriminator 
Threshold (mV)
MS0A -2200 -100
MS0B -2200 -100
MS3A 2250 -100
MS3B 2200 -100
MS4A 2100 -100
MS4B 2100 -100
Table B.4 Voltage settings for the MEPS Scintillators.
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Name
Photo-tube Voltage (V) 
Electrons
MAI 2650
MA2 2600
MA3 2725
MA4 2800
MA5 2600
MA6 2850
MA7 2550
MA8 2700
MA9 2700
MA10 2600
Table B.5 Voltage settings for MEPS Cerenkov Photo-Multiplier- 
Tubes.
Chamber
Name
Chamber 
Voltage (V)
Argon flow 
(cc/sec)
Isobutane flow 
(cc/sec)
VDCx 1 9,000 90 70
VDCx 2 9,000 90 70
Table B.6 MEPS VDCx Voltage and Gas Settings.
Name MeV/c/kG MeV/c/Amps
MEPS Dipole 24.10 0.864
MEPSQ1 23.36 0.969
MEPSQ2 23.29 0.967
Table B.7 MEPS Magnet Constants.
Name Voltage (V)
Mailer Cl -1300
Mailer C2 -1250
Mailer Halo -1100
T able B.8 Mailer Photo-Multiplier-T ube Voltages.
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Data Word Order
C .l Event 8 Data Word Order
A Q event is written to tape as a data array of 2 byte integers (words). The first 
two words are the event type and the length of the data array. This appendix lists the data 
word order for event 8 and event 4 (note that the event type and data length words are not 
shown).
Word
Number
Word description
0 Event Type Bit Pattern
1 Trigger TDC Flag
2 OHIPS Trigger TDC
3 MEPS Trigger TDC
4 OHIPS Prescale TDC
5 MEPS Prescale TDC
6 Coincidence TDC
7 FPP Pass TDC
8 OHIPS Latch TDC #1
9 OR (OPS, CPS, FPP) TDC
10 MEPS Latch TDC #1
11 OR (MPS, CPS, FPP) TDC
12 OHIPS Latch TDC #2
13 OHIPS CAMAC Enable TDC
14 MEPS CAMAC Enable TDC
15 MEPS Latch TDC #2
16 Coincidence Prescale TDC
Table C.l Event 8 Data Structure. 
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17 Hardware Blank TDC
18 Beam Position Monitor
19 OHIPS Delay Line TDC Flag
20-29 OHIPS Scintillator ADC's
30-39 OHIPS ScintillatorTDC's
40-44 OHIPS Meantimer TDC's
45 OR (OHIPS Back Scintillator) TDC
46-61 OHIPS Delay Line TDC
62 MEPS Scintillator ADC Flag
63-68 MEPS Scintillator ADC's
69-78 MEPS Aerogel ADC's
79 MEPS Aerogel Sum ADC
80-85 MEPS ScintillatorTDC's
86 MEPS S0A or SOB TDC
87-88 MEPS Meantimer TDC’s
89 Time of flight TDC
90-98 MEPS Aerogel TDC's minus MAT1
99 MEPS Aerogel Sum TDC
100 MEPS DCOS Flag
101-125 25 MEPS DCOS Words
126 FPP TDC Flag
127 MLU X-Plane TDC
128 MLU Y-Plane TDC
129 Data Ready XI TDC
130 Data Ready X2 TDC
131 Data Ready X3 TDC
132 Data Ready Y1 TDC
133 Data Ready Y2 TDC
134 Data Ready Y3 TDC
135 FPP PCOS Flag
136-181 46 PCOS Wire chamber Words
Table C .l Event 8 Data Structure continued.
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C.2 Event 4 Data Word Order
Word
Number
Word description
0-5 MEPS Scintillators
6 MEPS SO OR
7-8 MEPS Meantimer’s
9 BT3
10 MEPS Trigger Upstairs
11 SCBL2
12-21 MEPS Areogels
22 MEPS Aerogel sum
23 Gun
24 Gun & Computer Busy
25 Gun & Computer Busy Helicity +
26 Gun & Computer Busy Helicity -
27 Run and Beam
28 Rim and Beam and Computer Busy
29-38 OHIPS Scintillators
39-43 OHIPS Meantimers
44 OHIPS Back Plane Scintillator OR
45 Raw COIN
46 COIN Prescale
47 OHIPS Prescale
48 OHIPS Latch
49 COIN Prescale
50 MEPS Prescale
51 MEPS Latch
52 OHIPS Trigger
53 MEPS Trigger
54 Prompt Inhibit
55 COIN and Helicity Plus
56 COIN and Helicity Minus
57 Gated COIN and Helicity Plus
58 Gated COIN and Helicity Minus
59 PCOS El Start
60 MEPS DCOS Stop
61 Gated COIN
Table C.2 Event 4 Data Structure.
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Word
Number
Word description
62 Gated FPP Pass
63 Gated FPP Pass
64 Gated COIN Prescaler
65 Gated OHIPS Prescaler
66 Gated FPP Pass
67 Gated COIN Prescaler
68 Gated MEPS Prescaler
69 Gated OHIPS Latch
70 Gated MEPS Latch
71 Gated OHIPS Latch #2
72 Gated OHIPS CAMAC Enable
73 Gated MEPS CAMAC Enable
74 Gated MEPS Latch #2
75 Gated OR (OPS, CPS, FPP)
76 Gated OR (MPS, CPS, FPP)
77-92 OHIPS Delay Lines
93 Event 8
94 COINPASS
95 Data Ready XI Plane
96 Data Ready X2 Plane
97 Data Ready X3 Plane
98 Data Ready Y1 Plane
99 Data Ready Y2 Plane
100 Data Ready Y3 Plane
101 MLU X-Plane
102 MLU Y-Plane
103 PCOS MLU Pass
104 PCOS Multi-Hit
105 FPP PCOS Reset
106 MEPS DCOS Reset
Table C.2 Scaler Event Data Structure (continuation).
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D .l Programming the LeCroy 2365 Logic Unit
The LeCroy 2365 Programmable Logic Unit (PLU) is a remotely programmable 
CAMAC logic unit.113®1 The FPP Triggering Electronics used three such modules, one for 
the level 1 logic and two for the level 3 logic. The module can have up to 16 ECL type 
inputs and can produce a maximum of eight ECL type outputs with output channels 1 
through 8 repeated in channels 9 through 16.
The LR2365 can do three basic functions: it can complement any of the inputs, it 
can OR from one to sixteen of the inputs into any or all of the eight outputs, and it can 
complement any or all o f the outputs. Since the module has no AND gate the following 
Boolean equation is used to facilitate this capability using the three operations described 
above:
= A ■¥ B +C  +••• D.l
By careful programming, any combination of AND/OR of the output can be 
accomplished. Further the choice of which channel the output is to appear on is also 
programmable.
To program the 2365 module 18 sixteen bit data words are needed. The first 16 
words define the logic matrix the seventeenth word defines the polarity of the output 
channels, and the eighteenth word is used as a test word. The reader is referred to the 
LeCroy manual for an explanation of the test function. The logic matrix is setup so that 
odd rows correspond to un-complemented inputs and even rows correspond to
187
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complemented inputs. The columns correspond to the input channel. Further the rows 1 
and 2 correspond to output channel 1, rows 3 and 4 to output channel 2 and so on down to 
output channel 8.
As an example consider the OR of input channels 1 and 15 and have the result 
sent to output channel 6. Since the module can OR this is a simple procedure. Row 11 of 
the logic matrix should read as follows:
Bit# 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Row 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Row 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
There is no need to complement any of the outputs so word 17 is 0.
As a more difficult example, consider the operation which is the AND of input 
channels 15, 14, 12, 9, 8, and 3 and have the output sent to channel 1 and 7. Since there 
are two output channels two rows in the logic matrix need to be modify. Also, according 
to the equation D.l the inputs and the outputs need to be complemented in order to have 
an AND. Therefore, rows 2,14 and 17 should read:
Bit# 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Row 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Row 14 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Row 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
It is important to note in the above example that an input can be used to produce more 
then one output and that word 17 can be no larger than 255 decimal.
As a final example consider the following logic operation with the result 
appearing on output channel 5:
l*2*n = I + 2+n D.2
Again as before the output must be complemented but only inputs 1 and 2 need to be 
complemented. So two rows, 9 and 10, are:
Bits: 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Row 9: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Row 10: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Row 17: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
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—  Input #1 Input #2 —
— • ------- •  •  •  •
— •-!— • ------ • ------ #-L ;
O  KJ
•  •
Figure D.l Schematic of the LeCroy 624 Meantiming Unit.
A program was written which allowed remote programming of the three modules 
which allowed changing of the OHIPS pilot during data taking. For more details consult 
the LeCroy 2365 manual.
D.2 Operation of the LeCroy 624 Meantiming Unit.
The LeCroy 624 Meantiming Unit is a sixteen channel input and eight channel 
output NIM type device. Through a series of wire taps it allows an experimenter to 
effectively generate a stable position-independent signal from two PMT’s positioned at 
both ends of a scintillator. The device does this by ensuring the signals from each photo- 
multiplier-tubes travel the same amount of time before a signal is generated. In this way 
an event which occurs at one of the scintillator will appear as if it went through the center 
of the scintillator. Since events which occur on one end of the scintillator generate a PMT 
signal on the closest PMT first the Meantiming unit delays the first PMT signal until the 
second one signal arrives. In software the same task could be accomplished by adding up 
the times from each scintillator and dividing by 2. The device accomplishes this task by 
using a series of AND Gates located at distances of 0.5 ns, see figure D. 1.
One input o f the AND gate is connected with the output from one of the PMT’s 
and the other input is wired to the other PMT signal. Typically the PMT signals are 
discriminated first. As can be seen in the figure the pulses from each of the PMT’s start at 
opposite ends of a delay line. When both pulses are present at any of the fourteen AND
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Gates than an output signal is generated. The function of the delay line is to insure that 
both signals must travel the same amount of time before the output signal is generated. 
The intrinsic resolution of this system is limited by the spacing of the AND gates along 
the delay line. For this particular unit the resolution is ±0.5 ns. For more details consult 
the LeCroy 624 manual.
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E .l MCEEP Input Decks
Typical q2 deuterium input deck for MCEEP
250000
6,6,6,6,6,6
1.0
2., 1.,938.2796,2.20
579.4.0..0..374.9.82.45.0..647.52,-35.24,
10.0,-10.0,4.5,-4.5 
R,R,160.,110.,44.,180.
1.0.1..1,
45..2.2.2.2
2.4.0.471.1.6 
0.303,1.25,0.250,0.01,2.0 
0.2,0.0,0.0 
0.0,0.0,0.0 
E,F, 0,-90.
P,F,5,-90.
OFF,K,6,-0.5
MAT,2,F,Q2_TRANSPORT.DAT 
OFF,K,2,9.6 
OFF,K,4,-3.20 
POL,90.,T 
T,Q2_SPIN.DAT 
1
26.0.0.60.0 
0 
0
Number of points to generate.
Number of iteration points.
Value of gp.
A, Z, Mass, Binding energy.
0. Beam Parameters.
Electron/Proton Momentum bite. 
Electron/Proton arm acceptances.
Beam luminosity, time, spectroscopic factor. 
Singles Rate parameters (not used).
Target Parameters.
Beam Polarization/Beam dimensions.
Beam Polarization/Beam dimensions.
Electron Spectrometer Inputs (none).
Proton Spectrometer Inputs.
8 offset, accounts for energy loss.
2nd order TRANSPORT matrix.
Q/oc offset.
<|>/oc offset.
3rd order spin matrix.
Global cut on Pnc for deuterium.
191
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Typical q3 deuterium input deck for MCEEP
250000
6,6,6,6,6,6
1.0
2..1..938.2796.2.20
579.4.0..0..308.1.113.67.0..761.09,-22.07,0.
10.0,-10.0,4.5,-4.5
R^R,160.0,110.0,44.0,180.0
1.0.1.0.1.0
45..2.2.2.2
2.4.0.471.1.6
0.2816353,01.25,0.1,1.0,80.0
0.0,0.5,0.025
0.0,0.0,0.0
E,F,0,-90.0
P,F,5,-90.0
OFF,K,6,-0.5
MAT,2,F,Q2_TRANSPORT.DAT 
OFF,K,2,9.6 
OFF,K,4,-3.20 
POL,90.,T 
T,Q2_SPIN.DAT 
1
26.0.0.60.0 
0
0
Number of points to generate.
Number of iteration points.
Value ofgp.
A, Z, Mass, Binding energy.
Beam Parameters.
Electron/Proton Momentum bite. 
Electron/Proton arm acceptances.
Beam luminosity, time, spectroscopic factor 
Singles Rate parameters (not used).
Target Parameters.
Beam Polarization/Beam dimensions.
Beam Polarization/Beam dimensions.
Electron Spectrometer Inputs (none).
Proton Spectrometer Inputs.
8 offset, accounts for energy loss.
2nd order TRANSPORT matrix.
0/oc offset.
<j>/oc offset.
3rd order spin matrix.
Global cut on Pnc for deuterium
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E.2 COSY Input Decks 
Typical q2 input deck for COSY
INCLUDE 'COSY';
PROCEDURE RUN;
OV3 3 0 ;
RPP 203.1 ;
RPS 1 0 ;
UM;
FRO;
SB 0.005 0.025 0 0.0145 0.08 0 0 4.4 0 0 0 ; 
DL 1.6;
TA 0.0 -0.109;
SA 0.0 -0.00297;
MQ 0.708 0.512810.1524;
DL 0.1307;
MQ 0.708 -0.45508 0.1524;
SA 0.0 0.00297;
TA 0.0 0.109;
DL 0.513 ;
D I2.54 90.0 0.831700000;
DL 1.626;
PSM3 ;
P T 4 ;
ENDPROCEDURE;
RUN;
END;
Input file needed for COSY calculations. 
Start program.
Specify the order of the calculation. 
Energy and type of beam (proton’s). 
Compute Spin map.
Set Transfer map to unity.
Don’t do fringe-field calculations.
Define beam parameters.
Drift length (target to Quad #1).
Put in Yaw angle of quads (3.8 mrad). 
Put in horizontal offset.
Physical Dimensions of Quad #1.
Drift length (Quad #1 to Quad #2). 
Physical Dimensions of Quad #2.
Take out horizontal offset.
Take out yaw.
Drift length (Quad #2 to Dipole). 
Physical Dimensions of Dipole.
Drift length (Dipole to focal plane). 
Write out Spin Map to For003.dat.
Write TRANSPORT Map to For004.dat. 
End procedure.
Run program.
End Program.
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Typical input deck for COSY
INCLUDE ’COSY’ ;
PROCEDURE RUN;
OV 3 3 0;
RPP 269.82;
R P S 10;
UM;
FRO;
SB 0.005 0.025 0 0.0145 0.08 0 0 4.4 0 0 0 ; 
DL 1.6;
TAO.O -0.109;
SA 0.0 -0.00297;
MQ 0.708 0.60011 0.1524;
DL 0.1307;
MQ 0.708 -0.5325 0.1524;
SA 0.0 0.00297 ;
TAO.O 0.109;
DL 0.513;
DI 2.5490 0.9733 0 0 0 0 ;
DL 1.626;
P S M 3 ;
PT 4 ;
ENDPROCEDURE;
RUN;
END;
Input file needed for COSY calculations. 
Start program.
Specify the order of the calculation. 
Energy' and type of beam (proton’s). 
Compute Spin map.
Set Transfer map to unity.
Don’t do fringe-field calculations.
Define beam parameters.
Drift length (target to Quad #1).
Put in Yaw angle of quads (3.8 mrad). 
Put in horizontal offset.
Physical Dimensions of Quad #1.
Drift length (Quad #1 to Quad #2). 
Physical Dimensions of Quad #2.
Take out horizontal offset.
Take out yaw.
Drift length (Quad #2 to Dipole). 
Physical Dimensions of Dipole.
Drift length (Dipole to focal plane). 
Write out Spin Map to For003.dat.
Write TRANSPORT Map to For004.dat. 
End procedure.
Rim program.
End Program.
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